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'Ihis dissertation explored sane effects of context on the 
developnent of stbrulus classes an:i the transfer of stirnulus functions 
to novel stinuli. 'Ihe research was also i.nten::1ed to denonstrate the 
utility of current behavioral theories for prediction an:i control of 
contextual effects on class fo:nnation. In Experiment lA, contextual 
control of stimulus classes was established successfully in all six 
college-student subjects. Matdti.rq-to-sarrple train.inJ successfully 
transferred the function of the contextual st.inul.i to four novel 
stimuli, whim resulted in the fo:nnation of two three-member classes of 
contextual. st.inul.i. 'Ihe first portion of Experiment 1B replicated 
Experiment 1A with three additional subjects. In the secon:i portion, 
matchinJ-to-sanple tra.inirq resulted in the establishment of two six-
member contextual classes. In Experiment 2, three of four subjects 
learned a match.irg-to-sanple task in whim the role of the contextual 
stinul.i was controlled by a pair of ''higher-order'' contextual stirnuli. 
'Iwo of the subjects received matdti.rq-to-sanple train.inJ in whim the 
X 
furci:ion of the higher-order contextual stinuli was transferred to four 
novel stimuli, whidl resulted in the develc:.prent of two three-member, 
higher-order contextual classes. Experiments 3A, 3B, an:i 3C 
denonstrated that sane groupin;Js of stimuli are more difficult to learn 
than other groupin;Js. '!he experiments foorrl that overlai:pin;J roles of 
stimuli terrled to confuse subjects an:i that subjects, when confused, 
would respon:l based on "familiarity" to stinuli rather than on the 
con:litional relations. Experiments 4A arrl 4B denonstrated that types 
of matchi.rg perfonnance (identity, oddity, arrl a:tbitracy) can be 
controlled by the presence of contextual stinuli. '!he experiments also 
provided evidence ~rtin;J the idea that generalized identity 
(reflexivity) an:l generalized oddity perfonnances are closely related 
to, if not prerequisites for, successful a:tbitracy matchi.rg an:l the 
develq:m:mt of stimulus classes. 
(205 pages) 
Concept formation arrl l~ge are central tq>ics in the study of 
human behavior arrl have been studied extensively, especially by 
co;pu.tive psychologists. Behavioral psychology has only begun to 
examine these two tq>ics in any depth because of the methodological 
diffiall.ties involved in test~ the very CX1Iplex array of behaviors, 
many of whidl are oovert. Mudl of co;p,itive psydlology is devoted to 
devis~ analogies of what is done privately with information 
(discriminative stim.ll.i) by the subjects. 'As behaviorists have 
traditionally resisted an~ to unabsel'.vable variables, little 
attention was paid to oovert behavior until recently, when pressure by 
nonbehaviorists arrl the develc.pnent of r-ew methodologies encouraged 
attention to lan:;JUage arrl concept formation. 
stim.ll.us F.quivalence 
One of these r-ew methodologies is loosely referred to as stimulus 
equivalence. Technically, stinulus equivalence is not a r-ew 
experimental tedmique, siocie matc:ru.rq to sanple (given a stirnu1.us, 
dloose fran choices whidl one goes with it) is m:::>St often used in 
experiments on equivalence. stinulus equivalence is an inference aoout 
behavior, in whidl subjects treat a graJp of st.ilruli as if they were 
the same. Ha.vever, the term is also used loosely as the name for the 
theoretical aa:nm:t of how st.inul.i cane to be treated the same, that 
2 
is, becane equivalent. 1 'Ihe theocy is cx:ll'l)rised of a group of axians 
logically derived fran set theocy which have sane enpirical support: 
symrretcy, reflexivity, arrl transitivity (Lazar, 03.vis-I..arq, & Sanchez, 
1984; Sidman, Rauzin, razar, Olnnir¥Jham, Tail.by, & carrigan, 1982; 
Sidman & Tail.by, 1982; Sidman, Will~rris, & Kirk, 1986; Wethert,y, 
Karlan, & Spradlin, 1983). ('Ihe 'iivOrd "axian" is dlosen since sane of 
those responsible for the theocy regard them as logically self-evident 
arrl irrlisp..rt:able.) For the p.n:poses of this paper, stimulus 
equivalence will refer to the behavior of classifyirg stimuli, 
equivalence trainirg or equivalence procedures will refer to the 
experimental/trainirg techniques whidl lead to the fonnation of 
stimulus classes, arrl equivalence theozy will be used to refer to the 
various theoretical attent)ts to provide a framework for equivalence 
research that have been devised by Sidman arrl Tail.by (1982); Fields, 
Verllave, arrl Fath (1984); Fields arrl Verllave (1987); arrl others. 
Accordirg to equivalence theocy, a stinulus class is established 
by trainirg a subject to "group together" a set of topogrdp1ically 
different stimuli. Doirg so is usually accetiplished by reinforcirg the 
behavior of selectirg one of the stimuli in the presence of another, 
1
'lhis tenninological diffia.ilty is a result of the assunption 
made by behaviorists that if one can produce the behavior, one has at 
least one explanation of it. Herx::e, tentl.S referrirg to a behavior or a 
technique becane theoretical in nature. Matc:hin;J to sanple was 
originally used to name a trainirg technique. Recently, matc:hin;J to 
sanple has been used to .irrlicate an inferred perfonnarr.e when a subject 
relates any stinulus to itself without prior exposure or trainirg, 
which is what subjects were~ to learn fran the 
matchi.rg-to-sanple task (when based on identity). '!his behavior has 
also been tenned generalized identity matc:hin;J, or reflexivity, arrl has 
a number of theoretical i.rrplications discrn;sed bela.,, un:ler reflexivity. 
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usirg a mat.drirX]-to-sanple task (given this stinulus, which of the 
followirg stinuli, or oc:riparison.s, "go with it?"). Sidman (1971) fOlll'Xi 
that all the possible ccni:>iI'lations of stinulus pairi.n;Js do not have to 
be trained, arrl the necessary arrl sufficient prerequisites for the 
establishnent of a stinulus class have been identified (Sidman & 
Tail.by, 1982). '1hese prerequisites correspon:i to the three axians 
IOOntioned above. First, reflexivity Ill.lSt be present; that is, the 
subject nust be able, in the presence of any stinulus, to choose the 
identical stinulus fran an array of CCIIpirisons. '!his in:licates that 
the subject can treat any stinulus as equivalent to itself, which is 
necessary before a subject can treat tcp::,graJ;itl.cally different stimuli 
as equivalent. Secarrl, synmatry Ill.lSt be present; that is, the subject 
nust be able to, without trainirg, relate stinulus B to stinulus A if 
trained to relate A to B. '!his means that the subject can use two 
tcp::,graJ;itl.cally different stinuli interchan:]eably or, in other "WOrds, 
treat the stinuli as if they had the same ~- 'Ihirclly, 
transitivity nust be present; that is, the subject, if trained A=B am 
B=C, will relate A to C without trainirg. '!his means a subject is able 
to generalize the :furd:ion of a stinulus without direct trainirg arrl 
explains why all possible stinulus ccni:>iI'lations need not be trained. 
If all three comitions set by the axian.s are met, then the stimuli may 
be said to be equivalent. 'Ihe three axian.s not only in:licate the 
prerequisites for classirg rut also suggest three enq:,irical tests to 
assess whether stinuli are related arxi to irwestigate at a f~in 
level why particular stinuli may not be related. 
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'lwo inportant points nust be made aba.rt the limits of equivalence 
theo:ry. First, equivalence is intenjed to refer only to the case where 
stimuli are equal to eadl other, not greater than or less than. 
Secom, (us.in; set theo:ry tents) equivalen:::e does not deal with 
intersection, only union. However, intersection can be dealt with 
us.in; the higher-order methods disaISSed in the follow.in; section. 
Higher-Order Control of stinulus Classes 
Sidman (1986) postulated that one cx::w.d place the classification 
of st.inuli urrler corxtitional control; for exanple, in Situation 1, 
place stimuli A, B, arrl C together arrl D, E, arrl F together, but in 
Situation 2, place stimuli A, E, arrl F together arrl D, B, arrl C 
together. A sin;le stinulus can be used as a cue to signal how classes 
go together in different situations. 'lhis allows for an analysis of 
the effects of oontext on stinulus classification arrl for an account of 
the intersection of classes whidl occurs in everyday human behavior. 
'Ihe establishmant of stimulus classes by a corrlitional stimulus is 
called contextual control. In a sense, a hierarchy of stimulus oontrol 
is established in which a contextual stinulus controls respon:tirg to a 
sarrple stinulus, which controls resporrlirg to a carparison stimulus. 
'Ihe three-tenn q,erant oontin;ency (S-R->CSQ) can be placed urrler the 
oontrol of the presenc:e of the sarrple, or foorth-tenn, stimulus 
(S-S-R->Csq), which can be placed urrler the control of the oontextual, 
or fifth-tenn, stinulus (S-S-S-R->Csq), which can in tum be placed 
urrler the control of a sixth-tenn sti.nulus (S-S-S-S-R->Csq). Each 
tenn provides a cue to how to :resolve the remain:ler of the contin;ency. 
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'Ihe hierarchy is meant to be a theoretical tool by whidl to analyze the 
effects of higher-order stim.ll.us CXll'lb:'01. 'lllere is no inplication that 
sane natural hierarchy exists in either the stim.ll.i or the mirxi. 
Control of Class Membership 
Higher-order (contextual) stim.ll.i may play a rn.nnber of roles in 
the fonnatian of stinulus classes. First, in situations in whidl a 
stinu.lus belorgs to IIDre than one class, higher-order stinul.i may be 
used to in:ticate whidl of the classes is relevant at the present an::l 
can prevent the developnent of sp..irious relations. For ex.anple, 
mercw:y is both a metal an::l a liquid. At various times, mercucy could 
be correctly related to both iron an::l milk, yet a response that iron 
an::l milk are members of the same set is generally considered incorrect. 
'!he v.10rd metal, then, can serve as a contextual cue that iron an::l 
mercw:y are both class members, while milk is not, an::l the v.10rd liquid 
can in:ticate that milk an::l mercucy are both class members, while iron 
is not. 
Contextual control is then not only of interest for studying the 
fonnation of hierarchical classes but for determining how classes may 
intersect. I.an;Juage classes used in natural settirgs are not usually 
sirrple, nutually exclusive groops of stim.ll.i but tern to overlap or 
"intersect." 'lhat is, stim.ll.i are in one class in one context an::l in 
another class in sane tmrelated context, as is the v.10rd mercucy in the 
exanple above. In sudl a case, a v.10rd could be synonyno.is with other 
v.10rds in one contextual situation, yet those synonyms could be 
seriously incorrect in other contexts. Haoonyms sud1 as the v.10rd 
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"leaves" may i.micate that one is goi.rg away or be the plural of the 
word leaf. 'lhe correct interpretation deperm on the context, whidl 
may be the preca:iin;J paragrap-i or a si.rgle word. Syoonym.s sudl as 
"animal" arrl "beast" rarely overlap carpletely in iooanirg. Both refer 
to ~lant organisms, rut "beast" is usually used to refer to wild or 
dan';JeraJS animals. A wolf 'WOUld be labelled an animal arrl a beast, rut 
a CXM likely 'WOUld not be considered a beast. '!here are many 
contextual cues in l~ge, includin;J the antecedents for case, 
gen:ier, or pronouns, as well as syntax. Knowledge of how contexts can 
serve to divide classes in such ways \oJOOJ.d be beneficial to the 
teach.irg of l~e arrl concepts. 
Hierarchies of Context 
Groups of stimJ.li often have a label which serves to set the 
context, arrl hierarchies of contexts can be fonned via equivalence 
procedures. such hierarchies of contexts can be used to explain 
various hierarchies of classes, such as Linnaeus's system of biological 
classification. 'lhe Linnaean classification system has seven levels of 
context: l<i.rg:lan-Rlyltnn-Class--Order-Famil y-Genus-Species. F.ach level 
has comitional control over the next level. .Assigrunent to the Class 
Mammalia is incorrect if the organism has no spinal chord, or is not an 
animal. 
An everyday exarrple of the contextual control of classification 
with mll.tiple levels of context is that of fi.rrlin] one's way in a large 
city. Pecple often classify the streets into those which go north arrl 
saith arrl those which go east arrl west. Ha.vever, sane of these are 
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one-way, an:l in sane cities, whether a street is one-way or even whidl 
direction traffic nust nm is detennined by the tiloo of day. For the 
confused traveler, a hierarchy of contexts exists here. 'Ihe street is 
the stinulus to be classed, the desired direction the first cxmtext, 
whether one-way the secorxl, an:l time-of-day the third. Further 
exanples of exterded cantin;Jencies such as this may be provided by fl0'.11 
d1arts of prd:>lem-solvin;J techniques or if-then statements in carp.rt:er 
programs. 
other stinuli which are not specified by an experimenter can also 
serve as contexts for classifyin;J stinuli. Irrorrect cx:mparisons in a 
matching-to-sanple task provide such cues (M:::Ilvane, Withstan:lley, & 
Stcx1darn, 1984; Sidman, 1987; straner & Osborne, 1982). other in:lirect 
an:l nordiscrete cues can affect perfo~. Serna {1987) reported 
difficulty in establ~ fifth-tenn control of classes. Part of the 
difficulty was prcbably due to usin;J a two-choice task rather than a 
three-choice task (Sidman, 1987), but part of the difficulty may also 
have been due to the exposure of the subjects to an identity-matching 
task before the experiment began. steele an:l Hayes {1988) reported 
that subjects failed to respom correctly on an identity matdlin;J task 
after bein;J exposed to a series of art>itrary-matching tasks, which is a 
further in:lication that even histo:ry can serve as a contextual cue for 
classification. 
stateroont of the Problem 
'Ihe ?JrPOS8 of this dissertation researd1 is to derocmstrate a 
rnnnber of features of stinulus classes un:ier the control of contextual 
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stimuli (Sidman, 1986) at a variety of levels, with a variety of 
stimulus class arran;ements, in order to provide empirical tests of the 
procedures am. predictions of equivalerx::e theocy. In partia.ilar, hCM 
contextual stinuli affect the fonnation of stinulus classes is 
investigatErl. Contextual control is defined by Sidman (1986) as the 
control by a stinulus of a set of oon:litional relations, oorrect 
responses to whidl are deperrlent upon the nature of the stimulus. 
Research has dem:mstratErl that a stimulus can save as a oontextual cue 
in the stimulus equivalence paradigm (Bush, Sidman, & deRose, 1989; 
Fu.cini, 1982; Kennedy & Iaitinen, 1988; Serna, 1987). 'Ihe research in 
this dissertation is also interned to provide a prcx::edural franework to 
suggest methods of instnlction, diagnosis, arrl remediation for concept 
learnirq (e.g., vcx::abulacy acquisition). 
'Ihe experiments will examine a number of specific issues: (1) 
whether stinulus equivalerx::e techniques will work at contextual levels, 
both fifth-tenn arrl sixth-tenn; (2) transfer of contextual function via 
equivalence; (3) establishment of higher-order contextual oontrol; that 
is, sixth-tenn oontrol; ( 4) establishment of contextual control by 
superi.Irposition of fifth-tenn anj/or sixth-tenn control over existin;J 
oon:litional relations versus trainin;J fifth-tenn anj/or sixth-tenn 
con::litional relations in toto; (5) generalization to large stimulus 
classes (6-member classes rather than 3-member classes); (6) limits on 
ha.., classes can be intersected via contextual control; arrl (7) 
nechanisms of class fonnation in terns of ha.., contextual stimuli may 
oontrol classification. 'lhe folla..,in:J paragraplS will provide a 
description of how eadl exper.ilrent contr.ib.rtes to these issues. 
Experiment 1A is a replication of the earlier research on the 
fo:nnation of contextual control of two subordinate three-IOOI!lber 
classes, using arbitrary sti.nnJ.l.i. Experiment 1A fulfills three 
p.rrposes: (1) it replicates earlier contextual control "WOrk which 
derronstrates that higher-order sti.nnJ.l.i can control sti.nnJ.l.us class 
fo:nnation; (2) it derronstrates errpirically that stinn.ll.us equivalence 
techniques function at the~ levels of Sidman's theoretical 
hierarchy; that is, sti.nnJ.l.i can becane equivalent to contextual 
stinn.ll.i; am (3) it derronstrates that transfer of contextual function 
can be effected via equivalence techniques. 
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Experiment 1B is an extension of Experiment lA, am. tests whether 
the rapid expansion of sti.nnJ.l.us classes shown to be possible at the 
fourth-tenn level (Sidman, Kirk, & Willson-Morris, 1985) takes place at 
the contextual level. such rapid expansion is very useful for training 
large classes, am is a useful explanatory tool for he,,,/ people can 
generalize am::>n:;J synonyms with very little training. Since a word such 
as "aniIDal." can act as a contextual sti.nnJ.l.us controlling a myriad of 
aniIDal. names, ease of creating a contextual class (such as beast, 
brute, creature, fauna, flesh, carnal, corporeal) without training each 
of the thCA.lSal'rls of relations between each f'eil context am each aniIDal. 
name vJOllld be of great teadli.rg value. 
Experiment 2 replicates am exten::1s Experiment 1 to sixth-tenn 
control, that is, sti.nnJ.l.us control of context. Sidman (1986) has 
discussed the possibility of such control, but as yet there has been no 
errpirical derronstration of it. Experiment 2 also seJ:Ves to test the 
limits of the practicability of Sidman's theoretical hierarchy of 
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control, and its ability to explain higher-order real world situations 
in which contexts are corrlitionally controlled such as the Linnaean 
system of classification. 
Experiments 3A, 3B, and 3C are a series of systematic replications 
interrled to provide a functional analysis of proole.rns related to 
contextual oontrol of class membership. 'Ihese experiments also examine 
the alteniate prcx:::edure of successively introducing levels of oontrol 
rather than presenting them from the start as in Experiments lA, lB, 
am 2. 'Ihese experiments serve to test a number of procedural issues 
am begin an analysis of classification which is oontinued in 
Experiments 4A and 4B. Specifically, Experiments 3A, 3B, and 3C 
examine (1) whether establishing oontextual oontrol bottom-up creates 
different results than establishing oontrol all at once as suggested by 
Kennedy & I.aitinen (1988); (2) whether increasing class size creates 
difficulty in tenn.s of classification (testing limits of class size); 
(3) whether classes can be combined without confusing the subject; and 
( 4) how subjects respon::l when presented confusing sets of oorrlitional 
relations. '!he firrlings related to issue (4) provide further data on 
hCM incorrect cc:rrparisons and the overall set of oon::litional 
discriminations affect hCM subjects class stinuli. 
Experiments 4A and 4B involve establishing stinulus oontrol of 
identity (reflexivity), oddity, and equivalence by establishing stinuli 
which signal when reflexive, and other behavior is appropriate 
(reinforced). While the logical denonstration of the necessity of 
reflexivity, synunetry, and transitivity to equivalence has been made 
(Sidman & Tailby, 1982), the empirical denonstration of reflexivity has 
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been called into question (steele & Hayes, 1988). '!here have been 
repeated denonstrations of the errpirical necessity of syrnmetcy to 
transitivity (e.g., Sidman et al., 1982), but :reflexive perfornance has 
largely been taken for granted until the experiment by steele & Hayes 
(1988). Experiments 4A arrl 4B denonstrate that classin;J arxi 
non-classin;J behaviors can be controlled by contextual cues, arxi need 
not be nn.itually exclusive as suggested by steele arxi Hayes. 
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A systematic framework to describe the structure of stimu.lus 
classes has been fonmllated (Sidman, 1986) . A framework is useful to 
help guide an urrlerstan:lirg of the nature of the relations am:m:J groups 
of stimu.li. 'Ihis review will present the a.rrrent state of the framework 
as well as sane historical develc:pterrt:s in order t.o provide backgrourrl 
for the problems t.o be studied in this dissertation. 
Fourth-Term Control 
Sidman (1986) has established a theoretical base with which to 
analyze interrelations of corrlitional relations. First, he extern.ed the 
operant three-term contin;Jency (S-R->CSQ) to foor tenns in order to 
analyze corrlitional discriminations. A fourth term (S-S-R->CSQ) allaws 
for description of the envirornnental control of a three-term 
contin;Jency. 'Ihe stimulus control task invol vin;J fourth-term control is 
called a corrlitional discrimination; for example, if stimulus A occurs 
then :resporrl t.o stimu.lus B, but not stimu.lus C for reinforcement, arrl if 
stimulus D occurs, then resporrl t.o stimu.lus c arrl not stimu.lus B for 
reinforcement. A foor-term contin;Jency is illustrated in Table 1. 'Ihe 
Gentian word "Hurrl" is related to the El');Jlish equivalent "dog" arrl the 
Gennan word "Katze" is related t.o the El');Jlish equivalent "cat". 'Ihe 
corrlitional discrimination is the fun:iaroontal unit for the functional 
description of a stimu.lus class, since it describes the manner in which 
two stimu.li becane related. 
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'lhe question arises of how humans can learn a rnnnbPr of 
c:orxlitional relations an:l then generalize fran them to a stinulus 
class. 'I"'1o behavioral awroad'les to concept formation have been 
developed (functional equivalence an:l stinulus equivalence), an:l have 
led to two different procedures for establi.sh.in;J stinulus classes. 
'lbese two awroadles an:l how they develcp:d will be described, followed 
by a di sa 1ssion of how the two awroadles interact. 
Table 1 
Four-Jienn Contingency Ex.ample, in Whidl SUbject Relates an Erglish Word 
to the Corresporrling Gennan Word 
( ( R1 (press) -> Cl (point) 
( S1 ( "Katze") -- ( 
( ( R2 (other) -/-> Cl (point) 
S3 ("cat") -- ( 
( ( R1 (press) -/-> Cl (point) 
( S2 ( ''Hun::l") ( 
( ( R2 (other) -/-> Cl (point) 
( ( R1 (press) -/-> Cl (point) 
( S1 ( "Katze") -- ( 
( ( R2 (other) -/-> C2 (point) 
S4 ( 11[k:)g11) -- ( 
( ( R1 (press) -> Cl (point) 
( S2 ( ''Hun::l") ( 
( ( R2 (other) -/-> C2 (point) 
Functional F.gu.ivalence an:l Mediated Transfer 
In 1971, Sidman first reported the establishnent of stin'D.11.us 
classes via equivalence. He taught a severely mentally retarded youth 
to fonn 20 four--nati:>er classes. '!he youth ccw.d relate pictures to a 
spoken word (A-B) an:l ccw.d name pictures (B-D). He was taught to 
relate printed words to the spoken word (A-C). Upon testin:J, the youth 
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ccw.d then relate the picture to the printed word (C-B). 'Ihe study 
dem::mstrated that a retarded youth ca.lld generalize stimulus relations 
without trainiig. 
Spradlin, Cotter, arrl Baxley (1973) suggested that the 
generalization of stimulus relations ocx::urred because the stimuli carre 
to control a cx::rrm::m response. In three separate experimants, they 
taught nine subjects a rnnnber of con:litianal discriminations, arrl fourrl 
that the subjects ccw.d then perfonn a new corxlitional discrimination 
without trainiig. over the course of the experimants, they fourrl that 
only two comitional discriminations need be trained to produce a new 
con:litional discrimination via equivalence, as lorg as one stimulus is 
COlTIIOOn to ooth trained con:litional discriminations. 
'Ihe fo:anation of a class of stimuli by relat~ them to a c:omrron 
response, or function, is called "functional equivalence" (Goldiam::>rrl, 
1962, 1966) . A c:omrron physical top::)graiily is not necessary to fonn a 
stimulus class, as stimuli which are Iilysically dissilnilar can come to 
have the same neani.r"q. For example, a red light, a stop sign, or a 
child nD1I1ID;J into the street can all signal a driver to stop. 
Transfer of control would then accamt for the generalization of new 
corxlitional relations. If A-B arrl A-C are taught, then B-C ccw.d be 
performed, since the subject can rra:liate the new relation with the same 
response made to A-B or A-C. Namirg can be sudl a rra:liat~ response. 
Sidman, Cresson, arrl Willson-Morris (1974) delronstrated that 
nami.rg is not necessary to fonn equivalence classes. In a systematic 
replication of the 1971 Sidman study, they taught two retarded 
adolescents 20 four-member classes by trainiig A-B, B-D, arrl B-C 
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(picture to word) rather than A-C. 'Ibey also taU:Jht the subjects c-c 
matdli.rg. '!he subjects generalized A-C perfo:anarx::e before they learned 
to name consistently, whidl rules cut namirg as a causal factor. 'Ihe 
authors raised the question of what mediated the transfer of the 
stinulus equivalerx::es, sin:::e the verbal namirg awa,rently did not do 
so. 
How the untrained :relations develop withart: mediation became a 
µ.izzle. In 1977, I.azar deoonstrated that classes could develop through 
functional equivalence. 'Ihree adults of IX>nnal intelligence were 
taU:Jht to order pairs of stinuli. I.azar fcurrl that two classes of 
stinuli resulted based on order. '!hose stinuli whidl were first became 
a class, an:i those stinuli whidl came secorrl became a class. 'Ihe 
subjects were then trained to relate ne'# stinul.i to a member of one or 
the other of the classes . Test~ revealed that the subjects also 
ordered the ne'# stinuli accorcli.rg to whidl class the ne'# stinuli had 
been related. One subject did not transfer the sequezx::e function. 
Further test~ fC\lm that he was not able to perfonn symmetrically on 
the matchin:J-t:.o-sanple task. '!he study denonstrated that matchin:J to 
sample can transfer stinulus function. However, there was no camron 
function to mediate the matdrin;J-to-sanple task. 
stimulus F.guivalence 
Sidman an:i Tailby (1982) pre.posed that mediation is not 
necessary, an:i that stinulus classes are fonned based on the three 
prerequisites of reflexivity, symmetry, an:i transitivity. St:irnulus 
equivalence is different fran functional equivalence in that the 
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stinuli are directly related to eadl other, rather than via a camon 
response. In a matdlin:J-to-sanple task, the subject makes a selection 
based on stinulus-stinulus relations. A 1:::uttal pressirq response is 
made regardless of stinulus class, an:l vezbal mediation an:l other 
codin:J responses ~Y are mt reces.sacy. 
l-k:>re recently, a series of stu::lies by rube an:l others have 
irxticated that furctional equivaleroe an:l stinulus equivaleroe seem to 
be goveined by the same rules (reflexivity, synmetry, an:l transitivity) 
an:l that st.inul.us equivaleroe results in furctional equivaleroe an:l 
functional equivaleroe results in stinul.us equivaleroe. D..lbe, 
M::Ilvane, Mackay, an:l Stcxlin'd (1987) fcmx:l that reinforcers CXJUl.d 
becate members of a stllllllus class. '!hey conclu:led that the results 
~rted the mt.ion of the foor-tenn cont~ because a sinple 
discrimination between reinforcer type an:l a particular stinulus would 
have resulted in errors. 'Ibey did mte that fa.irth-tenn relations 
CXJUl.d be established withalt class formation oocurrirg, an:l noted that 
they did mt examine c:aiprebensively for stinulus equivaleroe. 
However, they did conclwe that the results were oonsistent with the 
acquisition of equivaleroe classes. 
In a series of follow-up stu::lies, wnen stinul.i were related via 
mat.ch.irg to sanple to stllllll.i whidl signalled reinforcement (ff) or to 
stinuli whidl signalled absen::e of reinforcement (s4), those stinul.i 
acquired the same discriminative furction ( deRose, M::Il vane, rube, 
Galpin, & stcx:kiard, 1988; deRose, M::Ilvane, rube, & stcx:kiard, 1988; 
rube, M::Ilvane, Maguire, Mackay, & Stcxlin'd, 1989). rube et al. (1989) 
attriruted their results to irrlirect relations of the new stinuli to 
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differential c:onsequeires. stinuli became ~ 's when they "'1ere related 
to an ~, arrl became s4• s when related to an sci. OJe to inherent 
difficulties with the methodology, stinulus equivalerx::e ca.lld not be 
tested directly. 'll1e authors then c:x::n:luded that their results provide 
support for the definitions of stinulus equivalerx::e (Sidman & Tailby, 
1982) arrl ftnctional equivalerx::e (GoldiaIJXJIU, 1966), rut also stqJest 
that the variables which affect the two types of equivalerx::e may be the 
same. 
However, the stooy by Iazar (1977) arrl a stooy by Sidman, Wynne, 
Maguire, & Barnes (1989) both reported that subjects acquired 
functional equivalence anorg a group of stinul.i, rut did not develop 
stinulus eqllivalence anorg those stinuli. Iazar (1977) attributed his 
results to the failure of the matdri.rg-to-sanple task, rut Sidman et 
al. (1989) sug:;Jested that while the two processes may be similar, arrl 
may coexist, they are not necessarily the same process. 'lhe relation 
between functional equivalence arrl stinulus equivalerx::e is still 
unclear, arrl llX)re :researdl is necessary to clarify the roles of these 
two types of equivalerx::e in the generalization of relational behaviors. 
Transfer of Function 
An area in whidl. both types of equivalence overlap is that of 
transfer of function. An investigation of transfer may help clarify 
the roles of stinulus arrl functional equivalerx::e, arrl is irrportant in 
its own right for lD"rlerstarrli how cx:tl1lOOl'l properties of stinuli c::are 
to be shared anorg a stinulus class. 'As :mentioned earlier, sane of the 
early studies in equivalence attenpted to accamt for the fo:rmation of 
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new' oon:titional relations by transfer of function (Spradlin et al., 
1973; Spradlin & Dixon, 1976). Lazar (1977) denx:nstrated that one 
function of a stim.ll.us, its order in a sequerx::e, could be transferred 
via matdrin;J to sarli)le. In 1986, Iazar arxi Kotlarchyk fourrl that when a 
Irernber of a stimulus class acquired a partiail.ar order in a sequence, 
the other members of that stimul.us class -were also orderei in the sane 
way. 
Since then, a rnnnber of studies have dem:>nstrated transfer of 
function. WUlfert arxi Hayes (1988) replicated the prior 1w0rk on 
sequence classes, arxi Cougher, Greenway, arxi WUlfert ( 1988) denonstrated 
transfer of a corrlitioned :response function via equivalence. '1wo 
studies have dem:>nstrated transfer of the corrlitioned reinforcemant 
function via equivalence (Greenway, Dougher, & WUlfert, 1988; Hayes, 
Devaney, Kdll.enberg, Braimstein, & Shelby, in press) • '!he last two 
studies overlap those of Dlbe arxi others on reinforcemant as a nmiati.ng 
stinrulus in functional equivalence, b.1t add a carprehensive 
dem:>nstration of the existence of equivalence classes arrong the stinruli. 
'!he role of transfer of function in functional arxi stimul.us 
equivalence has been recognized as an inp:>rtant one. Although the 
precise relations bet\t.1een functional equivalence am stinulus 
equivalence are oot known, an urxierstarxling that the two types of 
equivalence are closely related am interact closely has developed. An 
urrlerstan:li.ng of how they 1w0rk am how they are related is of inp:>rtance 
for increasing the urxierstarxling of the developnent of novel repertoires 
via equivalence am transfer of function am for the urxierstarxling of 
the bases of stinulus class formation. 
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Fifth-Tenn a:ntrol 
Sidman (1986) further ad:1ed a fifth tenn in order to explain 
sti1Tlulus control on a hierarchical or contextual level (S-S-S-R-csq). 
With a fifth tenn, a set of con:litianal discriminations can be placed 
urder stinulus control, for ex.anple, Table 2. 'llle items can be classed 
together on the basis of whether they are plants or animals, or whether 
they are edible or inedible. 'llle fifth-term stinuli (S5 am. S6) 
furction as contexts that in::licate which basis for classification is to 
be used. In fact, Sidman (1986) defines contextual control as the 
control by a stinulus of a set of con:litianal relations, correct 
responses to which are deperrlent UIX)I1 the nature of the stinulus. 'Ihe 
hierarchical structure of the five-term contirgency allOw'S varioos 
stinuli that occur in a variety of contexts to be un:lerstood in each 
specific situation. 
Derronstrations of Contextual Control 
A rn.nnber of studies (Bush et al., 1989; Fucini, 1982; Hayes et 
al., in press; Kennedy & Iaitinen, 1988; Iazar & Kotlarchyk, 1986; 
Serna, 1987; WUlfert & Hayes, 1988) have investigated fifth-term 
control of classes with humans. Fucini investigated how such sti1Tlulus 
classes as in the above exanple intersect, am. what corxlitions are 
necessa:ry in order for such classes to intersect without becx::mirq one 
large class. To return to the Mercury exanple, if two small classes 
sudl as Iron, Mercury, am. Ccg;)er, am. Water, Milk, am. Mercury are 
linked by one meniler, one large class is formed (Fucini, 1982; Sidman 
et al., 1985). Hc:1Never, the gra.Jpirg of Iron am. Cq:per with Water am. 
Table 2 
Five-Term O:mt;i.mency in Which the WordsGoord arrl lh-l are Related to 
the Words Cord arrl Skunk Based on Whether One is Classifying ACXX>rding 
to Plant Versus Animal or Whether '!hey Are Gcxxl to F.at 
( 
( 
( 
( SJ (corn) 
( 
( 
( 
SS (Plant/ · -( 
Animal) ( 
( 
( 
( S4 (skunk) 
( 
Sl (gourd) 
S2 (cow) 
( Hl (press) ---> Cl (point) 
( 
( R2 (other) -/-> Cl (point) 
----------------------------( Rl (press) -/-> Cl (point) 
( 
( R2 (other) -/-> Cl (point) 
---------------------------------------------
Sl (gourd) 
( Ill (press) -/-> Cl (point) 
( 
( R2 (other) -/-> C2 (point) 
----------------------------Rl (press) ---> Cl (point) 
( ( S2 (cow) - - ( 
( ( ( R2 (other) -/-> C2 (point) (------------------------------------------------------------( ( ( Rl (press) -/-> Cl (point) 
( ( Sl (gourd) -- ( 
( ( ( 112 (other) -/-> Cl (point) 
( SJ (corn) -- ( ----------------------------
( ( ( Hl (press) ---> Cl (point) 
( ( S2 (cow) -- ( 
( ( ( n2 (other) -/-> Cl (point) 
S6 (Edible/--( ---------------------------------------------Inedible) ( 
( 
( 
( S4 (skunk) --
( 
( 
( 
Sl (gourd) 
52 (cow) 
( Ill (press) ---> Cl (point) 
( 
( H2 (other) -/-> C2 (point) 
( Ill (press) -/-> Cl (point) 
( 
( ll2 (other) -/-> C2 (point) 
N 
0 
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Milk may be l.ll'neSirable behavior in particular circumstarx::es. Ideally, 
classification of Mercury as both a metal an:1 a liquid shcw.d be 
possible witha.rt: <Xlli:>inirg all elements of the classes metal an:1 liquid 
together. F\Jcini (1982) foon:l that trainin; with a contextual stinulus 
would prevent the mergirg of the intersectirg classes, an:1. would break 
up e.xistirg intersectirg classes. For exanple, the subject would be 
taught to relate Mercury to water an:1 Milk when the contextual stinulus 
Liquid was present, an:1 to relate Mercury to Iron an:1 eq.-per when the 
cx>ntextual stinulus Metal was present. 
Iazar an:1 Kotlardlyk ( 1986) investigated the use of ex>ntextual 
control to establish stinulus classes which were related with specific 
tenp:>ral sequeooes. SUbjects were tau:Jht to select canparison.s frcm one 
set of fair Greek letters when the sarrple was red, an:1 to select 
carparisons f:ran MK:Jther set of Greek letters when the sarrple was green. 
In an:,t.her task which was ~ with performi.rq in correct tenp:>ral 
sequeooes, the subjects were trained to press red first an:1 then green 
when presented with one tone arrl to press green first an:1 then red when 
a different tone was presented. Testirg established that the subjects 
were then able to resporrl in the correct sequerre when presented the 
tones with the Greek letters as canparisons. 
'l\vO separate stoo.ies set cut to deliberately establish 
contextually controlled stinulus classes via stinulus equivalerre (Bush 
et al., 1989; Serna, 1987). Fach stu:iy dem:nstrated the develcpnent of 
contextually controlled stinulus relations in a majority of subjects, 
rut both reported difficulty in establishirq fifth-term control. 
Kennedy an:1 Iaitinen (1988) also reported difficulties when traininJ 
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fi ve-tenn cantin:]erx::ies. ~er, they reported that when they trained 
subjects on a foorth-tenn task, an:l then attenpted to establish 
contextual control over the fOJr-tenn cantin;Jerx::ies, the subjects were 
nore successful. 'lhese stu:iies dem:lnstrate that fifth-tenn control is 
feasible, rut report that establistnnent of fifth-tenn control is 
difficult an:l tmreliable. 
WUlfert an:l Hayes (1988) reported that subjects learned 
con:litional control over a sequential orderin;J task silllilar to that of 
Iazar an:l Kotlarchyk {1986). 'lbeir subjects denx:>nstrated all possible 
derived relations with little difficulty. 'Iheir study deloonstrates that 
cxmtextual control can be established without great difficulty, rut the 
question remains of how to reliably an:l consistently establish sudl 
control. If fifth-tenn control as an ~lanatocy an:l educational tool 
is to be effective, teadlin;J five-tenn cantin;Jerx::ies nust beccma nore 
effective. 
Contextual Factors an:l Class Fo:nnation 
Of further value, the study of contextual control an:l its 
influence on division of response classes may shed light on the 
develcpnent of equivalence. Sidman et al. {1985) suggest that 
contextual cues may affect how transitivity an:l symrcetcy fonn, or 
perhaps are even primarily responsible. steele an:l Hayes {1988) failed 
to ootain reflexivity upon testin;J an:l claimed that reflexivity was not 
a prerequisite for equivalence. ~er, the con.st.ruction of their 
e.>q)eriment biased respanilrg away fran generalized identity matchirq 
{reflexivity). 'Ihe subjects 'i¥ere prd:>ably able to :resporrl reflexively, 
rut did not in response to the contextual demarxl characteristics of the 
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exper.ilDental situation. A denonstratioo that reflexive resporrlirq can 
be tw:ned on an:l off without affecti.rg transitive relations WOJ.ld 
provide eviderx::e for this hypothesis. others have used exper.ilDental 
preparations that involved a:nlitional control of matchi.rg an:l 
mis-matchi.rg (Shennan, Salll"rlers, & Brigham, 1970; Zinmennan & Baydan, 
1963). Zinmennan an:l Baydan (1963) were CXlnCem8d with other effects 
sudl as the effect of time-cut on st:irespc:ll'Xii.rg, an:l rx,t the comitional 
control itself, an:l Shennan et al. (1970) did no 'WOrk with equivalence 
an:l class fo:rmation. .HoiJever, the results of these stu:ties irrlicate 
that human subjects can easily switdl back an:l forth beb.veen these 
tasks. 
Generalized identity matchi.rg is of interest in tenns of how it 
relates to amitrary matdli.rg, sin::e it is a prerequisite for stinrulus 
equivalence (Sidman & Tail.by, 1982). Repeated stu:ties have deloonstrated 
that both positive an:l negative stinul.us relations control identity 
(Dixon & Dixon, 1978; Dixon, Dixon, & Spradlin, 1983, stramer & stramer, 
1989), whidl ~ that ocklity an:l identity matchi.rg are closely 
interrelated. In acktition, stramer an:l Osborne (1982) fourx:l that both 
positive an:l negative stinul.us relations control art>itrary matchi.rg an:l 
stinul.us class formation. stramer an:l stramer (1989) suggest that 
generalized ocklity an:l identity may have sane sort of role in class 
fo:rmation. How they may be related is .i.np:>rtant for clarifyi.rg the role 
of reflexivity as a prerequisite of equivalence. 
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Sixth...lfenn Control 
A further logical step is to postulate sixth-tenn control. '1be 
framework develq;:,ed by Sidman ( 1986) does not ack3ress sixth-tenn 
control, rut it is logically possible. 'lhat sixth-tenn ani higher 
hierarchical control is possible can be argued logically by refererx:e to 
the exarrple of Linnaeus' hierarchical system of biological 
classification which consists of seven levels (or ninth-tenn control). 
Assigrnnent of an oi:ganism to a class is corrlitional upon satisfyin:J the 
requirement of each level. 
In a review of Sidman's article on the framework of equivalerre 
ani context (1986), Delprato (1987) criticized Sidman on the gramjs 
that hierarchical control cxw.d be taken to an infinite regress. 
Delprado's criticism ma.y be logically valid, rut the question is 
actually an enpirical one. Behavior analysts are interested in what is 
functionally possible, ani therefore research on what the actual limits 
of this type of corrliti011..in} is needed. 
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EXPEroMENI' 1A 
'!he first ?JrPOSe of ExperiIDent 1A2 was to exteoo the analysis of 
stimulus classes am class interactions by exami.nin:J whether 
equivalence classes of contextual stimuli ccw.d be fanned. A 
contextual stimulus is a stimulus which controls re5IX>nses to a 
corrlitional discrimination (Sidman, 1986). '!he seco:rxi p.IrpOSe was to 
detennine whether the derived contextual sti.nuli within the classes of 
equivalent contextual stimuli would function in the same way as the 
stimuli originally trained as contextual stimuli. Specifically, 
subjects -were trained to arrarge six stimuli into groups of three based 
upon which of two contextual stimuli was present. When this task was 
mastered, novel stimuli -were related to the two contextual stimuli to 
fonn two classes of three contextual stinul.i. A test was then 
con:iucted to establish whether the derived contextual stimuli 
functioned as the original contextual stimuli. 
Methcxi 
SUbjects 
Six u:rxiergraduate students enrolled in the introductory psychology 
course at utah state University -were recruited for the investigation 
over two academic quarters. 'D1ree of the subjects -were females, am 
three -were males. 'Iheir ages ran;Jed fran 18 to 23 years. SUbjects were 
given class points for participatirg in the research with bonus points 
Zniis e:xperiIDent has been p.iblished in "Transfer of contextual 
stimulus function via equivalence class devel~" by M. B. Gatch am 
J. G. Osborne, 1989, Journal of the Ex:periIDental Analysis of Behavior, 
51, W· 369-378. 
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given to those who c:x::1Iq;>leted the experiment. In this experiment, am 
thrrugha.rt the renainin] experiments, APA guidelines for the ethical 
treatment of human subjects were follc::,r.m . '1he Human SUbjects 
Ccmnittee awroval is in~ A. Eadl subject signed an infonood 
cx:m.sent fonn prior to participation in the research, (~ A) am 
was debriefed followi.rq the experiment (~ C). 
Apparatus 
SUbjects were seated in a small rcx:m at a table with an Awle II 
IOC>nitor am a joystick. An on-line .AWle IIe microa::rrprter, located 
behini a partition, arrarged events am recorded data. Si.rqle cyrillic 
letters were used for sample, ccrrparison, am contextual st.inul.i (see 
Figure 1). When shown on the nonitor, the letters projected as white 
on a black backgrourrl am were 20nm wide am 30nm high. 
Procedure 
General procedure. 'lbrc:ugha.It this experiment, the subjects' task 
was a nan.inal matdu.rq-to-sanple procejure in one of two formats. One 
was four-tenn mat:chirg to sample with a sample st.inul.us centered 80mm 
fran the top of the screen am three carparison stinuli arrayed 
horizontally below it. '1he other was five-tenn mat:chirg to sample with 
a contextual stinulus centered 30nm f:ran the top of the screen, a 
sample st.inul.us below it, am three carparisans as before at the bottan 
of the screen (cf. Zimnerman & Baydan, 1963). Both formats are 
schematically portrayed in Figure 2. 
In the five-tenn mat:chirg-to-sanple task, eadl trial began with 
the contextual st.inulus presented at the tq:> of the screen. When the 
IF 
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CA 1) II Then 
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/ "" / "" n --·-· IO 6 -··--a 
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Figure 1. Control of the organization of three-member classes by 
contextual stimuli in Experiment lA. 
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Screen For mats 
Five-Term 
Matching-to-Sample 
Format 
D Contextuel Semple 
20mm~ D Semple 
15 mm~ D1DrD Comperisons 
30 mm 
Four-Term 
Matching-to-Sample 
Format 
D Semple 
15mm~ D1DrD Comperisons 
30 mm 
Figure 2. On-screen fonnats for the niatching-to-sarnple tasks of 
Experiment lA. 
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button on the joystick was pressed, the sanple sti.nul.us was presented. 
When the button was again pressed, the three carparisons were 
presented. '!he subject CXJUld m:,ve the joystick left or right to place 
a cursor urrler a carparison stinulus. 'Ihe subject pressed the joystick 
button to resporrl to a particular CXJJ'{)i'rrisan. For the foor-term 
matchirg-to-sanple task, the contextual stinulus was anitted. In each 
task, the position of the correct carparisan an:1 the two i.rx:x>rrect 
canparisons varied at ran:lan. Irx::orrect carparison.s were drawn at 
rarrlan fran the three sti.nul.i rx,t related to the sanple urrler the given 
contextual stinulus . For exanple, if the context was X1 an:1 the sarrple 
was Al, then the i.rx:x>rrect stinuli CXJUld be 'A:2, B2 or C2. 
At the begi.nnirq of trainirq, eadl trial perfonned correctly on 
the first att.enpt resulted in the~ of the trial stinuli, 
presentation of the word "CDRRECT" on the subject's nonitor for 3 
secoms am the increment of a points~ that read 11romrs 11 
folla..red by the annmt of points acx::mrulated. 'Ihe next trial followed 
immediately. An i.rx:x>rrect response resulted in a 3-seconj black-out of 
the screen followed by the re-presentation of the same trial stinuli-a 
correction procedure-until the correct response was made. When a 
correct response was eventually made, the word "CDRRECI"' ~ on 
the screen for 3 seconjs without the points~, an:1 rx> points were 
given. 
Sessions lasted for 80 trials. 'l"'1o to six sessions occurred each 
day for a total of 45-50 minutes, two to three days a week. After two 
sessions of scorin;J at least 75 correct responses in 80 trials, 
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erxi-of-trial feedback was reduced. fran 100% of CX>rrect responses to 
aw:roxilnately 35% of CX>rrect responses over two to four sessions. If 
the feedback reduction was to ocx:::ur over llX):re than one day, on the next 
day, feedback was increase:i to 90% of CX>rrect responses on the first 
session to en.sure CX>rrect respon:tin;J an:i then reduced on subsequent 
sessions. 
Frase 1 traini,rn. Tra~ began with the fifth-term 
matdlirq-to-sanple procedure. 'Ihe subject was shCMn a contextual 
stinulus an:i a sarrple stinulus, an:i on the first trial of the 
~inelt was instructed to select the ccrrparison stinulus which went 
with the two stinuli above. (Verbatim instructions are presented in 
Apperxiix B. '!be same instructions were used t.hralgha.It the experim:nts 
with awropriate m::xiifications in -wordin:J to fit the particular 
procedures. ) In separate trial types, the subjects were trained to 
relate two stinuli to each sarrple stinulus. How the cx:arparisons were 
to be matched to the sarrple deperrled lJEXlll which contextual stinulus was 
present. For exanple, when Xl was presented as the contextual a.ie, the 
subject earned points for respon:tin;J in the preserx::e of Al to Bl or Cl. 
HCMeVer, if X2 was the contextual cue, the subject earned points for 
responses to B2 or C2 in the preserx::e of Al. Which cx:arparisons were to 
be related to A2. when it awe,ared as a sanple were likewise controlled 
by the contextual stinuli. 'Ihe potential stinulus :relations 
established by such tra~ are shCMn in Fhase 1 of Figure 1. 'Ihe two 
incorrect cx:arparisons for each trial were chosen ramanly fran the 
other three-member set of stinuli. For exanple, if Xl was the 
CX>ntextual stim.tl.us, an:i Al the san-ple, then the incorrect 
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carparisons coold have been A2, B2 or C2. Generic trainin:;J trial types 
are shown in Table 3. 
R1ase 1 testi,m. Test 1 evaluated synmetry. Trainirg trial types 
were rarrlanly mixed approximately 50% with trial types in which sarrple 
arxi correct ccrrparison were interc::harged (i.e. , Bl, B2, Cl, or C2 were 
presented in the sarrple position, arxi Al or A2 was consistent with an 
inference of synuretcy depeniirg an the contextual stinulus). Test 2 
evaluated the eoorgence of derived (transitive) relations un:ier the 
control of the contextual stinulus for each of the four, three-mamber 
classes. On the transitivity tests, trainirg trial types were rarrlanly 
mixed with 50 percent transitivity trial types (e.g. , Bl was presented 
as the sarrple arxi a response to Cl was consistent with an inference of 
transitivity). At least four sessions were perfonood for each test. 
If the number of trials consistent with inferences of synuretcy, 
transitivity or contextual control per session was increasin;J, further 
test sessions were given until three to four sessions of perfonnance of 
at least 75 consistent responses in 80 trials ocx::urred. No fee:Il:)ack 
was ever presented on any trial durin;J test sessions. Generic trial 
types are depicted in Table 3. 
Riase 2 trai,nim. '!his trainirg in::orporated the four-tenn 
matchin;J-to-sarrple procedure. In separate trial types the subjects 
were trained to relate b.1o new stinuli to each of the contextual 
stimuli used in Riase 1 in order to potentially establish the relations 
illustrated in R1ase 2 of Figure 1. '!he b.1o irrorrect carparisons for 
each trial were chosen at rarrlan fran the other three-meni:,er class. 
For exanple, X1 was presented as the sanple, Yl was the correct 
Table 3 
Trial Types for Experiment 1A Rlase l* 
1. X1 
Al 
Bl Co- Co-
(Co- = A2., 
2. X2 
Al 
B2 Co- Co-
(Co- = A2., 
1. X1 
Bl 
Al Co- Co-
(Co- = A2., 
2. X2 
B2 
Al Co- Co-
(Co- = 'A:2, 
1. X1 
Bl 
Cl co- Co-
(Co- = 'A:2, 
5. X1 
B2 
C2 co- Co-
(Co- = A2., 
~ 
3. X1 5. X1 
Al A2. 
Cl Co- Co- B2 Co- Co-
B2, or C2) (Co- = Al, 
4. X2 6. X2 
Al A2. 
C2 Co- Co- Bl Co- Co-
Bl, or Cl) (Co- = Al, 
syrrmeti:y 
3. X1 5. X1 
Cl B2 
Al Co- Co- A2. Co- Co-
B2, or C2) (Co- = Al, 
4. X2 6. X2 
C2 Bl 
Al Co- Co- A2. Co- Co-
Bl, or Cl) (Co- = Al, 
Transitivity 
2. X1 3. X2 
Cl B2 
Bl Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
B2, or C2) (Co- = Al, 
6. X1 7. X2 
C2 Bl 
B2 Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
Bl, or Cl) (Co- = Al, 
7. X1 
A2. 
C2 Co- Co-
Bl, or Cl) 
8. X2 
A2. 
Cl Co- Co-
B2, or C2) 
7. X1 
C2 
A2. Co- Co-
Bl, or Cl) 
8. X2 
Cl 
A2. Co- Co-
B2, or C2) 
4. X2 
C2 
B2 Co- Co-
Bl, or Cl) 
8. X2 
Cl 
Bl Co- Co-
B2, or C2) 
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* correct choices are shown on the left in all tables. Location 
of the c:x::riparisons is ran:ianized durirg all exper:i.nents. 
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cx::rrparison, arrl Y2 arrl Z2 were incorrect catparisan.s. Generic trainin:J 
trial types are shown in Table 4. 
Frase 2 testi,m. Test 3 evaluated symnetry. 'Ihe trial types used 
in Frase 2 trainin:J were ran:lanly mixed with awrox.imately 50% of trial 
types in whidl sanple arrl correct caipariSCl1 were i.nterdlanJoo. '!hat 
is, Yl, Y2, Zl, or Z2 were presented in the sanple ?=>5ition, arrl the 
correct a::mparison was Xl or X2, deperxtirg on the contextual aJe. 
Test 4 evaluated transitivity. Trial types enployed in Frase 2 
trainin; were rarrlanly mixed with 50% transitive trial types (e.g., Yl 
was presented as the sanple arrl Zl was the correct catparison). 
Generic trial types are depicted in Table 4. 
Contextual class test. 'Ihis }ilase tested whether the derived 
contextual class st.inul.i controlled the trained coniltional relations 
of Frase 1. Testin:J took plaaa with the trainin:J trial types of Fha.se 
1 rarrlanly mixed with awrox.imately 50% of the rew contextual. class 
members in the fifth-tenn ?=>5ition (see the last panel 3 of Figure 1). 
Generic trial types are shown in Table 4. Testin:J ocx:urred for a 
mininn.nn of four sessions of performarx::e at 75/80 correct. 'Ihe subjects 
were debriefed followin:J this test. '!be fonnat for the debriefin:J is 
at the eni of~ C. '!be same fonnat was used for all 
experiments. 
Results 
Figure 3 shows the rn.nnber of trials per session for trainin; arrl 
testin:J trial types for eadl subject in eadl }ilase of the experiment 
consistent with inferences of contextual. control, synmetry, arrl 
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Table 4 
Trial 'fypes for Experiment 1A Fhase 2 
Trainin; 
1. X1 2 . X1 3. X2 4. X2 
Yl Co- Co- Zl Co- Co- Y2 Co- Co- Z2 Co- Co-
Syrraretry 
1. Yl 2. Zl 3. Y2 4. Z2 
X1 Co- Co- X1 Co- Co- X2 Co- Co- X2 Co- Co-
Transitivity 
1. Yl 2. Zl 3. Y2 4. Z2 
Zl Co- Co- Yl Co- Co- Z2 Co- Co- Y2 Co- Co-
(Co- = X2, Y2, or Z2) (Co-= Xl, Yl , or Zl) 
Contextual Class Test 
1. Yl 3. Yl 5. Yl 7. Yl 
Al Al A2. A2. 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
(Co- = A2.' B2, or C2) (Co- = Al, Bl, or Cl) 
2. Y2 4. Y2 6. Y2 8. Y2 
Al Al A2. A2. 
B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
(Co- = A2.' Bl, or Cl) (Co- = Al, B2, or C2) 
9. Zl 10. Zl 11. Zl 12. Zl 
Al Al A2. A2. 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
(Co- = A2., B2, or C2) (Co-= Al, Bl, or Cl) 
13. Z2 14. Z2 15. Z2 16. Z2 
Al Al A2. A2. 
B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
(Co- = A2., Bl, or Cl) (Co- = Al, B2, or C2) 
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Figure 3. Percentage of correct responses in 80 trials for each 
session in each phase of Experlltalt lA. 
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transitivity canbined e><pressed as a total of 80 trials (shaded bars), 
arrl separately as percents (dots am lines). 'Ihe relative measure was 
errployed to e><press the data on test sessions because the raooan 
program of the CCITplter scheduled a widely variable number of test 
trial types eadl test session. 
Fhasel 
Traini.rg. 'Ihe con:litional responses of all subjects came urrler 
the control of the contextual stinul.i in Fhase 1. '!he lerqth of time 
to acquire the contextual discrimination varied across subjects fran 6 
to 18 sessions. S4 received fCArr sessions of train.in] am did not 
exhibit any acquisition. 'Ibis subject was then exposed to Fhase 2 
before conti.mrin;J with Fhase 1. ~ta in Figure 3 for SUbject 4 are 
presented in the order in whidl the~ occurred. 
Synuretry. Separate synunetcy data were lost for S3 (the entire 
test), S6 (Sessions 7, 9, am 10), s1 (Sessions 8 am 9), arrl S4 
(Session 45). S1 was given two additicnal. sessions because of the loss 
of the separated data. FCAlr of the six subjects (S1, S2, S3, S5) 
showed perfect respon:lin;J on synmatcy test trial types within a few 
sessions. ('Ibis corx::lusion is by infererx::e for S3 f:ran the canbined 
data on whidl by the fc:Alrth synunetcy test session, S3 respomed 
consistently on all 80 trials.) S6's canbined data met criterion in 
five sessions, althalgh respon:lin;J was not perfect. 
Transitivity. All subjects except S6 deloonstrated transitivity 
within 4-8 test sessions. Of these subjects, only S1 showed a 
considerable acquisition-like function an the transitivity trial types. 
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For the remainin;J subjects~ oo the transitivity trial types 
was at 100% by the first (S2, S4) or secon:i (S3, S5) test session. 
(S4 's data are read fran Sessions 49-52.) 
S6 1s unchargin:J perfonnance arrurxi 50% oo the transitivity test 
trial types sug;JestErl the need to re-examine the synmetric relations. 
Recall that in the abserre of separate synmetcy data S6 met criterion 
in !base 1 symmetcy testin:J witha.tt bein:J all the way to 100%. On a 
secorxi symmetcy test canbined data of 69 of 80 correct on Session 17 
further suggestErl that the symmetcy relations ~ weak. Accordin;Jly, 
S6 was returned to trainirg for one session (18) am six nore sessions 
(19-24) of symmetcy testin:J ~ necessary before symnetcy perfonnance 
:readled. criterion. Transitivity testin:J was reinstated at Session 25 
am perfonrance was near or above 75/80 canbined, rut perfonnance on 
the trained trial types deteriorated. s.i.rx=e a week am a half had 
passed fran the last trainin;J session, one session of trainirg was 
administered at session 31. 'Ihe subject then exhibited four 
consecutive sessions of perfect~ to transitivity an:l trai.n.in:J 
trial types. 
!base 2 
Training. M::lst subjects learned the four-tenn matchlnJ-to-sanple 
task rapidly, requirin:J no nore than 4 or 5 sessions. S4, who had 
never cane to criterion on !base 1 before bein:J introduced to !base 2, 
required 15 sessions. 
Symnetzy. All subjects rut S4 deloonstrated symmetrical relations 
on testin:J in R1ase 2 (see Figure 3). S4 's criterion perfonnance on 
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the traininJ trial types was oonsiderably disrupted by the introduction 
of synmetrical trial types in the synmetry test. '!be CXIIlbined 
perfonnaoc-e of S4 leveled off at 50/80 after three sessions. Responses 
to traininJ trial types were Dl.1dl JI¥:)re accurate than those to symnetcy 
test trial types. Within one sessioo of synmetry testin;J, responses to 
trainin;J trial types recovered to near 90%. Hc:M:?ver, symnetcy 
respon:tin;J began at ara.mi 10% an:l fell to zero. An additional 
trainin;J session was presented at Session 27 to get the trainin;J trial 
type baseline back near 100 percent. With a subsequent return to 
symnetcy testin;J, S4's symnetcy responses were at 100 percent of 
symmetcy test trial types by the third sessioo of this exposure to 
symmetcy testin;J. 
Transitivity. All subjects dem:>nstrated transitive relations at 
criterion on testin;J. 
Contextual Class Test 
On the contextual class test, SUbjects 2-6 perfonned at criterion 
within 4-6 sessions. Both S3 an:l S6 exhibited oonsiderable 
acquisition-like functions on their responses to the derived contextual 
stinuli. When asked after the experi.nelt to verl:>ally report the 
con::litional relations (as described in AWerrlix C), SUbjects 2-6 were 
able to do so correctly for all the relations. 
S1 scored below criterioo on the contextual class test. 'Ihe 
subject had rx> diffia.il.ty with the trained relations, soorin;J 97% to 
100% correct. Test prcbe perfonnaoc-e started at 46% an:l oontinuoosly 
fell, readli.n] 10% by the foorth sessioo. A return to transitivity 
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test~ at Session 42 irrlicated that respcnses both to the trainin;J 
trial types arrl the transitive trial types were caisistent, so two IIDre 
sessions of the contextual test were presented. S1 continued to 
perfonn below criterion arrl requested to em the experiment. Again, 
trained relations were intact (97%-100%) arrl test prd:>e perfonnance was 
poor (32%-22%). rur~ de.brief~, S1 was able to report cx,rrectly 
each of the relations, except those of the contextual class test. She 
reported not know~ what to do when Yl, Y2, Zl, or Z2 were on the top 
of the screen ( cx,ntextual class prd:::>es) • She then asked whether how 
those four stinruli were related to X1 arrl X2 was ~ to determine 
how to perfonn on the contextual class test. 'Ihe experimenter 
resporxied by a.sk.iig if she wa.ild like to try the test again. Four IIDre 
sessions were performed, arrl Sl performed at criterion. 
Disa.lssion 
In the present study, each of the six subjects acquired four, 
three-member classes of equivalent stinul.i tm:ier the control of two 
cx,ntextual sti.nuli in a five-tenn matchirg-to-sanple task. In a 
subsequent four-tenn matchirg-to-sanple task, it was then possible to 
relate two additional stinul.i to each of the contextual stinul.i, 
fo~ two, three-member classes of contextual stinuli. Finally, it 
was shown that the equivalent sti.nul.i in the contextual classes 
controlled perfonnance of the four-tenn matchirg-to-sanple task without 
directly hav~ been trained in this f'urrtion. 
'Ihe researdl described here systematically replicates prior 
research on cx,ntextual control (e.g., Bush et al., 1989; F\lcini, 1982; 
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Lazar & Kotlardlyk, 1986) arrl extems the stinulus equivalen:::e paradigm 
to the stu1y of classes of contextual st.i.nuli. SUd1 an extension sets 
the stage for further analysis of fifth-tenn control (Sidman, 1986) arrl 
its usefulness in predictin;J arrl cantrollin;J develcpnent of carplex 
stinv..uus classes such as those fam:i in 1~. 
'!be present data also provide a ioore detailed analysis of the 
corrlitions 'l.ID:ier whidl contextual control is established, since all 
:possible symmetrical arrl transitive relations were tested. In mudl of 
the literature, symmetry is not tested unless transitivity is not 
exhibited. If transitivity is present, then logically, symmetry must 
also be present (Sidman & Tailby, 1982). One ronsequerx::e of testin;J 
all relations is the reaffinnation that synmatry arrl transitivity are 
frequently derived durin;J testin;J, not trainirg (Sidman et al., 1985). 
Gradual acquisition of transitivity by SUbjects 1, 3, arrl 6 in Fhase 1 
arrl gradual acxpisition of symmetry by all subjects in Fhase 1 len::l 
support to such an inference. Where transitive relations were foorrl to 
be weak, return to synmetry testin;J irrlicated that the synmetrical 
relations were also weak, as illustrated by the test results for S6 in 
Fhase 1. 'Ihat a retw:n to a prior test p,ase ccw.d irrprove mastel:y 
over a current test p,ase provides irxlirect eviden:::e that le.antln;J the 
relations does take place on testin;J (cf. Sidman & Tailby, 1982) • Sarre 
subjects evidently require the cgx:>rtun.ity to verify that the relations 
work symmetrically before they can deronstrate transitivity. 
Transitive perfo:rman=e in fhase 1 was not depernent in any way on 
the p:reserx-:e of the CX)J"ltextual st.i.nuli-Bl was always related to B2 arrl 
Cl to C2 .irxiepement of the contextual st.i.nuli. '!his was inevitable, 
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given the limits to rearran;in;J three-ment>er classes. SUdl a 
limitation does rx,t carpranise the results, sirx:le all the trained 
con::litional relations were deperrlent upon the cxntextual stinw.i. 
A possibility remains that the subjects may have sinply learned 
to excll.Xie Bl~ ani B2-c2 whenever both ment>ers of a,e of the pairs 
~ as irx:x>rrect carparisans. Also, Al ani 'A2. were use:i as 
irx:x>rrect carparisans ani never were correct c:x::JJF:risans durin;J 
trainirq or transitivity testin;J. '!he subjects may have learned to 
exclude Al arxi 'A2. durin;J trainirq or transitivity testin;J. However, 
durirq synunetry testin;J, both Al arxi 'A2. served as the correct 
carparison.s. 
Sare of the subjects had initial difficulty with the five-tei::m 
matchin;J-to-sample task. '!his showed up primarily in the number of 
sessions D?CeSSary for criterion attairunent. For the IOOSt part 
however, acquisition proceeded steadily for all subjects except one 
(i.e., S4). Sirx:le SUbject 4 was able to perfonn the foor-tenn 
matchin;J-to-sample task after experien::irq m.x:il difficulty on the five-
tenn matchin;J-to-sample task, perhaps acquisition of the five-tei::m 
matchin;J-to-sample task \rtUlld have been easier if the mx:xnlitional 
matchin;J-to-sample task was taught first. Kennedy arxi Iaitinen (1988) 
reported havin;J great difficulty establishirq contextual control when 
usin:J a task in whim the contextual sti.nulus was present fran the 
begi.nnirg (analogcus to the five-tei::m matchin;J-to-sample task in this 
experiment) • In the present experiment, only one subject (S4) 
deJrOnstrated sericus difficulty in leamin;J the task. '!he IOOSt ootable 
difference between the present procedures ani those of Kennedy ani 
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Iaitinen ( 1988) was that the present experiment enployed three 
catparison stinuli per trial while they used two catparisons ( see also 
B..lsh et al., 1989). serna (1987) am Sidman (1987) have Sll<';Rested that 
usin;J two catparisons may oot ~rk as ~l as usin;J three or m::>re. 
Unequivocal eviderx::e for transfer of furrtioo woold seem to 
require perfonnarx::e that was instantly at criterioo oo test trial 
types. In the present experiment several sessions were required by 
sare subjects before control by the derived contextual stinuli was 
perfect. As mentioned above, this is a::moon in this literature am 
suggests that acquisition is on;JOin;J durin3 the actual test of the 
CA.Itc::ane. But where transferred furctioo is the focus, the question 
might be raised as to whether sinply the insertion of novel stimuli as 
prcbes in the location of the fifth-term stinulus in a circumscribed 
experimental envirorunent such as this might oot have led to the sarre 
outcane. It is, of a:iurse, an errpirical question, but one potentially 
of sare brp)rtance. 
Little can be said about what produced the sudden d"lan3e in Sl's 
contextual classification perfonnarx::e, except to rote that the chan:Je 
came durin3 de.briefin;J after she had verbally described all of the 
other relations in the task, except for those relations controlled by 
the potentially eqlri valent contextual stinuli. '!his rehearsal 
potentially may have contributed to the erd result; ho.Yever, it is 
distinctly possible that urx::ontrolled factors involved in the 
de.briefin;J may have prcx:iuced the sarre aitcane. 
EXPERIMENI' 1B 
Experiment 1A denonstrated that basic stinulus equivalence 
procedures could be used to exteni a:otextual stinulus fuoction. 
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Sidman et al. (1985) denonstrated that stinulus classes can be exten:led 
rapidly by relatin;J together one stinulus fran eadl of bvo classes. 
'Ibey taught subjects bvo three--meni:>er classes arxi then related together 
one stimu1.us fran eadl class. 'Ille bvo classes became one, larger 
class. 'lhe question arises whether such a rapid extension of stimu1.us 
equivalence will exteni to transfer of fuoction, arxi whether such 
procedures "'10Uld ""10rk with a class at the fifth-term level. In 
Experiment lB, contextual control of bvo three--meni:>er sti.nulus classes 
was established in direct replication of Experiment lA . 'Iwo new three-
member classes were trained, arxi subjects were taujlt to relate one 
stimulus fran each of the new classes to one st.inul.us in a contextual 
class. Tests were conducted to verify T«hether bvo six-member classes 
were fo:rmed, arxi to fim whether the new st.inul.i "'10Uld fuoction as 
contextual stimu1.i. 
Method 
SUbjects 
'lhree subjects were recruited fran the mrlergraduate introductory 
psychology class at utah state University. 'Iwo were males aged 22 arxi 
23, arxi one was a female aged 31. 'Ibey were given class points for 
participatin;J in the researdl, arxi bonus points were given for 
ccttpletin;J the experiment. 
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AJ:;paratus 
'!he same awa,ratus as in Experiment 1A was used. 
Procedure 
Rlases 1 arrl 2 of Experiment 1A were repeated. All sessions 
except the contextual generality tests in Rlase 2 arrl Rlase 4 lasted 
for 64 trials. F.ach task was erx:1ed when a criterion of two consecutive 
sessions of at least 61/64 correct (95%) on canbined perfonnance was 
achieved. Sessions were shortened in 1~ fran 80 trials in order to 
lessen subject fatigue. '!he fac:liD"J of feedback was discontinued 
because it l~ened the rnnnber of sessions, arrl was possibly of no 
benefit. Feedback was presented on every trial duri.rq traini.rq tasks, 
arrl no feedback was ever presented durin;J testin;J tasks. 
Imne:liately followin] the cxmtextual class test, Rlase 3 was 
begun. 'I\.Jo new three-member classes were trained, Ul-Vl-wl. arxi U2-V2-
W2 (see Figure 4). Symmetry arrl transitivity were tested in separate 
sessions. Sessions were 64 trials lorg, half test relations arrl half 
trained relations presented in ram.an order. Symmetry was tested 
first, followed by transitivity testi.rq. In:tividual generic trial 
types for Rlase 3 are depicted in Table 5. 
Rlase 4 involved connecti.rq the new three-member classes to the 
contextual classes established in Rlase 2, arrl testin;J for the 
existence of derived relations. one stinulus fran each of the two new 
three-member classes was related to one stinulus fran a contextual 
class, i.e., Vl-Zl arrl W2-Y2. When train.irg was c:x::mplete, each of the 
possible derived relations was tested. Generic train.irg arrl testin;J 
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EXPERIMENT 18 
Phases 3 and 4 
(X1) r 
/ ""' I ----1 
(U1) Lj 
/ ""' b -----CD 
(Y 1) (Z1) (V1) (W1) 
(U2) k 
/ ""' 
Trained 
Derived 
(X2) w 
/~ 71 -----A u -----n 
(V2) (v/2) (Y2) (Z2) 
Contextual Test 
(X 1) r or 
Lj or b or CD 
cu 1) (V1) (W2) 
CA 1) l] Then 
/ "' 6 -----a 
v1 (A2) 
/ "' n -----IO 
(B 1} (C1) (B2) (C2) 
IF 
(X 2) (Y2) (Z2) 
k or 71 or A 
(U2) (V2) (WZ) 
CA 1) I[ Then [;1 CAZ) 
/ "' / "' n -----IO 6 ------a 
(B2) (C2) (61) (C 1) 
Figure 4. Control of the organization of three-member classes by 
classes of contextual stinruli in Experiment lB. 
Table 5 
Trial 'fypes for Experiment 1B Rlase 3 
Trainm:J 
1. Ul 2. Ul 3. U2 4. U2 
V1 Co- Co- W1 Co- Co- V2 Co- Co- W2 Co- Co-
1. V1 2. W1 
Ul Co- Co- Ul Co-
1. V1 2. W1 
W1 Co- Co- V1 Co-
(Co-= U2, V2, W2) 
Synmetcy 
3. V2 4. W2 
Co- U2 Co- Co- U2 Co- Co-
Transitivity 
3. 
Co- W2 
V2 4. W2 
Co- Co- V2 Co- Co-
( Co- = Ul, Vl, Wl) 
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trial types for Riase 4 are shown in Table 6. When test.in:] 
deironstrated that two six-ment,er classes existed, the Contextual Class 
Test of Rlase 2 was repeated with the new stinuli servin:J in the fifth-
tenn position instead of the three-tenn cxmtextual class established in 
Rlase 2. In:li vidual generic trial types for the Contextual Class Test 
are shown in Table 7. 
Results 
Rlase 1 
Results are illustrated in Figure 5. Ole to an error in the 
cx:trpUter prc:grams, S7 arrl S8 both received two trainm:J sessions with 
only two trial types (rnnnbers 7 arrl 8 fran Table 3). A session of 
synmetcy testin:J was given before the error was cli.scx:,vered. S7 scored 
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Table 6 
Trial Types for Experi.Irent 1B R1ase 4 
Trainin;J 
1. Zl 2. W2 
V1 Co- Co- Y2 Co- Co-
(Co-= X2,Y2,Z2,U2,V2,W2) (Co-= Xl,Yl,Zl,Ul,Vl,Wl) 
Derived Relations 
1. X1 2. X1 3. X1 4. Yl 
Ul Co- Co- V1 Co- Co- W1 Co- Co- Ul Co- Co-
5. Yl 6. Yl 7. Zl 8. Zl 
V1 Co- Co- W1 Co- Co- Ul Co- Co- W1 Co- Co-
9. Ul 10 . V1 11. W1 12. Ul 
X1 Co- Co- X1 Co- Co- X1 Co- Co- Yl Co- Co-
13. V1 14. W1 15. U1 16. W1 
Yl Co- Co- Yl Co- Co- Zl Co- Co- Zl Co- Co-
(Co-= X2, Y2, Z2, U2, V2, or W2) 
17. X2 18. X2 19. X2 20. Y2 
U2 Co- Co- V2 Co- Co- W2 Co- Co- U2 Co- Co-
21. Y2 22. Z2 23. Z2 24. Z2 
V2 Co- Co- U2 Co- Co- V2 Co- Co- W2 Co- Co-
25. U2 26. V2 27. W2 28. U2 
X1 Co- Co- X1 Co- Co- X1 Co- Co- Yl Co- Co-
29. V2 30. U2 31. V2 32. W2 
Y2 Co- Co- Z2 Co- Co- Z2 Co- Co- Z2 Co- Co-
(Co-= Xl, Yl, Zl, Ul, Vl, or Wl) 
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Table 7 
Contextual Test Trial Types for Emerj;ment 1B 
1. Ul 2. U1 3. U1 4. Ul 
Al Al A2 A2 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
5. V1 6. V1 7. V1 8. V1 
Al Al A2 A2 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
9. W1 10. W1 11. W1 12. W1 
Al Al A2 A2 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
(Co-= A2, B2, or C2) (Co- = Al, Bl, or Cl) 
13. U2 14. U2 15. U2 16. U2 
Al Al A2 A2 
B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
17. V2 18. V2 18. V2 19. V2 
Al Al A2 A2 
B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
21. W2 22. W2 23. W2 24. W2 
Al Al A2 A2 
B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
(Co- = A2, Bl, or Cl) (Co- = Al, B2, or C2) 
EXPERIMENT 18 
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C - Contextual Test 
Figure 5. Percentage of correct reponses in 64 trials for each session 
in each phase of Experiment lB. 
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96.9% on the first session am 100% oo the secx:n:l, while S8 score:i 
95.3% on the first session am 100% on the secx:n:l. S7 perfonned at 
57.5% (canbined) on the synmetry test. He perfonned perfectly on not 
only the t'iNO trained relations, rut also on the t'iNO remain.irg 
corrlitional relations controlled by the cart:extual stinulus X2. He 
also got 15/20 correct of the correspon:tirq synmetrical relations. S8 
respon:led correctly on the synmetrical relations correspon:tirq to the 
t'iNO trained relations, am made one error on the relations that had 
been trained. He score:i at or below dlarre on the remain.irg relations. 
S7 quickly learned the remain.irg relations in five sessions. His 
scores ranged fran 79. 7% to 96.9% correct. S8 took nine ad:litional 
sessions to cane to criterion. His scores ranged frcm 56.3% to 100%. 
S9 took nine sessions of train.irg to cane to criterion. Her sex>res 
ranged frcm 48.4% to 96.9%. 
on symmetry testinJ, S7 took three sessions to readl the 
criterion, SB took 4 sessions, am S9 took t'iNO sessions. S7 sex>re:i 
poorly on symmetry trials on the first session of testinJ (Session 8). 
His sex>res on symmetry ranged fran 41. 3% on the first test session to 
100% on the sec.om. His perfonnance on the trained relations ranged 
fran 96.9% to 100%. S8 had scores ranginJ fan 87.5% to 100% on 
symmetry am 90.6% to 100% on the trained relations. S9 score:i at 
96.9% correct an synmetry relations both sessions, am made one error 
(96.9% correct) on the trained relations an the first session of 
testinJ. 
on transitivity testinJ, S7 took 4 sessions to cane to criterion, 
am sa am S9 both took t'iNO sessions. 'Ihe perfonnance of S7 an 
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transitivity relations in:::reased f:ran 55% to 100%, arrl his perfonnance 
on the trained relations fluctuated between 95% arrl 100%. S8 scored 
perfectly on the trained relations an both sessions of testirg, arrl his 
perfonnance on transitivity relations in:::reased f:ran 90.6% to 93.8%. 
S9 also scored perfectly on the trained relations an both testirg 
sessions, arrl her perfonnance on transitive relations rarqed fran 96.8% 
to 90.6%. 
Fhase 2 
All three subjects learned the relations quickly, arrl displayed 
near perfect perfonnance on the first session. S7 scored 98.4% on both 
sessions. S8 scored 98.4% oorrect on the first trainirq session, an::l 
95.3% on the secorrl. S9 in:::reased her score f:ran 98.4% oorrect to 
100%. All three subjects also dem:>nstrated synmetrical an::l transitive 
perfo:nnances upon testirg. S7 an::l S8 both had perfect sessions of 
symmetry an::l transitivity testirg. S9 scored at 93.8% oorrect on 
symmetry relations on the first session of testirg, an::l at 100% on 
trainirq both sessions an::l on symmetry the secorrl session. S9 was 
given a session of transitivity testirg before synmetry testirg arrl one 
after, due to a reoorc:lin;J error. Perfonnance was not affected. She 
scored at 100% on both transitivity sessions. All three subjects 
perfonood at criterion in two sessions an the contextual generality 
test. 
Fhase 3 
All subjects perfonood at criterion in two sessions on eadl 
portion of Rlase 3. Eadl subject made one error on the first session 
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of trai.nin;J, arrl perfonned perfectly on the secxn:i. S7 had a cc:.rct>ined 
score of 96.9% on the first symnetcy session, arrl scored 100% correct 
on the secom. sa arrl S9 both perfornm perfectly on the syimnetry 
test. S7 arrl S9 perfonned at 100% on transitivity testin;1. S8 made 
one error on transitivity on the secxn:i session of testin;1. 
Rlase4 
All three subjects perfonned at criterion in two sessions on 
trai.nin;J. S7 scored 98.4% correct on the first session arrl 100% on the 
secorrl. S8 arrl S9 each scored 100% correct on both of their trai.nin;J 
sessions. S7 arrl S9 perfonned at 100% on two sessions of the derived 
:relations test (canbined symnetry arrl transitivity-S-+11' on Figure 5). 
S8 took three sessions to reach criterion. His perfonnan::e irx::reased 
fran 90.6% correct to 100%. 
A progranmirq error c:x:x:,.rrred on the first session of the 
contextual generality test for S7. He went on to score 97. 9% correct 
(canbined) on the first session, arrl 100% on the secord. S8 took three 
sessions to reach criterion on the contextual generality test. He 
scored 93.8% correct (canbined) on the first session, arrl 100% on the 
two :remai.nin;J sessions. S9 scored 100% correct on the first session 
arrl 95.8% (canbined) on the secord session of the contextual generality 
test. 
Followin;1 Ihase 4, all subjects \tJere debriefed. '!hey \tJere asked 
to describe in words what had haRJeI1Erl durin;1 the experiment. Only S9 
a:w.d do so. F.ach of the three subjects was able to describe the 
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corrlitional relations they had learned when they -were given a list of 
the stinul.i. 
Disa1ssia1 
'1hree subjects -were trained to groop stinul.i into groops of three 
based upon the presence of t\¥0 contextual stinul.i. Two rx:,vel sti.nuli 
-were related to ea.di contextual stinul.us, am testin;J deloonstrated the 
existerx:-e of t\¥0 three-member cx:>ntextual classes. Two new three-member 
classes -were established, am one member fran ea.di class was related to 
one member of a cx:>ntextual class. Testin:J deloonstrated that t\¥0 six-
member cx:mtextual classes -were formed, an::l that the members of the t\¥0 
three-member classes traine:i in Rlase 3 gaine:i contextual furction. 
Experiment 1B extems the f irrlin:;Js of Experiment 1A to six-member 
classes am de.nonstrates that the rapid expansion of equivalerx:e 
classes extems to transfer of contextual furctian as "-1ell. 'Ille 
difficulties in Experiment 1A with 1~ aCX}Uisition times on trainin:J 
tasks arrl the need for several sessions of testin;J for derived 
perfo:nnan:::es to emerge did not cx:x:::ur in Experiment lB. Rlases 1 an::l 2 
only took 21-26 sessions in Experiment 1B rather than the 33-39 
sessions needed in Experiment lA. 'lhis is likely due to fewer 
difficulties with programs an::l equipoont. 
Arx:>ther interestin:J finiin;J is the ease of trainin:J foor-tenn 
relations after the subjects have been exposed to five-tenn 
relations. AWareJ1tly, their experimental histo:ry allowed the subjects 
to ve:ry quickly learn catpletely new relations. 'llle subjects often 
made only one error, whidi was an the first or secon:i trial. Two 
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trials provided enc:ugh infonnatian for them to learn four corxtitional 
relations. 
'll1e i..ro:arplete trainin;J sessions presented to S7 an:i S8 at the 
beginnin;J of the experi.neit led to sane interestirg results. S7 was 
able to infer the remainin;J corx:litional relations involved with the 
contextual sti.nulus X2. He learned X2-A2-Bl an:i X2-A2-C1 durirg 
trainin;J (the l~fll!Cbt relations an Rlase 1 of Figure 1). D.lrirg 
session 3, he scored perfectly an those relations an:i the other b.u 
relations controlled by X2 (X2-Al-B2 an:i X2-Al-<2). He also performed 
correctly an 75% of the synmetry probe trials. He scored at charx::e on 
the relations controlled by Xl. 'Ihe results may be due to exclusion; 
that is, since A2-Bl-Cl go together, then Al-B2-<2 nust go together 
(M=Ilvane, Kledaras, Munson, Kirq, deRose, & stocx1ard, 1987). 
'll1e factors which led to the establishment of an entire stimulus 
class witha.rt tra.inin:J may be related to the presence of an explicit 
contextual sti.nulus, an:i are worthy of further researdl. Regardless of 
the cause, rrethoos can be devised whidl will train the relations faster 
an:i nore efficiently, thus makirg the rrethods nore practical for 
awlied use. 
Exclusion of Incorrect catparisons 
An examination of patterns of iocorrect respon:li.rg irrlicated that 
the subjects did exclu:ie Al an:i A2 durirg tra.inin:J rut not durirg 
testirg (Table 8). 'Ihis did not appear to irrpair acquisition of 
synuootry or transitivity. Whether the use of sanples as iocorrect 
carparisons irrpairs or facilitates the acquisition of sti.nulus classes 
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Table 8 
Number of Times F.adl stinulus Is Chosen as an Irxx>rrect Cgnparison for 
F.adl SUbject F.adl Session of Experiment 1B Riase 1 am Contextual Class 
Test 
S7 Irxx>rrect Ccllparisons S8 Irxx>rrect Ccllparisons 
Session Al Bl Cl 'A2 B2 C2 Session Al Bl Cl 'A2 B2 C2 
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 
2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
3 11 1 1 1 2 10 3 10 2 2 11 0 10 
4 1 3 3 0 3 3 4 1 4 6 5 7 5 
5 0 0 2 0 4 0 5 0 5 0 1 3 2 
6 0 0 1 0 1 0 6 0 7 4 1 6 6 
7 0 1 1 0 0 1 7 1 4 3 0 3 5 
8 0 1 1 0 0 1 8 0 1 1 0 1 0 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 1 0 0 0 2 
10 0 1 0 1 0 0 10 0 1 1 0 1 0 
11 3 2 1 9 4 1 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 2 0 1 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 0 1 0 0 0 0 13 1 0 0 2 1 0 
14 0 1 0 0 0 0 14 1 0 1 2 1 0 
30 4 1 12 3 3 6 15 0 1 0 0 0 0 
31 0 1 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 1 
32 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 3 0 0 0 0 0 
18 1 0 0 1 0 0 
38 0 1 1 0 1 0 
39 0 0 0 0 0 0 
40 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S9 Incorrect Ccllparisons 
Session Al Bl Cl 'A2 B2 C2 
1 2 9 7 1 5 9 
2 0 6 11 0 8 7 
3 0 2 2 0 2 11 
4 0 7 8 0 9 10 
5 0 4 3 0 4 1 
6 0 3 2 0 3 0 
7 0 3 1 0 0 0 
8 0 0 3 0 0 0 
9 0 2 0 0 0 0 
10 1 1 0 0 0 0 
11 1 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 1 0 1 
13 3 0 0 1 0 0 
33 0 0 0 0 0 0 
34 0 1 1 0 0 0 
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may be valuable methodological infonnatian. Table 9 presents data on 
hC1.tl often subjects made oor:rect responses when each possible 
canbination of in::x:>r:rect canbinations was present. If subjects 
excll.¥3ed Bl ~1 or B2-c:2, they shall.d make 100:re oor:rect responses on 
those trials than when other canbinations of in::x:>r:rect c:arparisons were 
present. No oonsistent differerx::es bet:t,,,,een oc:m)inations of in::x:>rrect 
cx:nparisons are evident, which irrlicates that subjects did n:rt: learn to 
exclooe Bl~l or B2-c:2 when those stinuli served as in:x>r:rect 
cx:mparisons together either on traininJ or tests. 
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Table 9 
Proportion of Res_ponses Away fran F.adl Possible canbination of 
Incorrect Cgnparisons for Eadl Session of Eadl SUbject in Experiment 1B 
S7 Pairs of m::orrect O"IJ:plr~ 
Session AlBl AlCl BlCl A2B1 A2Cl A2B2 A2C2 B2C2 AlB2 AlC2 
1 .9 .9 1 
2 1 1 1 
3 .1 .2 .9 .8 1 .8 0 .5 1 .5 
4 .7 .6 .9 .8 .8 .7 .6 .8 1 1 
5 1 .8 .9 1 1 .5 1 .9 1 1 
6 1 1 1 1 .8 1 1 .9 1 1 
7 .8 .8 1 1 1 1 .8 1 1 1 
8 .8 .8 1 1 1 1 .8 1 1 1 
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
10 1 1 .9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
11 .9 .6 .9 .7 .6 .6 .6 .8 .7 1 
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 .9 1 1 1 
13 .9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
14 .9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
30 .4 .2 .1 .5 .3 .6 .4 .6 .3 0 
31 .8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
S8 Pairs of m::orrect carpar~ 
Session AlBl AlCl BlCl A2B1 A2Cl A2B2 A2C2 B2C2 AlB2 AlC2 
1 1 .9 .9 
2 1 1 1 
3 .1 .2 .9 .3 .6 .2 0 .4 1 1 
4 .5 .8 .5 .5 .4 .3 .2 .5 1 1 
5 .5 1 .8 1 1 .8 .6 .8 .8 1 
6 .5 .8 .7 .7 .4 .3 0 .7 1 1 
7 .7 1 .7 .7 .8 .8 .8 .6 .8 .8 
8 1 1 .9 .8 1 .8 1 1 1 1 
9 1 1 1 .8 1 1 .8 .9 1 1 
10 .8 .8 1 1 1 1 1 .9 1 1 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
13 1 .8 1 .8 .8 1 1 1 .9 1 
14 1 .8 1 .8 .8 1 1 .9 1 .5 
15 .9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .9 1 1 
17 .8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .9 1 
18 1 .8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
38 .8 .8 1 1 1 1 1 1 .8 1 
39 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
(table continues) 
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Table 9 (Contirrued) 
S9 Pairs of Irrorrect carparisans 
Session AlBl AlCl BlCl A2B1 A2Cl A2B2 A2C2 B2C2 A1B2 A1C2 
1 .7 .2 .6 .3 .4 .7 .6 .2 .7 .6 
2 .7 .4 .2 .7 .6 .7 .6 .3 .7 .6 
3 .8 1 .7 1 1 1 .6 .5 .7 .2 
4 .8 .8 .4 .3 .4 .7 .4 .3 .5 .2 
5 1 .8 .7 .7 .8 1 .8 .8 .7 1 
6 1 1 .7 1 .6 1 1 .8 .8 1 
7 .8 1 1 .7 .8 1 1 1 1 1 
8 1 1 .8 1 .8 1 1 1 1 1 
9 1 1 1 .7 1 1 1 1 1 1 
10 1 1 1 .8 1 1 1 1 1 1 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .7 
12 1 1 1 .8 1 1 1 1 1 .8 
13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .8 1 
33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
34 1 1 1 .8 .8 1 1 1 1 1 
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EXPERIMEm' 2 
Experiments 1A an:i 1B provided further SlJR)Ort for Sidman's 
( 1986) hierarchical framework for stirrulus cart:rol. 'Ihe two 
~iments deIDnStrated fifth-tenn cx:introl of stinul.us classes, an:i 
explored sane of the effects of st.inul.us equivalen:::e on transfer of 
contextual furx::tion. Experiment 2 dem:lnstrates that sixth-tenn control 
of stinulus classes, whidl oorresporxls to third-oroer st.inul.us-stinulus 
con:litionin;, is possible within an q,erant procedure. Specifically, 
foor oollege students were taught to oroer six stinuli into groups of 
three based on which of two contextual stinuli (fifth-tenn) an:i which 
of two sixth-tenn stlllU.lli were present. 'Ibey were then taught to 
relate novel stlllU.lli to the two sixth-tenn stinuli to fo:rm two classes 
of sixth-tenn st.il11uli. A test was then con:iucted to determine whether 
the novel stlllU.lli would furx::tion similarly to the original sixth-tenn 
stimuli. 
Method 
SUbjects 
Foor urxlergraduate college students, two females an:i two males 
served as subjects. 'Ihree were recruited for the stu:iy fran the 
intrcx:luctocy psydlolcxy class at utah state University. '!heir ages 
rarged fran 21 to 27. '!hey ~ived class points for participati.n;J in 
the experiment, with bonus points available for c::arpleti.n;J the 
experiment. 'Ihe fourth subject heard abrut the ~iment thrcuJh a 
frien::l an:i volunteered. 
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Ag)aratus 
~tus was the same as in prior experiments with the folla.vin;J 
exceptions. SUbjects were seated in a small roan at one of two tables 
with an AI:;ple nonitor ani a joystick. An en-line AI:;ple Ile or II+ 
microcx::arp.rt:e was located behW a partition to arrarge events ani 
recx:,rd data. 
Procedure 
'!be general procedure t:hra.lghout the experiment was a rx:minal 
matcru.rq-to-sanple task in one of two fonnats. '!be first was the 
sixth-tenn task in whidl the co:rrlitional stinuli were presented in a 
column with the sixth-tenn stinu.JJ.us at the tcp, the fifth-tenn stinu.JJ.us 
irnroodiately bela.v, followed by the sanple, with three carparison.s 
centered bela.v the sanple (see Figure 6). A trial began with the 
sixth-tenn stinu.JJ.us on the screen. As in prior experiments, the 
subject was required to make a response by pressin;J a :tutton on the 
joystick. F.adl corrlitional stinulus was ad1ed one at a time, depen:lent 
on a :tutton response for eadl. When the third-tenn stinul.us (i.e., 
sanple) awea,red, a button press produced three carparison stim.il.i 
arrrayed horizontally. Oloice of ccrcparisans was made as in prior 
experiments. 
'!be secon:l fonnat was a foor-tenn three-choice matdlirq-to-sarrple 
task identical to that used to prior experiments. '!be sanple ani 
carparisons awe,ared in the same location as in the sixth-tenn task 
(see Figure 6). No trial-errl feedback was given durin;J test sessions. 
Sessions were 64 trials lon:;J, ani 3 to 6 sessions for a total of 40-50 
minutes eadl day were corrlucted 2 to 3 days a -week. 
Screen Formats 
Six-Term 
Matching-to-Sample 
Format 
15 mm--, D Condit i onel Context 
10 mm--, D Contextuel Semple 
10 mm--, D Semple 
10 mm--, 
D ID r D Comperisons 
L30 mm 
Four-Term 
Matching-to-Sample 
Format 
80mm~ 
D Semple 
15mm~ 
D 1 DJ D Comperisons 30 mm 
Figure 6. On-screen fonnats for the rnatching-to-sarrple tasks in 
Experiment 2. 
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Ihase 1 trai,nirn. Sixteen con:litional relations were trained 
usin;J the sixth-tenn task in order to establish the six-tenn 
contin;Jercy shown in Riase 1, Figure 7. For exanple, when given X1 at 
the top of the screen, Ml belcw it, am Al as the sanple the subject 
earned points for selectin;J Bl or Cl, rut given X1 at the top, M2 belcw 
it, am Al as the sanple the subject earned points for selectin;J B2 or 
C2. Generic trainin;J trial types are depicted in Table 10. Trainin;J 
enjed when a criterion of two con.secutive sessions of 61/64 cx,rrect or 
greater occurred. 
S12 was trained on subsets of the con:litional relations in an 
atterrpt to i.rrprove perfonnance. Set 1 was carprised of the two 
cx,rrlitional relations on the top far left am the two on the bottan far 
right of Figure 7, Ihase 1, i.e., Xl-Ml-Al-Bl, Xl-Ml.-Al-cl., 
X2-M2-A2-B2, am X2-M2-A2~. Set 2 was cx:ITl)rised of X1 -Ml -A2-B2, 
Xl-Ml-A2~, X2-M2-Al-Bl, am X2-M2-Al-Cl. Sessions were 64 trials 
lorg, 16 trials for eadl relation. Set 1 was trained to criterion, an:i 
then Set 2 was trained to criterion. 
Ihase 1 testin;{. ~tcy am transitivity tests were comucted 
upon carpletion of trainin;J. Test sessions consisted of 50% prd:>e 
trials in a trainin;J (Riase 1) baseline for 64 trials per session. At 
least two sessions of testin;J were con:iucte::l. If acx::,.irate perfonnance 
was irx:reasin;J, further sessions were con:iucte::l until the subjects 
derronstrated two cx,nsecutive sessions of at least 61/64 cx,rrect. Test 
1 examined symmetiy, in which the sanples am carparisans were 
reversed, for exanple, Xl-Ml.-Bl-Al. Test 2 examined transitivity, for 
(YI) 
EXPERIMENT 2 
Phase 1 
IF 
(Ml) TI 
AND IF 
...... 5 or CH2J v1 
Then Then 
w,A.2) (Al) D lU (A.2) ,.,, D 
/ ' cf .... r / 'LJ I ..... . I~ ..  ~U cf ~ .... ~r 
(II) (Cl) (82) 
(Al)]() 
(>11) 6 
Then 
(A.2,w 
(OJ 
(X2) 
/ 'LJ I·--· cf~.--~r 
{SJ) (0) (11) (C l) 
-OR-
IF 
n 
AND IF 
or (HJ) v1 
Then 
(Al) ]() (A.2) w 
LJ/ ' / 'LJ u ..... 1 I .....  
(n) (OJ (11) (Cl) (II) (C I ) (Ol) (0) 
(WI) TI 
/ " y ... 1 
Phase 2 
()a) n 
/ " 
(ll) (Y2) CD ..... n (n) 
Phase 3 
IF 
,,,> y or <•1> l] or <l•> l 
AND IF 
t"ll6 or (,,:,) v1
Then Then 
Key 
Trolned 
Derived ••· ·• 
(Al) JO w (A.2) (All JO w (A.2) 
LJ "' ' / 'LJ u ...... r :r ..... . 
{Al) (Cl) (12) ( 0) 
-OR-
IF 
/ 'LJ / ' :r... cf ..... r 
(Bl) (C:,) (11) (Cl) 
cv,, CD or ()(2) n or ,m n 
AND IF 
0 .. ,5 or 
Then 
(A l ) JO (A2)w 
:r~ .. ~LJ c1~ .... ~r 
( fl]) (0) (01) (Cl) 
(,0) v1 
Then 
(A l ) JO (A.2) w 
/ ' / 'LJ t1 ...... r :r ... 
(II) (Cl) (a>) (0) 
Figure 7. Control of the organization of three-member classes by fifth- and sixth-tern 
stimuli in Experiment 2. °' w 
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Table 10 
Trainim Trial Types for E;xperiment 2 Riase 1 
1. X1 2. X1 3. X1 4. X1 
Ml Ml Ml Ml 
Al Al A2 A2 
Bl Cb- Cb- Cl Cb- Cb- B2 Cb- Cb- C2 Cb- Cb-
(Cb- = A2, B2, or C2) (Cb- = Al, Bl, or Cl) 
5. X1 6. X1 7. X1 8. X1 
M2 M2 M2 M2 
Al Al A2 A2 
B2 Cb- Cb- C2 Cb- Cb- Bl Cb- Cb- Cl Cb- Cb-
(Co- = A2, Bl, or Cl) (Co- = Al, B2, or C2) 
9. X2 10. X2 11. X2 12. X2 
Ml Ml Ml Ml 
Al Al A2 A2 
B2 Cb- Cb- C2 Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Cb-
(Co- = 'A2, Bl, or Cl) (Co- = Al, B2, or C2) 
13. X2 14. X2 15. X2 16. X2 
M2 M2 M2 M2 
Al Al A2 A2. 
Bl Cb- Co- Cl Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Cb-
(Co- = A2., B2, or C2) (Co- = Al, Bl, or Cl} 
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example, Xl-Ml-Bl~l. Generic testirq trial types are shown in Table 
11. 
Fhase 2 traini,m. 'Iwo of the subjects participated in Fhase 2 
(S11 arx:l S13). 'Ihe four-tenn mat:chirq-to-sanple task was used. 'Ihe 
subjects were trained to relate tvJO stinul.i to each of the sixth-tenn 
stimuli used in Fhase 1 (See Figure 7, Frase 2). 'Ihe relations were 
Xl-Yl, Xl-Zl, X2-Y2, X2-Z2. Trainirq trial types are shown in Table 
12. 'Ihe incorrect stimuli were selected at rarrlcm fran the other 
three-member class. 'Ihe criterion for carpleteirq trainirq was the 
sarre as in Fhase 1. 
Fhase 2 testirg. Testirq began when the criterion was reached. 
Test 3 evaluated ~try. Fhase 2 trainirq trial types were mixed 
rarx:iarnly with 50% ~try trial types in which the sarrple arx:l 
comparison were reversed, i.e., Yl-Xl, Zl-Xl, Y2-X2, arx:l Z2-X2. Test 4 
evaluated transitivity. Fhase 2 training trial types were mixed 
rarx:iarnly with 50% transitive trial types, i.e., Yl-Zl, Zl-Yl, Y2-Z2, 
Z2-Y2. Testirq trial types are depicted in Table 12. 
Fhase 3 contextual class test. Fifty percent of the trials were 
comprised of the Fhase 1 training trial types. In the remaining 50 
percent, stimuli fran the three-rrember classes taught in Fhase 2 were 
used in the sixth-tenn p:JSition (See Figure 7, Fhase 3). In::ti.vidual 
trial types are depicted in Table 13. Testirq lasted for at least two 
sessions of 64 trials. 'Ihe subjects were de.briefed followirq this 
test. 
Table 11 
Testi.rg Trial 'fypes for Experinent 2 Frase 1 
Symnetly 
1. X1 2. X1 3. X1 4. X1 
Ml Ml Ml Ml 
Bl Cl B2 C2 
Al Co- Co- Al Co- Co- A2 co- Co- A2 Co- Co-
(Co-= A2, B2, or C2) (Co- = Al, Bl, or Cl) 
5. X1 6. X1 7. X1 8. X1 
M2 M2 M2 M2 
Bl Cl B2 C2 
A2 Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Al Co- co-
(Co- = A2, Bl, or Cl) (Co-= Al, B2, or C2) 
9. X2 10. X2 11. X2 12. X2 
Ml Ml Ml Ml 
Bl Cl B2 C2 
A2 Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Al Co- co-
(CO- = A2, Bl, or Cl) (CO- = Al, B2, or C2) 
13. X2 14. X2 15. X2 16. X2 
M2 M2 M2 M2 
Bl Cl B2 C2 
Al Co- Co- Al Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- A2 Co- Co-
(Co-= A2, B2, or C2) (Co- = Al, Bl, or Cl) 
Conceptual transitivity test trial types 
1. Sixth 2. Sixth 3. Sixth 4. Sixth 
ctxt ctxt ctxt ctxt 
Bl Cl B2 C2 
Cl Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- B2 Co- CO-
If X1Ml. or X2M2: (Co- = A2, B2, or C2) 
If X1M2 or X2Ml: (Co- = A2, Bl, or Cl) 
(Co- = Al, Bl, or Cl) 
(Co- = Al, B2, or C2) 
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Table 12 
Trial 'fypes for Experiment 2 R'lase2 
Trai.nm_;J 
1. X1 2. X1 3. X2 4. X2 
Yl Co- Co- Zl Co- Co- Y2 Co- Co- Z2 Co- Co-
Symmetcy 
1. Yl 2. Zl 3. Y2 4. Z2 
X1 Co- Co- X1 Co- Co- X2 Co- Co- X2 Co- Co-
Transitivity 
1. Yl 2. Zl 3. Y2 4. Z2 
Zl Co- Co- Yl Co- Co- Z2 Co- Co- Y2 Co- Co-
{Co-= X2, Y2, or Z2) (Co-= Xl, Yl, or Zl) 
Results 
R1ase 1 
Results are depicted in Figure 8. S10, S11, arrl S13 acquired the 
sixth-tenn task in 12, 15, arrl 16 sessions, respectively. S10 arrl S11 
dem:mstrated synuootcy upon testin;J while S13 required three sessions to 
readl criterion. S10 arrl S13 showed transitivity upon testin;J, while 
S11 took 3 sessions to readl criterion. 
S12 was unable to learn the task within the time limits of the 
academic quarter. Initially, he scored between 29.7% arrl 50% correct 
for 10 sessions. When the procedure was charqed for him to a subset of 
the possible stimulus relations seen by the other subjects, he took 5 
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Table 13 
Testim Trial 'fypes for Experilrent 2 Rlase 3 
1. Yl 2. Yl 3. Yl 4. Yl 
Ml. Ml. Ml. Ml. 
Al Al A2 A2 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
(Co- = A2, B2, or C2) (Co- = Al, Bl, or Cl) 
5. Yl 6. Yl 7. Yl 8. Yl 
M2 M2 M2 M2 
Al Al A2 A2 
B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
(Co- = 'A2, Bl, or Cl) (Co- = Al, B2, or C2) 
9. Zl 10. Zl 11. Zl 12. Zl 
Ml. Ml. Ml. Ml. 
Al Al A2 A2 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
(Co- = 'A:2, B2, or C2) (Co-= Al, Bl, or Cl) 
(table continues) 
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Table 13 (Continued) 
13. Zl 14. Zl 15. Zl 16. Zl 
M2 M2 M2 M2 
Al Al A2. A2. 
B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
(Co- = A2., Bl, or Cl) (Co- = Al, B2, or C2) 
17. Y2 18. Y2 19. Y2 20. Y2 
Ml Ml Ml Ml 
Al Al A2. A2. 
B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
(Co- = A2., Bl, or Cl) (Co- = Al, B2, or C2) 
21. Y2 22. Y2 23. Y2 24. Y2 
M2 M2 M2 M2 
Al Al A2. A2. 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
(Co- = A2. I B2, or C2) (Co- = Al, Bl, or Cl) 
25. Z2 26. Z2 27. Z2 28. Z2 
Ml Ml Ml Ml 
Al Al A2. A2. 
B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
(Co- = A2., Bl, or Cl) (Co- = Al, B2, or C2) 
29. Z2 30. Z2 31. Z2 32. Z2 
M2 M2 M2 M2 
Al Al A2. A2. 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
(Co- = A2., B2, or C2) (Co- = Al, Bl, or Cl) 
0 
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EXPERIMENT 2 
Subject 1 O Subject 11 
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~---- Phase 1-----,rPhast> 21f Phase 3 
S T Tr S T Tr S T C 
10 16 0 10 20 28 
Subject 12 
10 
Set 1 Set 2 1 and 2 Mixed 
Key 
D-<J Trained Relations 
-
Tested Relations [] Combined Re lat ions 
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s Symme try 
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C Con\e x t\Jal 
Tran s fer Test 
20 24 
Subject 1 3 
.------- Phase 1--~rPhase 2uPhase 3 
Tr 
0 10 
S T Tr S T C 
20 
Sessions 
29 
Figure 8. Percentage of cx,rrect responses in 64 trials for each 
session arrl ~ of Experiment 2. 
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sessions to cc:me to criterion on Set 1, an:l 5 additional sessions to 
cc:me to criterion on Set 2. He then scored 48. 4% on a session 
canprised of all trial types but Set 1, which was presented 
accidentally due to a carprter error. SUbsequently, he perfonrro from 
37.5% to 46.9% on 3 sessions of Set 1 an:l Set 2 canbined. 
Fhases 2 an:l 3 
In Fhase 2, Sll an:l Sl3 derronstrated criterion perfo:nnance in two 
sessions each for trai.nin:], synunetry an:l transitivity testin;J, an:l the 
Fhase 3 test. 
r:urin;J debriefin;J, SlO, Sll, an:l Sl3 identified the corrlitional 
relations between the stimuli. Sl2 was unable to describe the 
corrlitional relations used an:l was shown Figure 6. He stated that he 
had lunp:d the sample (fourth-tenn stimulus) with the fifth-tenn 
stimulus. 
Discussion 
In the present study, three of four subjects dem:>nstrated 
behavior urner the control of a six-tenn contin;Jency, in which four 
three-nenber classes of equivalent stimuli were signalled by the 
presence of two contextual stimuli. 'Ihe :furction of these contextual 
stimuli was signalled, in turn, by the presence of two additional 
(sixth-tenn) stimuli. A four-tenn matcrun;J-to-sanple task followed, in 
which two further stimuli were related to both of the sixth-tenn 
stimuli, fonninJ two classes of sixth-tenn stimuli. Finally, the 
equivalent stimuli in the sixth-tenn classes were shov.ln to control the 
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six-t.enn matchin;J-to-sample task without havin;J been trained directly 
in that function. 
'!his experiment exteirls errpirically Sidman's (1986) analysis of 
the hierarchical nature of stimulus-stimulus cantin;Jencies to six 
tenrs. 'lhe present study also deironstrates that transfer of function 
can take place via equivalence at the sixth-t.enn level. such a firxiing 
is i.np:>rtant since it systematically replicates earlier work which used 
fourth-t.enn or fifth-tenn contin;Jencies (e.g., Hayes et al., in press; 
Iazar & Kotlarchyk, 1986; WUlfert & Hayes, 1988). Together, all these 
studies irrlicate that the basic fi.rx:lin:Js of equivalence awly at a 
rnnnber of different levels fmn s.inple matchin;J-to-sample to camplex 
hierarchical tasks. 
Delprato (1987) criticizes the possibility of the infinite 
regress of Sidman's fonnul.ation. However, how carplex a hierarchy of 
stimuli by which human behavior can be controlled is unknown. If there 
is a limit, then it should be fourrl. If not, then how such hierarchies 
are established arrl how they function should be studied, in order that 
m::>re camplex behavior can be addressed. 
Another possible criticism of Sidman' s fonrul.ation is that the 
levels of corrlitional stimuli do not act Wepen:iently within a 
hierarchy, but are s.inply stimulus carp::mrls which can be explained 
m::>re parsinoniously with a three-tenn m:Jdel (Delprato, 1987). 'IWo 
fi.rx:lin:Js suggest that~ does not explain the present results. 
First is the firxiing in the present study arxi in Experiment 1A that a 
group of stimuli can be related via equivalence to one of the 
contextual stimuli arrl will cane to take on the function of that 
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contextual stinulus without traini.n:]. In Experiment lA, novel stimuli 
were related to the two fifth-tenn stimuli an:i transference of the 
fifth-tenn function to the novel stimuli was foun:l. 'Ihe subjects did 
not treat the novel stimuli as third or fourth-tenn stimuli. Likewise, 
in Experiment 2, when novel stimuli were related to the two sixth-tenn 
stimuli, they functioned as sixth-tenn stinuli. A potential 
counterargurrent is that the screen location constrained the possibility 
of the novel stimuli functionirg in other roles since they appeared in 
the location of the sixth-tenn stimuli. Location of the stimuli as a 
controllin;J factor was not examined, rut has been shown to be inp:,rtant 
to the develq:m;mt an:i maintenance of corxlitional discriminations in 
animals (Iversen, Sidman, & carrigan, 1986). 
Sea:>oo, is the aneo::lotal evidence provided by S12 in the present 
experiment. He reported ~ the third an:i fourth-tenn stimuli, 
an:i he failed to learn the task. Examination of the data iooicates 
that as lo~ as he was presented trial types in which the roles of the 
fourth arrl fifth-term stimuli were rerll.lJ'dant he had no difficulty. He 
reached a perfect score on both subsets of the corxlitional 
discriminations in five sessions, an:i scorerl well above chance on his 
first traini.n:] session on each of the subsets. When he was presented 
the canbined subsets, in which he had to look at both the fourth an:i 
fifth-tenn stinuli in order to choose correctly (e.g. if Ml an:i Al, 
then Bl, rut if Ml an:i A2, then B2), he had great difficulty. '!his 
result suggests that if stinulus ~ does ocx::ur, higher-order 
corxli.tional relations cannot be learned. 
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As in Experiment lB, the subjects -were foorx:l to exclude Al an:i 'A:2. 
durin;J trainin;J (Table 14). Again, perfo:nnarx=e on synunet.Iy an:i 
transitivity tests did not seem to be affecta:l. 'Ihree of the four 
subjects did not learn durin;J trainin;J to exclu:ie Bl-Cl or B2-c2 when 
they served as incorrect carparisons together (Table 15) . None of the 
subjects excluded Bl-Cl or B2-c2 durin;J testin;J. An assurrption can be 
made that the presence of two constant relations did not affect 
equivalence class fonnation. However, in Experiments 3A, 3B, an:i 3C of 
this dissertation (below), incorrect ccrrprrisons are chosen frc:m nore 
than one class so that any sud1 potential confoorx:l is avoided. 
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Table 14 
Number of Times F.ach Stimulus Is 01.osen as an Incorrect CgTiparison for 
F.ach SUbject F.ach Session of Experinv:mt 2 Fhase 1 an:l Contextual Class 
S10 Incorrect carparisons S11 Incorrect carparisons 
Session Al Bl Cl K2 B2 C2 Session Al Bl Cl K2 B2 C2 
1 6 10 9 6 2 14 1 7 9 3 8 8 8 
2 0 12 10 0 10 8 2 7 8 7 2 8 9 
3 0 8 7 0 8 7 3 2 13 5 1 8 6 
4 0 8 6 0 7 3 4 0 11 6 0 8 4 
5 0 7 5 0 6 1 5 0 13 5 0 9 6 
6 0 2 4 0 5 4 6 0 10 5 0 11 9 
7 0 1 5 0 3 4 7 0 9 8 0 6 11 
8 0 6 3 0 6 4 8 0 8 7 0 4 9 
9 0 5 3 0 6 4 9 0 8 4 0 4 7 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 4 2 0 6 6 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 3 2 0 6 5 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 1 1 0 3 4 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 2 1 0 2 4 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 2 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 1 0 0 0 1 
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 1 0 0 1 0 0 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 1 0 1 1 0 2 
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 1 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 1 
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 0 0 1 0 0 0 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 0 1 0 0 0 0 
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(table continues) 
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Table 14 (a:intinued) 
S12 Irrorrect O":llp\risoos S13 Irrorrect carparisons 
Session Al Bl Cl A2. B2 C2 Sessiat Al Bl Cl A2. B2 C2 
1 5 10 2 1 10 11 1 1 7 6 4 3 7 
2 10 11 4 2 7 11 2 1 0 0 0 1 3 
3 9 12 2 0 11 8 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 1 8 4 0 14 11 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 2 8 6 0 9 8 5 0 13 7 1 14 8 
6 0 12 4 1 9 9 6 0 8 11 0 11 9 
7 0 6 9 0 12 5 7 2 7 13 1 10 11 
8 0 8 8 0 12 6 8 0 8 9 0 13 16 
9 0 9 11 0 15 5 9 0 9 8 0 8 11 
10 0 7 9 0 18 4 10 0 8 2 0 12 9 
11 0 4 6 0 7 3 11 0 11 7 2 9 8 
12 0 7 0 0 1 1 12 0 6 7 0 7 9 
13 0 2 0 0 2 0 13 0 9 9 0 13 8 
14 0 1 0 0 1 0 14 0 10 5 0 11 10 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 7 7 0 6 10 
16 0 5 2 0 6 6 16 0 6 6 0 8 8 
17 0 8 3 0 5 2 17 0 3 2 0 7 5 
18 0 0 0 0 1 0 18 0 1 4 0 2 4 
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 1 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 0 7 7 0 10 9 21 1 1 1 2 2 1 
22 0 9 9 0 14 8 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 0 4 10 0 13 8 23 1 0 0 1 0 0 
24 0 2 11 0 13 8 24 0 0 0 0 0 1 
25 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32 0 1 0 0 0 0 
33 0 0 1 0 0 0 
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Table 15 
Proportion of Responses Away fran F.adl Possible 0:lnbination of Incorrect 
Comparisons for F.ach Session of F.adl SUbject in ;Experiment 2 
S10 Pairs of Incorrect Ccrrparison.s 
Session AlBl AlCl BlCl A2Bl A2Cl A2B2 A2C2 B2C2 A1B2 A1C2 
1 .2 .2 .2 .5 .2 .3 .4 .3 .2 .2 
2 . 2 .4 .4 .3 .2 .5 .2 .5 .2 .8 
3 .8 .6 .2 .7 .6 .7 .6 .5 .5 .4 
4 .5 .4 .8 .3 .6 .7 1 .6 .5 .8 
5 . 3 .4 1 .5 .6 .5 1 1 .5 . 8 
6 .8 .4 1 .8 .8 .5 .6 1 .7 .6 
7 1 .4 1 .8 .6 .7 .6 .9 .8 .8 
8 .7 .6 .9 .5 .8 .7 .8 1 .3 .4 
9 . 3 .6 1 .8 .8 .7 .8 1 .8 .4 
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
18 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .8 
21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
(table continues) 
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Table 15 { Continued) 
S11 Pairs of Irrorrect o:mparisons 
Session AlBl AlCl BlCl A2B1 A2Cl A2B2 A2C2 B2C2 AlB2 A1C2 
1 .3 .4 .3 .3 .4 .5 0 .3 .3 .4 
2 .7 .2 .4 .2 .8 .5 .2 .3 .3 0 
3 .5 .4 .3 .2 .6 .7 .4 .5 .5 .6 
4 .5 .4 .7 .2 .4 .5 .1 .6 .5 .6 
5 .7 .6 .3 .2 .6 .5 .8 .4 .5 .6 
6 1 .6 .4 .2 .6 .8 .4 .2 0 .6 
7 .7 .6 .6 .3 0 1 .2 .3 .3 .6 
8 .8 .8 .6 .2 .2 .8 .4 .4 .8 .6 
9 .8 1 .4 .3 .8 .7 .6 .5 .8 .8 
10 1 1 .8 .7 .6 .7 .6 .4 .8 .8 
11 .8 1 1 .7 .6 .7 .6 .4 1 .8 
12 .8 1 .9 1 1 .7 6 .8 1 .8 
13 1 1 .8 .8 1 .8 .8 .8 1 .6 
14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .9 1 .8 
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
16 1 1 1 .8 1 1 1 .9 1 1 
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .8 1 
18 1 1 1 .8 .8 1 1 .8 1 .8 
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .8 
27 1 1 1 1 .8 1 1 1 1 1 
28 1 1 1 .8 1 1 1 1 1 1 
{table continues) 
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Table 15 (Continued) 
S12 Pairs of :m::orrect Ccrrparisons 
Session AlBl AlCl BlCl A2B1 A2Cl A2B2 A2C2 B2C2 A1B2 A1C2 
1 .7 .4 .6 .2 .8 .2 0 .4 .3 .2 
2 .7 0 .1 .3 1 .3 .2 .2 .2 .2 
3 .3 .6 .1 .5 1 .2 .2 .3 .3 .2 
4 .5 .8 .6 .7 .6 0 0 .1 .3 .6 
5 .5 .8 .6 .3 .6 .2 .4 .4 .7 .4 
6 .3 .8 .6 .2 .6 .5 .4 .2 .7 .4 
7 .8 .4 .5 .3 .6 .3 .6 .5 . 3 .6 
8 .5 .6 .5 .3 .6 .2 .1 .3 .5 .4 
9 .2 .2 .4 .5 .6 .3 .8 .2 .2 .6 
10 .7 .2 .7 .2 .6 .2 .8 .2 0 .6 
11 .7 .6 .7 .7 .7 .6 
12 .7 1 .6 .9 1 .9 
13 .9 1 .9 .9 1 .9 
14 .9 1 1 .9 1 1 
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 
16 .7 .9 .7 .6 .7 .6 
17 .6 .8 .6 .7 1 .6 
18 1 1 1 .9 1 1 
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 
20 1 .9 1 1 1 1 
21 .7 .2 .4 .7 1 .7 .2 .2 .5 .6 
22 .4 .6 .4 .4 .3 .3 
23 .6 .6 .5 .3 .6 .2 
24 .8 .4 .5 .4 .4 .3 
(table a:>ntinues) 
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EXPERIMENl' 3A 
Kennedy am Iaitinen ( 1988) foon:i that IOOSt of their subjects 
(college stooents) were not able to learn a five-tenn matdti..n;J-to-
sanple task. '!hey then tried a different p:rocmure in which the 
subjects were taught a frur-tenn matdti..n;J-to-sanple task. '!he frur-
tenn contirgeocy was then placed un:Jer fifth-tenn control. '!hey 
reported that their subjects learned these tasks IlllCh 100:re easily than 
those subjects taught the fifth-tenn task fran the start. Experiments 
lA, lB, am 2 in:licated, contrary to Kennedy am Iaitinen, that higher-
order control can be directly established. One pmpose of Experiment 
3A was to examine how subjects aCXIl].ire higher-order corrlitional 
discriminations by successively aa:lin;J levels of control. '!he other 
purpose was to utilize a 100:re carplex task to see whether equivalence 
perfonnance is maintained when a larger number of sti.rnuli am 100:re 
carplex interactions are used. 
In Experiment 3A, three subjects were taught foor three-nenber 
stimulus classes. '!hey were then taught to organize the three-member 
classes into six-member classes based upon the presen:::e of contextual 
sti.rnuli. '!he subjects were then to be taught to vary the organization 
of six-member classes based upon the presen:::e of si.xth-tenn contextual 
sti.rnuli. However, subjects did not learn the fifth-tenn task, so the 
si.xth-tenn task was not trained. 
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Method 
SUbjects 
'Ihree subjects were recruited fran the introductoi:y psydlology 
class at utah state University. All were male, arrl their ages ran;;1ed. 
fran 18 to 20 years. 'Ibey were given class points for participation, 
arrl bonus points were given to those who cx:t1pleted the research. 
Apparatus 
'lhe apparatus was the same as in prior experiments. 
Procedure 
General procedures. '!he same general procedures as in prior 
experilnents were used. SUbjects were first taujl.t the four-tenn task, 
arrl then the five-term task. Train.m:3' arrl testin; sessions of the 
four-tenn task lasted for 64 trials. A criterion of at least 61 
correct of 64 (95%) for two consecutive sessions was used to detennine 
when to en:i a task. On the five-term task, testin; sessions lasted. for 
60 trials. Criterion for Fhase 2 testin; was two consecutive sessions 
of at least 57 of 60 correct. 'lhe len;Jth of trainirx,J sessions varied. 
arrl is discussed. in detail below. 
'1""10 to five sessions for a total of 40-50 minutes eadl day were 
corrlucted two days a \>Jeek. No feedback was ever given durin; testinJ. 
Incorrect carparisons were selected. fran the other three-member 
classes. Stinw.i fran the same class were never presented as incorrect 
carparisons on the same trial. DJe to a progranminJ error, A3 was 
never present as an incorrect carparison durin} Test 1. 
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Riase 1. 'Ihe subjects were trained to 9ra1p 12 stinu.tli into four 
groups of three as illustrated in Figure 9. Eight ex>rx:litional discrim-
inations were taught arrl are shown in Table 16. When the criterion was 
iret, each subject urrlenvent symrretry arrl transitivity testing. Each 
session of testing was ccrcprised of 50% trained relations arrl 50% test 
relations. Symrootry was tested first, followed by transitivity. Generic 
trial types for synuretry arrl transitivity are depicted in Table 16. Upon 
ccrcpletion of testing, the subjects began Riase 2. 
Riase 2. As illustrated in Figure 9, subjects were trained to 
canbine two three-nanber classes into a six-member class in three 
different ways depen::lin;J upon the presence of one of three ex>ntextual 
stinruli. Generic trial types are shown in Table 17. Group 1 (Al, Bl, 
Cl) went with Group 2 (A2, B2, C2) when Ml was present. Group 1 went 
with Group 3 (A3, B3, C3) when M3 was present, arrl Group 2 went with 
Group 4 (A4, B4, C4) when M4 was present. SUbjects were trained to 
relate one stinu.tlus fran one three-nanber class to one stinrul.us from the 
other three-member class in the presence of a ex>ntextual stinrul.us. 
Sessions were 24 trials lof¥1, arrl criterion was at least 22/24 ex>rrect 
for two ex>nsecutive sessions. 
'Iwo tests were ex>n:iucted. In Test A, each potential derived 
stinu.tlus relation was tested. For example, the subject was presented 
Al-A2, Al-B2, am Al-c2 in the presence of Ml to see if Al became 
related to Group 2. Generic trial types are depicted in Table 18. In 
Test B, the relations between the members of the original three-rrerober 
classes were retested to see if ex>ntrol had c::han;Jed. Trial types are 
shown in Table 19. 
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Table 16 
Trial Types for Experiments 3A Frase 1 
Trainin:1 
1. Al 2. Al 3. A2 4. A2 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
5. A3 6. A3 7. A4 8. A4 
B3 Co- Co- CJ Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co-
Synmetry 
1. Bl 2. Cl 3. B2 4. C2 
Al Co- Co- Al Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- A2 Co- Co-
5. B3 6. CJ 7. B4 8. C4 
A3 Co- Co- A3 Co- Co- A4 Co- Co- A4 Co- Co-
Transitivity 
1. Bl 2. Cl 3. B2 4. C2 
Cl Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co-
5. B3 6. CJ 7. B4 8. C4 
CJ Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co-
Co- for trial types 1 am 2 Co- for trial types 3 am 4 
(A2,B2,C2,A3,B3,CJ,A4,B4,C4) (Al, Bl,Cl,A3 ,B3 ,CJ ,A4 ,B4 ,C4) 
Co- for trial types 5 am 6 Co- for trial types 7 am 8 
(Al,fil,C1,A2,B2,C2,M,B4,C4) (Al, Bl, Cl,A2, B2, C2 ,A3 ,B3, CJ) 
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Table 17 
Trainirg Trial Types for Experiment 3A Rlase 2 
Original TraininJ 
1. Ml 2. M3 3. M4 
B2 B3 B4 
Cl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
(Co- = A3,B3,CJ,A4,B4,C4; AJ I BJ ,CJ ,A4 ,B4 ,C4; A3 ,B3 ,CJ ,A4,B4 ,C4) 
Revised TraininJ 
1. Ml 2. Ml 3. Ml 4. Ml 5. Ml 
Al Al A2 A2 B2 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
6. M2 7. M2 8. M2 9. M2 10. M2 
Al Al A3 A3 B3 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- CJ Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
11. M3 12. M3 13. M3 14. M3 15. M3 
A2 A2 A4 A4 B4 
B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
Revised Tra.inin] 2 
1. Ml 2. Ml 3. Ml 4. Ml 5. Ml 
Bl Cl B2 C2 Cl 
Al Co- Co- Al Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co-
6. M2 7. M2 8. M2 9. M2 10. M2 
Bl Cl B3 CJ Cl 
Al Co- Co- Al Co- Co- A3 Co- Co- A3 Co- Co- B3 Co- Co-
11. M3 12. M3 13. M3 14. M3 15. M3 
B2 C2 B4 C4 C2 
A2 Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- A4 Co- Co- A4 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co-
Trial types 1-5 Trial types 6-10 Trial types 11-15 
(Co-= A3,B3,CJ,A4,B4,C4; A3 ,B3 ,CJ ,A4 ,B4 ,C4; A3 ,B3 ,CJ ,A4 ,B4 ,C4) 
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Table 18 
Test A Trial Types for Experiment 3A Rlase 2 
1. Ml 2. Ml 3. Ml 4. Ml 
Al Al Al Bl 
A2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- A2 Co- Co-
5. Ml 6. Ml 7. Ml 8. Ml 
Bl Bl Cl Cl 
B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
(Co- = A3,B3,C3,A4,B4,C4) 
9. M2 10. M2 11. M2 12. M2 
Al Al Al Bl 
A3 Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co- A3 Co- Co-
13. M2 14. M2 15. M2 15. M2 
Bl Bl Cl Cl 
B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co- A3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co-
(Co- = A3,B3,C3,A4,B4,C4; 
17. M3 18. M3 19. M3 20. M3 
A2 A2 A2 B2 
A4 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co- A4 Co- Co-
21. M3 22. M3 23. M3 24. M3 
B2 B2 C2 C2 
B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co- A4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co-
(Co-= A3,B3,C3,A4,B4,C4) 
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Table 19 
Test B Trial Types for Experiment 3A Fhase 2 
1. Al 2. Al 3. Al 4. Al 
Bl A2 A4 Bl A3 B4 Cl B2 C4 Cl B2 A4 
5. Bl 6. Bl 7. A2 8. A2 
Cl C2 B4 Cl C3 C4 B2 Cl A3 B2 B4 B3 
9. A2 10. A2 11. B2 12. B2 
C2 C4 B3 C2 Al C3 C2 Bl A3 C2 A4 C3 
13. A3 14. A3 15. B3 16. A4 
B3 Cl A2 C3 Al C2 C3 Bl B2 B4 A2 Al 
All subjects derronstrated difficulty durinJ trainin;J, am a 
revised training procedure was used. 'Ihe original trial types of the 
four-tenn continJency were trained in the presence of the contextual 
stimuli, along with the previous three five-tenn trial types. 'Ihe 
generic trial types are shown in Table 17. '!his trainin;J lasted for 64 
trials. Upon completion of this training, the tests were repeated. 
S16 received additional training in whidl the symmetrical counterparts 
to the relations in the revised training were presented as well. 
Fhase 3. 'Ihe subjects were to have received the training shown 
in the last portion of Figure 9 in which sixth-tenn control would have 
been superilrposed on the existinJ relations. However, since none of 
the subjects learned the fifth-tenn task, Fhase 3 was not corxiucted. 
Results 
Fhase 1 
overall acx::uracy of resporxling for eadl subject on each session 
is depicted in Figure 10. S14 learned the task in three sessions am 
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Figure 10. Percentage of rorrect responses for eadl session am. p,ase 
of Experinelt 3A. 
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S15 took six sessions. S16 had difficulty with amitnuy matdlin; arrl 
took 18 sessions of trainirg to readl criterim. on symnetcy testirg, 
the perfonnarx::e of S14 <h:Of.P:d fran 84.4% to 68.8% mrrect. His smres 
on the baseline (trained) relations rarged fran 12 to 16 percentage 
points lower on than on the symnetcy relations. He was then returned. 
to trainirg. He received 3 sessions of trainirg, m whidl his smres 
ran:Jed fran 85.9% to 98.4% mrrect. He was :retested on symnetcy. His 
smre on the trainirg baseline again ch:q:pd, this time to 65.6% 
mrrect, arrl then gradually increased to 100% mrrect. His symrnetcy 
smres also fluctuated, bJt not nearly so widely. 'Ihe ran:Je on 
symrnetcy trials was between 90.6% arrl 100% mrrect. 
S15 also had difficulty durirg synmetcy testirg arrl required 
additional trainirg. His perfonnarx::e on trained relations fell to 
53.1% mrrect, while symrnetcy perfonnarx::e ran:Jed fran 78.1% to 87.5% 
mrrect . After b.10 additional sessions of trainirg, he daoc>nstrated 
symrnetcy in three sessions. S16 delton.strated symrnetcy upon testinJ. 
S14 took three sessions to meet the criterion on transitivity 
testirg. His canbined smre raD',Jed fran 93.8% to 100%. S15 performed 
poorly on foor sessions of transitivity testinJ. He was given another 
session of trainirg, arrl denaistrated criterion on transitivity in 
three sessions. S16 took foor sessions to reach criterion. He made 
only one error on baseline trials, arrl perfonnarx::e on transitivity 
trials increased fran 53.1% to 96.8% mrrect. 
Fhase 2 
S14 took three sessions to reach criterion, arrl performed at 100% 
on the last b.10 sessions. S15 denonstrated perfonnarx::e at criterion on 
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the first two sessions. S16 also took three sessions to reach 
criterion. On Test A, S14 performed between 19.4% am 26.4% correct. 
S15 performed between 30.6% am 36.1%, am S16 performed at 18.1% 
correct. 
On the revised trainin;J, S14 scored 96.7% correct on the first 
session, am at 100% for three Il'Dre sessions. S15 scored 91. 7% correct 
on his first two sessions, am then increased his score to 100% 
correct. 'Ibe perfonnance of S16 ranJE!(i fran 91. 7% to 100% correct. 
Upon return to Test A, S14 scored a 25% correct am then his 
scores increased to between 41. 7% am 44.4% correct. S15 ~ed 
between 26.4% am 31.9% correct, while S16 ~ed between 19.4% am 
20.8% correct. 'Ibey were then given Test B. S14 performed at 100% on 
two sessions of Test B. S15 scored 96.9% correct on the first session 
am 100% correct on the secom. S16 performed between 68.8% am 76.6% 
correct. On the Revised Trainin;J 2, S16 gradually increased fran 83.3% 
to 96.7%. He then scored 23.3% an::l 25% on two sessions of Test A, an::l 
73.3% an::l 81.7% on two sessions of Test B. 
Table 20 shavS how often the subjects resparrled to rrernbers of 
each class given the sample am contextual stinulus. Columns one an::l 
two show how subjects respoooed when they were ~ to canbine 
Groop 1 am Group 2 together. Column one shows responses when stillluli 
f:ran Group 1 were samples, am column two shows responses to the 
synmetrical situation when stinuli fran Group 2 were samples. 
Likewise, columns three an::l foor show responses when stinuli fran Group 
1 an::l Group 3 were to be canbined, am columns five an::l six show 
responses when st.urul.i fran Groop 2 am Groop 4 were to be canbined. 
Table 20 
Number of Responses by S14. S15, arrl S16 to Fadl Grom for Fadl 
Contextual stin'All.us in Both Directions* 
Test Followin;J ~ 1 
Ml M2 M3 
SA: (Group 1- (Groop 2- (Groop 1- (Groop 3- (Groop 2- (Groop 4-
Co+: Group 2) Groop 1) Groop 3) Groop 1) Groop 4) Groop 2) 
Gralp: 2 3 4 1 3 4 3 2 4 1 2 4 4 1 3 2 1 3 
S14 4 5 7 6 3 7 5 7 4 8 5 3 11 9 12** 
S15 8 4 4 15 1 0 8 6 2 9 6 1 114 1 7 8 1 
S16 7 4 5 7 6 3 3 10 3 3 10 3 5 13 6***1 6 1 
Test Followin;J Revised Trainin;J 
S14 26 3 3 28 1 3 2 25 5 29 2 1 114 1 25 5 2 
S15 17 1 6 19 2 3 6 13 5 7 17 0 4 19 1 11 11 2 
S16 6 4 6 6 5 5 4 6 6 3 12 1 4 9 3 3 10 3 
Test Followin;J Revised Trainin;J 2 
S16 5 7 4 10 5 1 1 11 4 6 9 1 1 12 3 5 9 2 
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* (e.g. , Group 1 as sanple arrl Groop 2 as correct ccnparison arrl 
GraJp 2 as sanple arrl Group 1 as correct ccnparison). Number of 
responses in eadl cell (Context by Sanple/carparison by SUbject) should 
total 16 for Testin;J after Trainin;J 1, arrl for Testin;J after Traini.rq 
2, should total 32 for S14, 24 for S15 arrl 16 for S16. 'Ihe first 
column for eadl task gives number of responses to the GraJp that was 
considered correct for that task. 'Ihe secorrl two columns give the 
number of responses to groops that were irx:x:>rrect 
** D.Je a programnin;J error, S14 did :rxJt receive Groop 4 - GraJp 
2 trials, arrl received twice as many Groop 2 - Group 4 trials for l:x::>th 
test sessions after Trainin;J 1. 
*** S16 experierx::ed the programnin;J an the first test session 
after Trainin;J 1. S16 had one arrl one half tines as many Groop 2 -
Gra.JP 4 trials (24 total) than Group 4 - Group 2 trials (8 total). 
2, arrl all reported that they foun:l the task confusin;J. S14 arrl S15 
both said that there were no right answers to the trials. 
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After the first trainin:J, no control can be seen for S14 arx:l S15 
in any situation. S16 dem:aistrated a weak ten:ien:.y t.o choose stinuli 
fran Groop 1 or Groop 2. He ten:ied to relate Groop 3 to Groop 2 arx:l 
Group 4 to Groop 1. After the revised trainin:J, S14 had a st.rorq 
temen:,y to choose stinuli fran Groop 1 if any were present, arx:l 
stirruli fran Groop 2 if no stinuli fran Groop 1 were present. S15 also 
denon.strated a st.ran:J teroercy to choose stim..lli fran Gralp 1 or Gralp 
2, am shO'.iJed a prefererx::e for Groop 2 when stim..lli fran Groop 3 were 
sanples. S16 denonstra:terl a marked ~ of control by GraJp 1 arx:l 
Group 2. After the additional trainin:J, S16 shO'.iJed sane strergthen.in:J 
of his preferenc:e to dlcx:ise Gralp 1 or Gralp 2. 
F.adl subject was debriefed as he finished the experboont. All 
three were able to describe the relations ta~t in fhase 1. None of 
the subjects were able t.o describe the relations of fhase 2, arx:l all 
reported that they fc::,.im the task <Xlllfusi.ry;. S14 arx:l S15 both said 
that there were no right~ to the trials. 
Discussion 
'Ihree subjects learned to group 12 stinuli int.o foor three-member 
classes. An attenpt to establish control over canbinations of three-
member classes into six-merri:ler classes via contextual stinuli was not 
effective. Instead the subjects based their resporrli.rg on familiarity, 
or else their resporrli.rg became rarrlan. All of the subjects ten:lerl to 
resporrl l'IXlStiy to Gralp 1 stinuli whidl were present as sanples duri.ry; 
two thirds of the trai.nin;J trials. Gralp 2 stinuli were also 100:re 
familiar, arx:l the subjects ten:ied to make 100:re responses to Gralp 2 
than Groops 3 or 4. Groop 2 stim..lli were also present duri.ry; two 
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thirds of the traini.rg trials, one third of the time as sarrples, arrl 
me third as C'X:l'lparison.s. stinuli fian Grrups 3 arrl 4 were present 
half as often as stinuli fran Grrups 1 arrl 2. Both groups served as 
carparison.s an one third of the traini.rg trials. 
SUbj ects did oot form six-DlE"Di::>P__r classes durirg this experiloont. 
'l\1o possible reasons may serve as explanaticns. First, three possible 
canbinations created too large a chan;Je in the environment, arrl the 
subjects suffered fran "info:rmatian overload." Secxn:i, the 
canbinations overlapped; that is, Grcq> 1 "-1ellt with Grcq> 2 in one 
s ituation arrl with Grcq> 3 in another situation. Grcq> 2 (already 
related to Gra.Jp 1 in one situation) "-1ellt with Grcq> 4 in a third 
s ituation. 'Ihe overlap may have presented an ambigua.is situation to 
the subjects. Logically, the contextual stinuli shalld have separated 
the three situations fran eadl other. However, sirre the subjects did 
not perform acx:x:>rd.in;J to the experimenter-defined contirqencies, the 
task may have been CX)ntradicto:ry given the subjects' histories. 
Ccltp.Iter prcblems also plagued the experiment. Frequent program 
malfunctions ocx:::urred durirg Rlase 1 sessions of S14 arrl S15. All of 
these malfunctions ocx::urred before or on the first trial of a session, 
so none of the malfunctions are shown in Figure 10. 'Ihe subjects foum 
the malfunctions distractirg. Also, a c:x:ll'pl1:er program error caused 
tv.U "correct" C'X:l'lparison.s to be shown an the screen durirg 3-4 trials 
eadl session durirg the initial Iilases of synmet:ry for both S14 arrl 
S15. '!his may also have led to confusion an the part of the subject. 
All proolems were CX)rrected before S16 participated, and did oot effect 
E><perinents 3B arrl 3C. 
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'lllese difficulties prcbably do oot seria.isly CC1Ipranise the 
validity of these results. Only the first sessioos of synmet:cy ~ 
directly affected, arrl later perfo:rmarre an Fhase 1 ~ to be very 
similar to that of the remainirg subjects in Experiments 3A, 3B, arrl 
3C. Also, S16 was entirely unaffected by the prcblem.s, am his 
perfo:rmarre differed very little fran that of S14 arrl S15. 
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EXPERIMENI' 3B 
'1he p.n:pose of Exper.im:mt 3B was to test the hypothesis raised in 
Exper.im:mt 3A that the overlawin:J of cx::m::,inatians created an 
ambigurus, an::l herx::e difficult to learn situation. '1he possibility 
that three CXll1texts may have been overwhelmirg as -well was also 
considered. 'Ihree subjects were taUJbt to group 12 stinuli into 4 
groups of 3 as in Exper.im:mt 3A. 'lhey were then taUJbt to group two 
three-member classes into six-member classes depen:lent upon the 
presence of a contextual st.inulus. Figure 11 illustrates the 
experimental design. Only two contextual stinuli were used in the 
initial trainin:J, Ml an::l M2. 'Ihe classes were nx overl~; that is, 
Group 1 -went with Group 2 an::l Group 3 -went with Group 4. F.ach group 
was used only orx::e. 
In the secom trainin:J, two new contextual stinuli were used. 
'lbere was no overlawin:J within the trainin:J; Group 1 went with Group 3 
an:l Group 2 went with Group 4. Ha,Jever, there was overlap between the 
two trainin:J con:litions. When the subjects carpleted the secom 
trainin:J, they were tested on all four contextual situations. '1he 
design addressed a rn.nnber of issues. As there was no overlap within 
trainin:J con:litions, the possibility that overlap was the factor which 
led to the difficulties in Exper.im:mt 3A is addressed. If the subjects 
can learn the task, then overlap ca.lld have been a potential cause of 
the difficulties. 'lwo contextual stim..ll.i were used in ea.di trainin:J to 
make the task sinpler. Ha,Jever, when two con:litions were canbined, the 
subjects had four contexts, whidl is nore carplex than in Experiment 
EX PER I MENT 3 B 
Phase 1 
Group I Group2 Group J Group 4 
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/ 
' n .... 5 
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Key 
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Oer\ ved 
(C -4) 
Phase 2 
011)~ 
Then 
(Al) I1 v1 (A.2) 
/ ' / ' n ..... 5 Cl·· JO 
(Bl) (Cl) (R2) (Cl) 
L..__J 
(P11) K 
(Al) I1 r (Al) 
/ ' / ' n ...... 5 w .... I 
(81) (Cl) (Bl) (CJ) 
L..__J 
(10) CD 
Then 
(A3) r LJ (A4 ) 
/ ' / '-w ...... x n .... 1
(DJ) (CJ) ( 94, ) (C-4) 
L..__J 
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( 92) (C2) (94 ) 
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(C<1) 
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(Al) I1 v1 (A2) 
/ ' / ' n .... 5tl ····l0 
( 9 1) (CI) (9 2 ) (C2) 
'---' 
om K 
( Al) I1 [(A3) 
/ ' / ' n .... 5 w ..... I 
(81) (Cl) (BJ) (Cl) 
L..__J 
( "2 ) CD 
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/ ' / '-w ... x n ..... 1 
( Bl) (C J) (94) 
L..__J 
(P1<C) b 
(C <) 
(A2) v1 LJ (A4 ) 
/ ' / '-tl ···· lO Jl .... 1 
(B l) (C2) (B() 
L..__J 
( C <) 
/\ ()Q) 
CNIJL1 
(Al) I] r(A3) 
/ ' / ' n ...... 5 w ..... I 
(Bl) (Cl) (83) (Cl) 
L..__J 
(P'IJl K 
(Al) I1 v1 (A.2) 
n/ 
( Bl) 
' / ' 6 Cl······ JO 
(CI) (92) (Cl) 
L..__J 
(lQ) CD 
(A.2) v1 LJ (A4 ) 
/ ' / '-tl ··· JO Jl .....  1 
(8 2 ) (C2) (94) 
L..__J 
'"() b 
(C4) 
(AJ) r u (A<) 
/ ' / '-w ... :r n ...... 1 
(Bl) (CJ) (D 4) (C '4) 
L..__J 
Figure 11. Control of the organization of three-member into six-member classes by 
fifth- and sixth-tenn st.irmlli in Exper.irrent 3B. 
I.D 
O'I 
3A. With foor contexts, the prqn;a.l that information overload may 
have contril:uted to the cliffia.llty in Experiment 3A ca.lld be tested. 
Methods 
SUbjects 
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'Ihree subjects were recruited fran urxiergraduate classes at utah 
state University. One subject was recruited fran the introductory 
psychology class arrl two were recruited fran the uniergraduate 
psychology statistics class. '!hey were given class points for 
participatirq, arrl were given a bonus for a:::irpleteirq the research. 
All three subjects were female, arrl their ages ran;JE!d fran 21 to 49 
years . 
Apparatus 
'Ihe ~tus was the same as that used in Experin"ent 3A. 
Procedures 
Fhase 1. '!he general procedures follaved. those of Experiment 3A 
with a few exceptions whidl are rx:1ted belO'.ii in the relevant section. 
Fhase 1 procedures follaved. those of Experiment 3A with one exception. 
S18 received special trainirq on Sessions 6 arrl 7 in which the trials 
were presented in blocks rather than rarxianl.y in order to facilitate 
trainirq (Saun:3ers & Spradlin, 1989). Eight trials of trial type 1 
were presented, then eight trials of trial type 2, arrl so on (See Table 
16, page 84). 
Fhase 2. r:urirq this phase, the foor three-member classes were 
canbined into six-member classes deperrlent upon the presence of one of 
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foor contextual stinuli as illustrated in the seccn:i panel of Figure 
11. D.lrin:J Trainin:J 2, the subjects -were tau:Jl'}t the sets of relations 
oontrolled by Ml am M2. D.lrin:J Trainin:J 3, the subjects -were tau:Jl'}t 
the sets of relations oontrolled by M3 am M4. 
For Trainin:J 2, subjects -were tau:Jl'}t to CC11Dine sti.nuli f:ran 
Group 1 with Group 2 when Ml was present, am to CC11Dine Group 3 with 
Group 4 when M2 was present. 'lbe revised trainin:J method used in Frase 
2 of Experiment 3A was used. 'Ihe previoosly trained relations (Al-Bl, 
Al-Cl, A2-B2, A2-c2) am their synmetrical ca.mt:erparts -were retrained 
in the p:resen::e of the contextual sti.nuli' am the two connectin:J 
relations am their synmetrical ca.mt:erparts (B2-Cl, Cl-B2, B4-cJ, CJ-
B4) -were also trained. Trainin:J sessions lasted for 60 trials, am the 
criterion for c:x:ripletion was at least 57/60 oorrect for two consecutive 
sessions. Trial types for trainin:J awear in Table 21. 
When trainin:J was c:x:riplete, the subjects -were tested on all 
possible relations within the two potential six-member classes ('!'est 
A). 'lbe two trained relations for each six-member class that connected 
the two three-member classes -were also tested. Of the 18 possible 
relations that c::nild have been derived f:ran trainin:J for eadl six-
member class, 2 -were trained, am 16 -were not. Trial types are shown 
in Table 22. Sessions for Test A -were 72 trials lorg, am the 
criterion was two ex>nsecutive sessions of at least 68/72 oorrect. No 
feedback was ever given durin:J testin:J. After testin:J, the subjects 
proceeded to the secorrl trainin:J comition. 
D.lrin:J Trainin:J 3, the subjects -were tau:Jl'}t to relate stinuli 
fran Group 1 with stinuli fran Group 3 in the p:resen::e of MJ, am to 
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Table 21 
Trai.ninq Trial 'fypes for Experiment 3B Rlase 2 
Trainin;J 2 
1. Ml 2. Ml 3. Ml 4. Ml 5. Ml 
Al Al 'A2 'A2 B2 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
6. Ml 7. Ml 8. Ml 9. Ml 10. Ml 
Bl Cl B2 C2 Cl 
Al Co- Co- Al Co- Co- 'A2 Co- Co- 'A2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co-
(Co- = A3, B3, C3, A4, B4, C4) 
11. M2 12. M2 13. M2 14. M2 15. M2 
A3 A3 A4 A4 B4 
B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co-
16. M2 17. M2 18. M2 19. M2 20. M2 
B3 C3 B4 C4 C3 
A3 Co- Co- A3 Co- Co- A4 Co- Co- A4 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co-
(Co- = Al, Bl, Cl, 'A2, B2, C2) 
Trainin;J 3 
1. M3 2. M3 3. M3 4. M3 5. M3 
Al Al A3 A3 B3 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
6. M3 7. M3 8. M3 9. M3 10. M3 
Bl Cl B3 C3 Cl 
Al Co- Co- Al Co- Co- A3 Co- Co- A3 Co- Co- B3 Co- Co-
(Co- = 'A2, B2, C2, A4, B4, C4) 
11. M4 12. M4 13. M4 14. M4 15. M4 
'A2 'A2 A4 A4 B4 
B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
16. M4 17. M4 18. M4 19. M4 20. M4 
B2 C2 B4 C4 C2 
'A2 Co- Co- 'A2 Co- Co- A4 Co- Co- A4 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co-
(Co- = Al, Bl, Cl, A3, B3, C3) 
Table 22 
Test A Trial 'fypes for Experiment 3B Rlase 2 
1. Ml. 2. Ml. 3. Ml. 4. Ml. 5. Ml. 6. Ml. 
Al Al Al Bl Bl Bl 
A2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
7. Ml. 8. Ml. 9. Ml 10. Ml 11. Ml 12. Ml. 
Cl Cl Cl A2 B2 C2 
A2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Al Co- Co-
13. Ml. 14. Ml. 15. Ml. 
A2 B2 C2 
16. Ml 
A2 
17. Ml 
B2 
18. Ml. 
C2 
Bl Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
(Co- = AJ, BJ, C3, A4, B4, C4) 
19. M2 
A3 
20. M2 
A3 
21. M2 22. M2 23. M2 
A3 B3 B3 
24. M2 
B3 
A4 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co- A4 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co-
25. M2 26. M2 27. M2 28. M2 29. M2 30. M2 
C3 C3 C3 A4 B4 C4 
A4 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co- A3 Co- Co- A3 Co- Co- A3 Co- Co-
31. M2 
A4 
32. M2 
B4 
33. M2 
C4 
34. M2 
A4 
35. M2 
B4 
36. M2 
C4 
B3 Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co-
( Co- = Al, Bl, Cl, A2, B2, C2) 
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relate GrCA.Jp 2 to GrCA.Jp 4 when M4 was present. 'llle same trainin:;J 
awroadl as used in Trainin:;J 2 was used. Trial types are depicted in 
Table 21. When trainin:;J readied criterion, testi.rq was begun. 
S17 was tested on all i;x::,ssible relations un:1er all four cxmtexts 
('!'est AB). Test AB was carprisai of all the trial types used in Test A 
am Test B. DJe to her difficulty, a test (Test B) whidl examined 
only the relations i;x::,ssible fran Trai.nirq 3 was presented to the 
remainin:;J subjects inmediately after Trainin:;J 3. Trial types for Test 
Bare depicted in Table 23. Upon carpletion of Test B, all subjects 
were then given Test AB. Testi.rq sessions were again 72 trials lorg, 
am had the same criterion as Test A. 
Fhase 3. S18 was taU3ht a sixth-tenn conti.rqen=y whi.dl is 
illustrated in the last panel of Figure 11. When X1 was present, then 
the fifth-tenn cxmti.rqerx:y learned in Fhase 2 held. When X2 was 
present, relations learned in the two different trainin:;J con::litions 
were flip-flq:p:ld. For exanple, GrCA.Jp 1 am GrCA.Jp 3 -went together when 
Ml was present, instead of GrCA.Jp 1 am GrCA.Jp 2 as before. Trainin:;J 
sessions were 80 trials lorg because of the large mnnber of relations 
to train. Trial types are shown in Table 24. 
Test 1 of Fhase 3 tested the i;x::,ssible derived relations when X1 
was present. Relations were tested in only one direction; that is, 
symrretrical relations were not tested. Witha.rt the symrretrical 
relations, 36 relations were tested. If the symrretrical relations had 
been in:luded, 72 different relations 'WOO.l.d have been tested eadl 
session. Testi.rq 'WCA.ll.d have beo:m? extremely lag am tedioos. 
Table 23 
Test B Trial Types for Experiment 3B Rlase 2 
1. M3 2. M3 3. M3 4. M3 5. M3 
Al Al Al Bl Bl 
6. M3 
Bl 
A3 Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co- A3 Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co-
7. M3 8 • M3 9. M3 10. M3 11. M3 12 • M3 
Cl Cl Cl A3 B3 C3 
A3 Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Al Co- Co-
D. MJ N.MJ B.MJ ~.MJ D.MJ IB.MJ 
A3 B3 C3 A3 B3 C3 
Bl Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
(Co-= Al, Bl, Cl, A3, BJ, C3) 
19. M4 
'A2 
20. M4 
'A2 
21. M4 
'A2 
22. M4 
B2 
23. M4 
B2 
24. M4 
B2 
A4 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co- A4 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co-
25. M4 
C2 
26. M4 
C2 
27. M4 
C2 
28. M4 
A4 
29. M4 
B4 
30. M4 
C4 
A4 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co- 'A2 Co- Co- 'A2 Co- Co- 'A2 Co- Co-
31. M4 32. M4 33. M4 34. M4 35. M4 36. M4 
A4 B4 C4 A4 B4 C4 
B2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
( Co- = 'A2, B2, C2, A4, B4, C4) 
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Table 24 
Trainim 4 Trial 'IyPes for Experiment 3B :Erase 3 
1. X1 2. X1 3. X1 4. X1 5. X1 
Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml 
Al Al A2 A2 B2 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
(Co-= AJ, B3, C3, A4, B4, C3) 
6. X1 7. X1 8. X1 9. X1 10. X1 
.M2 .M2 .M2 .M2 .M2 
A3 A3 A4 A4 B4 
B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co-
(Co- = Al, Bl, Cl, A2, B2, C2) 
11. X1 12. X1 13. X1 14. X1 15. X1 
M3 M3 M3 M3 M3 
Al Al A3 A3 B3 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
(Co- = A2, B2, C2, A4, B4, C4) 
16. X1 17. X1 18. X1 19. X1 20. X1 
M4 M4 M4 M4 M4 
A2 A2 A4 A4 B4 
B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
(Co- = Al, Bl, Cl, AJ, B3, C3) 
21. X2 22. X2 23. X2 24. X2 25. X2 
Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml 
Al Al A3 A3 B3 
Bl Co-- Co- Cl Co- co- B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
(Co- = A2, B2, C2, A4, B4, C4) 
26. X2 22. X2 28. X2 29. X2 30. X2 
.M2 .M2 .M2 .M2 .M2 
A2 A2 A4 A4 B4 
B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
(Co- = Al, Bl, Cl, AJ, B3, C3) 
31. X2 32. X2 33. X2 34. X2 35. X2 
M3 M3 M3 M3 M3 
Al Al A2 A2 B2 
Bl Co- co- Cl Co- co- B2 Co- co- C2 co- Co- Cl co- co-
(Co-= AJ, B3, C3, A4, B4, C4) 
36. X2 37. X2 38. X2 39. X2 40. X2 
M4 M4 M4 M4 M4 
A3 A3 A4 A4 B4 
B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- co- B4 Co- Co- C4 co- Co- C3 Co- Co-
(Co- = Al, Bl, Cl, A2, B2, C2) 
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Test 2 tested 50% of the possible derived relations when X2 was 
present. Again, symnetrical relations -were rxrt: tested. Testin"J 
sessions -were 72 trials lc:irg. No trained relations -were presented, arxi 
no feedback was given. Trial types for Test 1 are shown in Table 25, 
arxi trial types for Test 2 are shown in Table 26. 
Results 
Rlasel 
Figure 12 illustrates overall perfonnance for eadl subject each 
session. S17 arxi S19 eadl learned the initial trainin"J in 7 sessions. 
After 5 sessions of rarrlan perfonnance {29.7% to 37.5% correct , d1arx:::e 
= 33. 3% correct) , S18 was given b.u sessions of trainin"J in which the 
trial types -were presented in blcx::ks. Her perfonnance increased fran 
60.9% to 85.9% correct. When no:nnal trainin"J resumed, her perfonnance 
~ at first to 73.4% correct arxi then rose to 100% correct. All 
three subjects daoonstrated symnetcy upon testin"J. S17 arxi Sl8 
denonstrated transitivity upon testin"J, while Sl9 took three sessions 
to reach criterion. 
R1ase 2 
All three subjects took three sessions to learn the Trainin"J 2 
task. S17 took six sessions to reach criterion on Test A. A 
programnri.n;J error caused the wrorg sti.rruli to be presented as incorrect 
carparisons on the first four sessions of Test A. Her scores rarged 
fran 58.3% to 65.3% correct for those four sessions arxi then increased 
to 100% correct. S18 took three sessions to readl criterion, arxi S19 
denonstrated criterion perfonnance upon testin"J. 
Table 25 
Test 1 Trial 'fypes for Experi.nent 3B Rlase 3 
1. X1 2. X1 3. X1 4. X1 5. X1 6. X1 
Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml 
A2 A2 A2 B2 B2 B2 
Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
7. X1 8. X1 9. X1 10. X1 11. X1 12. X1 
Ml Ml Ml M2 M2 M2 
C2 C2 C2 A4 A4 A4 
Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- A3 Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co-
13. X1 14. X1 15. X1 16. X1 17. X1 18. X1 
M2 M2 M2 M2 M2 M2 
B4 B4 B4 C4 C4 C4 
A3 Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co- A3 Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co-
19. X1 20. X1 21. X1 22. X1 23. X1 24. X1 
M3 M3 M3 M3 M3 M3 
A3 A3 A3 B3 B3 B3 
Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
25. X1 
M3 
C3 
26. X1 
M3 
C3 
27. X1 
M3 
C3 
28. X1 
M4 
A4 
29. X1 
M4 
A4 
30. X1 
M4 
A4 
Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
31. X1 
M4 
B4 
32. X1 
M4 
B4 
33. X1 
M4 
B4 
34. X1 
M4 
C4 
35. X1 
M4 
C4 
36. X1 
M4 
C4 
A2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
( Co- for trial types 1- 9 = A3, BJ, CJ, A4, B4, C4 
( Co- for trial types 10-18 = Al, Bl, Cl, A2, B2, C2 
(Co- for trial types 19-27 = A2, B2, C2, A4, B4, C4 
(Co- for trial types 28-36 = Al, Bl, Cl, A3, BJ, C3 
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Table 26 
Test 2 Trial 'fypes for Experiment 3B R1ase 3 
1. X2 
Ml 
A3 
2. X2 
Ml 
A3 
3. X2 
Ml 
A3 
4. X2 
Ml 
B3 
5. X2 
Ml 
B3 
6. X2 
Ml 
B3 
Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
7. X2 
Ml 
C3 
8. X2 
Ml 
C3 
9. X2 
Ml 
C3 
10. X2 
M2 
A4 
11. X2 
M2 
A4 
12. X2 
M2 
A4 
Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- A2 Co- Co-
13. X2 14. X2 15. X2 16. X2 17. X2 18. X2 
M2 M2 M2 M2 M2 M2 
B4 B4 B4 C4 C4 C4 
B2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
19 . X2 20. X2 21. X2 22. X2 23. X2 24. X2 
M3 M3 M3 M3 M3 M3 
A2 A2 A2 B2 B2 B2 
Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
25. X2 
M3 
C2 
26. X2 
M3 
C2 
27. X2 
M3 
C2 
28. X2 
M4 
A4 
29. X2 
M4 
A4 
30. X2 
M4 
A4 
Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- A3 Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co-
31. X2 
M4 
B4 
32. X2 
M4 
B4 
33. X2 
M4 
B4 
34. X2 
M4 
C4 
35. X2 
M4 
C4 
36. X2 
M4 
C4 
A3 Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co- A3 Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co-
( Co- for trial types 1- 9 = A2, B2, C2, A4, B4, C4 
(Co- for trial types 10-18 = Al, Bl, Cl, A3, B3, C3 
(Co- for trial types 19-27 = A3, B3, C3, A4, B4, C4 
(Co- for trial types 28-36 = Al, Bl, Cl, A2, B2, C2 
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Figure 12. Percentage of correct responses for each session an:i phase 
of Experiment 3B. 
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S17 took six sessions to reach criterion an Trai.nin;J 3. Her 
scores increased gradually fran 68.3% to 100% correct. S18 gradually 
increased her scores fran 83.3% to 100% correct aver five sessions. 
S19 took foor sessions, an:l her perfo:nnance ~ f:ran 75% to 100% 
correct. S18 dem:>nstrated criterion an Test B upon test~, an:l took 
three sessions to reach criterion an Test AB. 
S17 received Test AB first. Her perfo:nnance an Test A relations 
was only 69.4% correct, an:l Test B perfo:nnance was 0. 'l\vo sessions 
eadl of Trai.nin;J 2 an:l Trai.nin;J 3 were corrlucted an:l perfo:nnance was 
always above 90% correct. On another session of Test AB, her 
perfo:nnance on Test A relations chopped to 66. 7% correct, but 
perfo:nnance on Test B relations increased to 30.6% correct. 'l\vo 
additional sessions of Trai.nin;J 3 were corrlucted. Her scores increased 
f:ran 85% to 100% correct. S~le sessions of Test B an:l Test A 
alternated until she ca.ll.d perform at above 95% an the first session 
after an alternation. She scored 100% correct an her last session of 
both Test A an:l Test B. She then took 5 sessions to reach criterion on 
Test AB. 
S19 scored poorly an Test B with 9. 7% correct. 'l\vo further 
sessions of Trai.nin;J 3 were corrlucted, an:l she performed at 91. 7% an:l 
98.3% correct. 'l\vo acliitional sessions of Test B were con:lucted, an:l 
S19 performed betvJeen 36.1% an:l 23.6% correct. On the canbined test 
(Test AB) she performed nearly perfectly an Test A relations an:l nearly 
zero on Test B relations. 
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Fhase3 
After six sessions of Trai.nin;J 4, S18 performed consistently on 
the relations within each three-member class (e.g., Xl-Ml-Al-Bl or Xl-
Ml-Al-Cl), rut had difficulty oo. those relations which connected two 
three-member classes (e.g. , Xl -Ml.-B2-cl or Xl-M2-B4-c3) • Four 80 trial 
sessions of oo.ly the four connecti.n;J relations (mnnbers 5,10, 15, am. 
20 in Table 24) '11.'ere presented oo. sessions 37-40. When her performance 
on the four relations readled 100% correct, trai.nin;J with all trials 
was presented on sessions 41 am. 42, am. she performed at criterion. 
S18 took three sessions to reach criterioo. oo. Test 1 am. de.rocmstrated 
criterion on Test 2 upon testi.n;J. 
At the de.briefi.rq, each of the three subjects was able to 
vert>ally describe the relations taU;Jht in Ihase 1; that is, each stated 
that they learned to group stinuli into four gra.1p3 of three. None of 
the three ca.ll.d acx::urately describe the relations in Fhase 2 or 3, rut 
when given a list of the stinuli, ca.ll.d in:licate how they went 
together. 'Ihey did say that the contextual stinuli charged how thi.rqs 
went together, rut ca.ll.d not describe how without the stilllulus list. 
S19 said she knew that Test B involved reversi.n;J the conti.n;Jerx::ies in 
sane way, rut that the task took too nuc:h work, so she just resporxied 
as she had for Test A. Examination of the results in:licated that her 
vert>al behavior was acx::urate. 'Ihe correct responses on the last two 
sessions of Test B '11.'ere alioost all on the trained relations. 
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Disaission 
'lhree subjects were trained to establish foor three-nenber 
classes. 'Ibey were then taught to CCIIt>ine three Jl'STlbp_r classes into 
six-member classes based upon the preserre of a contextual stinul.us. 
Further, one subject learnied a task in which the contextual task was 
brought 1.lI)jer sixth-tenn stinulus control. 'llle stu:ly deloonstrates that 
larger, m::>re a:::rrplex classes can be established via stinulus 
eqtrivaleJ-xJe. 
'lhe three subjects had nuch less difficulty with the task in 
fhase 1 than did the subjects in Experiment 3A, which inticates that 
the procedures are SOlll'rl. '!be difficulties of the acquisition of Fhase 
1 in Experiment 3A were probably due to difficulties with the CCllplter 
programs mentiored in Experiment 3A. 
All three subjects were able to learn to CCIIi:>ine t\oJO three-nenber 
classes into six--rre.mber classes depen:ient upon contextual control 
durinJ TraininJ 1, an:i t\oJO of the three subjects were able to do so 
durinJ TraininJ 2 of Rlase 2. One subject also CC1Tpleted Rlase 3, in 
which sixth-tenn control over the connectinJ classes was established. 
'lhese results inticate that the overlawinl classes may have 
OJntribrt:ed to the prd:>lens in Experiment 3A, silre no overlap was 
present within each traininJ task. 
HCJ'w'eV'er, overlap was present between trainin;J tasks. One 
subject, S19, did not learn to generalize TraininJ 3 to the test 
relations. S19 was the eldest subject, an:i claimed that~ she was 
~, she c:nll.d deal with the large annmt of infonnation involved 
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in remeni>erirg all the relations (120 in both parts of Rlase 3). 
However, to do so at her age (49) was very difficult, she said. 'Ihe 
small aIOCAll1t of class points available were clearly oot ernigh to 
notivate her perfonnarx:e. 'Ihe idea of infonnatioo overload seems to be 
SURX)rted by her verbal behavior. 
All subjects learned the seccn:i set of trained contextual 
relations (Trainin;J 2), alt:ru:u;Jh they did take lOOJer than for the 
first (Trainin;J 1). '!his fin:lirg weakens the position that overlap was 
a causal factor in the previoos ~iment. However, the subjects may 
have learned the r'e#, overlat:,pirg relations because they were trained 
in carpletely separate sessions. 'Ihe lorqer trainin;J times an::l the 
difficulties of S17 an::l S19 seem to bear this idea oot. S17 had great 
difficulty with Test AB, whidl was a canbined test of Test A an::l Test 
B. After she had been separately tested on Test B, an::l had ~ience 
alternatirg sessions of Test A an::l Test B, she was able to do Test AB. 
A rnnnber of questions remain that preclude a clear answer to the 
difficulties of Experiment 3A. Perhaps separatirg the two sets of 
contexts was ernigh to allOvi leantl.rg, rut the results of Experll0011t 3B 
may also have been due to havirg only two contexts at a time. Havirg 
four contextual stinuli overall weakens that ootion, rut the idea of 
overlap is still oot clearly SURX)rted. 
In order to save time an::l subject fatigue oot all possible 
derived relations were examined in Test A. Fifty percent of the 
possible relations were tested, .in:ludirg synmetrical an::l transitive 
relations. Test A examined half of the relations between two three 
member classes while in a six-nenber class. Sane were transitive 
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relations (e.g., for Xl-Ml: A2-Al, A2-Bl, A2-cl., an:l B2-Al, B2-Bl), an:l 
sane were equivalerx::e relations (e.g., for Xl-Ml: C2-Al, C2-Bl, C2-Cl). 
Since transitive relations were present, by the axians, synmetry nust 
have been present, an:l therefore equivalerx::e classes develq;>ed (Fields 
et al., 1984; Sidman & Tailby, 1982). 
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EXPER1MENl' 3C 
Experiloont 3B demonstrated that the larger stinulus classes could 
be controlled contextually arrl that a large number of relations (72 not 
count~ syrrmatrical relations) ccw.d be learned arrl maintained. 
However, the nature of the factors whidl led to the diffiall.ties of 
Experiment 3A still has rXJt been made clear. Experiment 3C addresses 
the issue of whether ccnplexity or overlaw~ produced the 
diffiall.ties. 'lwo contextual st.i.nul.i were again established in eadl of 
two tra~ cornitions, arrl class overlap within a tra~ coniltion 
was programned. If the subjects leai:ned the tasks then the diffiall.ty 
in Experiloont 3A ccw.d be said to be due to the number of contextual 
stinuli, arrl if the subjects did rXJt learn the tasks then the 
diffiall.ties ccw.d be said to be due to overlap. 
'Ihree subjects were taught to gra.ip 12 sti.nuli into 4 grcRJpS of 
three. '!hey were then taught to canbine three-member classes into six-
member classes based upon the presen::::e of a contextual stinulus as 
illustrated in Figure 13. When Ml was present, Gralp 1 arrl Gralp 2 
went together. Gralp 1 arrl Group 3 went together when M2 was present. 
Group 2 arrl Gralp 4 went together when M3 was present, arx:l when M4 was 
present, Gralp 1 arx:l Groop 4 went together. Tests were comucted to 
examine whether six-member classes were formed un:1er the control of 
higher-order stinuli. 
Method 
SUbjects 
'Ihree subjects were recruited fran ~te psydlology 
Group I 
(Al) n 
/ ' 
EXPER I MENT 3 C 
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Group2 Group 3 Group 4 
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Figure 13. Control of the organization of three-member into six-member classes 
by fifth- and sixth-tenn stimuli in Experiment JC. I-' I-' 
,&>, 
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classes at utah state University. '1'r.1o subjects were recruited fran the 
psydlology statistics class, an::l one was recruited fran the human 
adjust::mant course. '1'r.1o subjects were females aged 21 an::l 29, an::l one 
subject was a male aged 30. 'Ibey were given class points for 
participation, an::l received a bonus for catpletirxJ the research. 
Ag)aratus 
'!be ~tus was the same as that used for Experiment 3A. 
Procedures 
R1ase 1. 'Ihe ~ general procedures as folla.ved in Experinmt 
3B were used. Frase 1 procedures directly replicated those in 
Exper.im:mt 3B. 
R1ase 2. In TrainirxJ 2, the subjects were trained to relate 
stinuli fran Group 1 to st.inul.i in Group 2 in the preserre of Ml, an::l 
to relate Group 1 to Group 3 in the preserre of M2. TrainirxJ trial 
types are depicted in Table 27. Test A then awraised the existerx::e of 
derived relations. All possible connections between the two groups 
were examined, includirq those whidl were trained. Trial types are 
shown in Table 28. Tests were corrlucted until criterion was reached, 
or for foor sessions if performance remained belc,r,,, criterion, an::l no 
.inprovement was evident. 
In TrainirxJ 3, the subjects learned to connect Group 2 with Group 
4 when M3 was present, an::l to connect Group 1 with Group 4 when M4 was 
present. TrainirxJ trial types are shown in Table 27. Test B examined 
whether a six-member class was fo:nned \ll'Xier the control of eadl of the 
two cxmtextual st.inul.i. Trial types are shown in Table 29. One 
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Table 27 
Trainim Trial Types for E>q:,eriment JC 8lase 2 
~ 2 
1. Ml 2. Ml 3. Ml 4. Ml 5. Ml 
Al Al A2 A2 B2 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
6. Ml 7. Ml 8. Ml 9. Ml 10. Ml 
Bl Cl B2 C2 Cl 
Al Co- Co- Al Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co-
(Co- = A3, BJ, C3, A4, B4, C4) 
11. M2 12. M2 13. M2 14. M2 15. M2 
Al Al A3 A3 B3 
Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
16. M2 17. M2 18. M2 19. M2 20. M2 
Bl Cl B3 C3 Cl 
Al Co- co- Al co- co- A3 co- co- A3 co- Co- B3 co- co-
(Co- = A2, B2, C2, A4, B4, C4) 
Trai.nin:;J 3 • 
1. M3 2. M3 3. M3 4. M3 5. M3 
A2 A2 A4 A4 B4 
B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
6. M3 7. M3 8. M3 9. M3 10. M3 
B2 C2 B4 C4 C2 
A2 Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- A4 Co- Co- A4 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co-
(Co- = Al, Bl, Cl, A3, B3, C3) 
11. M4 12. M4 13. M4 14. M4 15. M4 
Al Al A4 A4 B4 
Bl Co- co- Cl Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
16. M4 17. M4 18. M4 19. M4 20. M4 
Bl Cl B4 C4 Cl 
Al Co- Co- Al Co- Co- A4 Co- Co- A4 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co-
(Co- = A2, B2, C2, A3, B3, C3) 
Table 28 
Test A Trial Types for Experiment 3C Rlase 2 
1. Ml. 2. Ml. 3. Ml. 4. Ml. 5. Ml. 6. Ml. 
Al Al Al Bl Bl Bl 
A2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- A2 co- Co-- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
7. Ml. 8. Ml. 9. Ml. 10. Ml. 11. Ml. 12. Ml. 
Cl Cl Cl A2 B2 C2 
A2 Co- Co- B2 co- co- C2 Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Al co- Co-
13. Ml. 14. Ml. 15. Ml. 16. Ml. 17. Ml. 18. Ml. 
A2 B2 C2 A2 B2 C2 
Bl Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
(Co- = A3, B3, C3, A4, B4, C4) 
19. M2 20. M2 21. M2 22. M2 23. M2 24. M2 
Al Al Al Bl Bl Bl 
A3 Co- Co- B3 Co- co- C3 co- Co- A3 Co- Co- B3 Co- Co- C3 Co- Co-
25. M2 
Cl 
26. M2 
Cl 
27. M2 
Cl 
28. M2 
A3 
29. M2 
B3 
30. M2 
C3 
A3Co-Co-B3Co-Co-C3Co-Co-A1Co-Co-A1Co-Co-A1Co-Co-
31. M2 
A3 
32. M2 
B3 
33. M2 
C3 
34. M2 
A3 
35. M2 
B3 
36. M2 
C3 
filCo-Co-filCo-Co-filCo-Co-ClCo-Co-ClCo-Co-ClCo-Co-
(Co- = A2, B2, C2, A4, B4, C4) 
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Table 29 
Test B Trial 'fypes for Experinert: 3C Rlase 2 
1. M3 
'A2 
2. M3 
'A2 
3. M3 
'A2 
4. M3 
B2 
5. M3 
B2 
6. M3 
B2 
M~~B4~~~~~M~~B4~~~~~ 
7. M3 8. M3 9. M3 10. M3 11. M3 12. M3 
C2 C2 C2 B2 C2 
A4 ~~ B4 ~~~ ~~A4 ~~A4 ~~A4 ~~ 
13. M3 
'A2 
14. M3 
B2 
15 . M3 
C2 
16 . M3 
'A2 
17. M3 
B2 
18. M3 
C2 
B4 ~ ~ B4 ~~ B4 ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~ 
(~ = Al, Bl, Cl, A3, BJ, C3) 
19. M4 
Al 
20. M4 
Al 
21. M4 
Al 
22. M4 
Bl 
23. M4 
Bl 
24. M4 
Bl 
A4 ~ ~ B4 ~ ~~ ~~A4 ~~ B4 ~ ~~ ~~ 
25. M4 26. M4 27. M4 28. M4 29. M4 30. M4 
Cl Cl Cl A4 B4 ~ 
A4 ~ ~B4 ~~~ ~~Al ~~Al ~~Al~~ 
31. M4 32. M4 33. M4 34. M4 35. M4 36. M4 
A4 B4 ~ A4 B4 ~ 
Bl~~ Bl~~ Bl~~ Cl~~ Cl~~ Cl~~ 
(~ = 'A2, B2, C2, A3, BJ, C3) 
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subject (S22) also received aEbined testin:] (AB) in whidl all four 
contextual stinul.i were present in eadl session. S20 an:i S21 also 
participated in two sessions of Test Bin whidl 50% of the trials were 
a baseline of Trainin:] 3 trials. No feedback was given on any trials. 
Fhase 3. One subject carpleted Fhase 2 an:i participated in Fhase 
3. In the presence of one of two sixth-term stiriul.i, the subject was 
taught to group the three-member classes into six-me:J"b:>r classes 
deperxient on the nature of the sixth-term an:i fifth-term st:inuli. 'Ihe 
task is depicted in Figure 13. When X1 was present as a sixth-term 
st:inulus, the contin;en::ies taught in Fhase 2 remained the same. 
However, when X2 was present, the groupin;s were altered. Group 2 went 
with Group 4 when Ml was present. Group 1 ~ with Group 4 when M2 
was present. Groups 1 an:i 2 \1t"eilt together when M3 was present, an:i 
Groups 1 an:i 3 went together when M4 was present. Trial types are 
depicted in Table 30. Synmetrical relations were not trained. 
Upon carpletion of trainin:], tests were administered to test for 
the existence of six-member classes controlled by the higher-order 
sti.nu.ll.i. Test 1 examined those relations umer the control of Xl, an:i 
Test 2 examined those umer the control of X2. In both tests, the 
possible derived relations were tested in one direction only. '!hat is, 
if the relation A2-A4 was tested (in the presence of the awropriate 
higher-order stinul.i), then its synmetrical camterpart A4-A2 was not. 
'Ihe synmetrical relations were anitted because of the restrictive 
number of relations to be tested an:i the finite capacity of subjects' 
patience. In:lividual trial types for Test 1 are depicted in Table 31, 
an:i in:lividual trial types for Test 2 are depicted in Table 32. 
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Table 30 
Trai.nim Trial Types for Experiment 3C R1ase 3 
1. X1 2. X1 3. X1 4. X1 5. X1 
Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml 
Al Al A2 A2 B2 
Bl Co- co- Cl Co- co- B2 co- co- C2 co- co- Cl Co- co-
(Co- = Kl, B3, C3, A4, B4, C4) 
6. X1 7. X1 8. X1 9. X1 10. X1 
M2 M2 M2 M2 M2 
Al Al K3 K3 B3 
Bl Co- co- Cl Co- co- B3 co- co- C3 co- co- Cl Co- co-
(Co- = A2, B2, C2, A4, B4, C4) 
11. X1 12. X1 13. X1 14. X1 15. X1 
M3 M3 M3 M3 M3 
A2 A2 A4 A4 B4 
B2 Co- co- C2 Co- co- B4 co- co- C4 co- co- C2 co- co-
(Co-= Al, Bl, Cl, Kl, B3, C3) 
16. X1 17. X1 18. X1 19. X1 20. X1 
M4 M4 M4 M4 M4 
Al Al A4 A4 B4 
Bl Co- co- Cl Co- co- B4 co- co- C4 co- co- Cl Co- co-
(Co- = A2, B2, C2, Kl, B3, C3) 
21. X2 22. X2 23. X2 24. X2 25. X2 
Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml 
A2 A2 A4 A4 B4 
B2 Co- co- C2 Co- Co- B4 Co- Co- C4 co- Co- C2 Co- co-
(Co- = Al, Bl, Cl, Kl, B3, C3) 
26. X2 22. X2 28. X2 29. X2 30. X2 
M2 M2 M2 M2 M2 
Al Al A4 A4 B4 
Bl Co- co- Cl Co- co- B4 co- co- C4 co- co- Cl co- co-
(Co- = A2, B2, C2, Kl, B3, C3) 
31. X2 32. X2 33. X2 34. X2 35. X2 
M3 M3 M3 M3 M3 
Al Al A2 A2 B2 
Bl Co- co- Cl Co- co- B2 co- co- C2 co- co- Cl Co- co-
(Co- = Kl, B3, C3, A4, B4, C4) 
36. X2 37. X2 38. X2 39. X2 40. X2 
M4 M4 M4 M4 M4 
Al Al K3 K3 B3 
Bl Co- co- Cl Co- co- B3 co- co- C3 co- co- Cl co- co-
(Co-= A2, B2, C2, A4, B4, C4) 
Table 31 
Test 1 Trial 'fypes for E>q;,eriment 3C Rlase 3 
1. X1 2. X1 3. X1 4. X1 5. X1 6. X1 
Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml 
A2. A2. A2. B2 B2 B2 
Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
7. X1 8. X1 9. X1 10. X1 11. X1 12. X1 
Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml 
C2 C2 C2 A3 A3 A3 
Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
13. X1 14. X1 15. X1 16. X1 17. X1 18. X1 
Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml 
B3 B3 B3 C3 C3 C3 
Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
19. X1 20. X1 21. X1 22. X1 23. X1 24. X1 
M3 M3 M3 M3 M3 M3 
A4 A4 A4 B4 B4 B4 
A2. Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- A2. Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
25. X1 
M3 
C4 
26. X1 
M3 
C4 
27. X1 
M3 
C4 
28. X1 
M4 
A4 
29. X1 
M4 
A4 
30. X1 
M4 
A4 
A2. Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
31. X1 
M4 
B4 
32. X1 
M4 
B4 
33. X1 
M4 
B4 
34. X1 
M4 
C4 
35. X1 
M4 
C4 
36. X1 
M4 
C4 
Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
(Co- for trial types 1- 9 = A3, BJ, CJ, A4, B4, C4 
(Co- for trial types 10-18 = A2., B2, C2, A4, B4, C4 
(Co- for trial types 19-27 = Al, Bl, Cl, A3, BJ, C3 
(Co- for trial types 28-36 = A2., B2, C2, A3, B3, C3 
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Table 32 
Test 2 Trial Types for Experiment 3C Rlase 3 
1. X2 
Ml 
A4 
2. X2 
Ml 
A4 
3. X2 
Ml 
A4 
4. X2 
Ml 
B4 
5. X2 
Ml 
B4 
6. X2 
Ml 
B4 
A2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- A2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co-
7. X2 
Ml 
C4 
8. X2 
Ml 
C4 
9. X2 
Ml 
C4 
10. X2 
M2 
M 
11. X2 
M2 
M 
12. X2 
M2 
A4 
A2 Co- Co- B2 Co- Co- C2 Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Al Co- Co-
13. X2 
M2 
B4 
14. X2 
M2 
B4 
15. X2 
M2 
B4 
16. X2 
M2 
C4 
17. X2 
M2 
C4 
18. X2 
M2 
C4 
Bl Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
19. X2 20. X2 21. X2 22. X2 23. X2 24. X2 
M3 M3 M3 M3 M3 M3 
A2 A2 A2 B2 B2 B2 
Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
25. X2 26. X2 27. X2 28. X2 29. X2 30. X2 
M3 M3 M3 M4 M4 M4 
C2 C2 C2 A3 A3 A3 
Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- CO- A3 Co- CO- B3 Co- Co- C3 CO- CO-
31. X2 
M4 
B3 
32. X2 
M4 
B3 
33. X2 
M4 
B3 
34. X2 
M4 
C3 
35. X2 
M4 
C3 
36. X2 
M4 
C3 
Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co- Al Co- Co- Bl Co- Co- Cl Co- Co-
(Co- for trial types 1- 9 = Al, Bl, Cl, A3, B3, C3 
(CO- for trial types 10-18 = A2, B2, C2, A3, B3, C3 
(CO- for trial types 19-27 = A3, B3, C3, A4, B4, C4 
(Co- for trial types 28-36 = A2, B2, C2, A4, B4, C4 
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Results 
!base 1 
Figure 14 illustrates overall perfo:nnance oo eadl session for 
eadl subject. S20 learned the task in eight sessions. His perfo:nnance 
steadily increased fran 37. 5% to 100% ex>rrect. S21 learned the task in 
four sessions, an:i S22 learned the task in three. S20 dem:nstra:ted 
symrretry in three sessions. S21 an:i S22 both dem:nstra.ted symnetry 
upon testl.D]. S21 took three sessions to readl criterion on 
transitivity, while s20 an:i S22 both dem:nstra.ted transitivity upon 
testl.D]. 
!base 2 
S20 took five sessions to readl criterioo an the trainl.D] task. 
His perfo:nnance drq:p:d after one session of 95% accuracy, an:i then 
increased to 100%. S21 took six sessions to readl criterioo. S22 
reached criterion in two sessions. On four sessions of Test A, S20 
SCX>red between 41. 7% an:i 65.3% oorrect. S21 rarged between 34. 7% an:i 
59.7% correct on Test A. S22 de.zoonstrated criterion perfo:nnance on 
Test A upon testl.D]. 
A closer look at the perfo:nnance of s20 an:i S21 irrlicates that 
their respon:il.D] was controlled to sane degree by familiarity (see 
Table 33) • S20 had a marked terxiency to dloose stinuli fran Gra.Ip 1 
an:i Gra.Ip 2 together regardless of the contextual stinulus present. 
When Ml was present, he chose stilrllli fran Gra.Ip 2 given stinuli fran 
Group 1 65 tilres of 72, an:i chose stilruli fran Gralp 1 45 of 72 tilres 
when stimuli fran Gra.Ip 2 served as the sanple. When M2 was present, 
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Figure 14. Percentage of correct responses for each session arrl i;i1ase 
of Experi.rrent 3C • 
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Table 33 
Nunt'ler of Responses by S20 ard S21 to Fadl Groop for Fadl Contextual 
Stinulus in Both Directions 
Test A 
Ml M2 
(Group 1- (Group 2- (Group 1- (Group 3-
Group 2) Group 1) Group 3) Group 1) 
Group: 2 3 4 1 3 4 3 2 4 1 2 4 
S20 65 5 2 45 22 5 14 49 9 23 29 20 
S21 28 29 15 37 22 13 27 29 16 35 26 11 
Test B 
M3 M4 
(Group 2- (Group 4- (Group 1- (Group 4-
Group 4) Group 2) Group 4) Group 1) 
Group: 4 1 3 2 1 3 4 2 3 1 2 3 
S20 25 46 1 13 58 1 41 25 6 44 26 2 
S21 26 41 5 29 39 4 46 24 2 48 21 3 
Test B with Baseline 
M3 M4 
(Group 2- (Group 4- (Group 1- (Group 4-
Group 4) Group 2) Group 4) Group 1) 
Group: 4 1 3 2 1 3 4 2 3 1 2 3 
S20 15 21 0 10 26 0 9 27 0 20 16 0 
S21 14 18 4 4 29 3 27 9 0 30 5 1 
* (e.g. , Group 1 as sample ard Group 2 as ex>rrect carrparison ard 
Group 2 as sarrple ard Group 1 as ex>rrect ccrrparison). Number of 
responses in each cell (Context by Sanple/carparison by SUbject) should 
total 72 for Test A ard Test B, an:i should total 36 for Test B with 
baseline. '!he first ex>lumn for eadl task gives rn.nnber of responses to 
the Group that was ex>nsidered ex>rrect for that task. '!he secorrl two 
columns give the rnnnber of responses to gro.ips that were irx::orrect. 
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he still related Group 2 to Group 1 49 of 72 times, an:l when stim.ll.i 
fran Group 3 sei:ved as sanples, his behavior was close to ranbn. 
S21 denonstrated a slight ten:lency to choose stinuli fran Group 
1, 37/72 when Ml was present, an:l 35/72 when M2 was present. She also 
had a ten:lency to resporrl away fran stim.ll.i fran Group 4, which never 
sei:ved as correct carparison.s. She typically chose Group 4 stinw.i one 
half to one third as often as stinuli fran the other groups. 
On Trainin;J 3, S20 took five sessions to reach criterion. His 
scores rarqed fran 73.3% to 95% correct. S21an:lS221:x:>th readled 
criterion on Trai.nin:;J 3 in two sessions. S22 denonstrated criterion 
perfonnance on Test B upon testin;J. S20 scored between 30. 6% am. 54. 2% 
correct on Test B. He received three acklitional sessions of Trainin;J 
3. His perfonnance drcJwed to 86.7% correct on the first session, an::i 
increased to 95% correct. On four sessions of Test B with baseline 
added, he scored between 68.2% am. 88.6% correct on the trainin;J 
baseline trials am. between 25% am. 43.8% correct on the Test B trials. 
S21 scored between 45.8% arrl 58.3% correct on Test B. Her perfonnance 
was at 95% on a session of Trainin;J 3. She perfonned between 79.5% am. 
84.1% correct on baseline trials am. beb.1een 43.8% an:l 59.4% correct on 
four sessions of Test B with baseline. 
Number of responses to eadl Group for Test B an:l Test B with 
baseline for S20 am. S21 are depicted in Table 33. Both subjects again 
dem::>nstrated a marked ten:lency to d1oose stinuli fran Groops 1 or 2 
regardless of the contextual stinulus. When stinuli fran Group 2 were 
samples an:l Group 4 were correct carparisons, S20 chose Groop 1 stim.ll.i 
46/72 times am. S21 d1ose Group 1 stinuli 41/72 times. On the 
synmetrical task, S20 chose fran Group 2 58/72 times, an:l S21 chose 
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fran Group 2 39/72 times. Likewise, when Group 4 st:im.lli were sairples 
arrl Groop 1 stinuli were correct CXIJ'l)"'risons, S20 d1ose Grrup 1 44/72 
times arrl S21 dlose Grrup 1 48/72 times. '!be :roost notable exception is 
that both subjects terned to dloose st:im.lli fran Grrup 4 when M4 was 
present. S20 dlose Grrup 4 st:im.lli 41/72 times arrl S21 dlose Group 4 
stinul.i 46/72 times. 
r:urin;J Test B with baseline, selections of Grrup 3 ~ nearly 
to zero for s21 am catpletely to zero for s20. '!be bias for Group 1 
weakened when Grrup 2 stinuli were sanples. S20 selected fran Grrup 1 
only 21/36 times, am s21 only 18/36 times. When Group 1 stinuli were 
sairples, the bias of s20 for GraJp 4 over Group 2 switdled, am he 
chose Group 2 stimuli 27/36 times. 
Fhase 3 
S22 reached criterion on the si.xth-tenn trainirg task in twU 
sessions. She then denonstrated control of the six-member classes by 
si.xth-tenn contextual stinul.i upon testin;J. 
Debriefirn 
Each of the subjects was debriefed when the experiment was 
c:x:arpleted. All subjects were able to describe the relations learned in 
R1ase 1. s20 am s21 both irrlicated that there were no consistently 
correct answers to the R1ase 2 relations. S22 was able to describe the 
relations in the experiment in detail withalt the need of the stimulus 
list. She reported that she notice:l that the three-nenber classes 
always stayed together, am only had to learn the new connectin;J 
relations on eadl new tra.inirg task. She noted that there were foor 
new rules for eadl tra.inirg task (which corresporrled to the foor 
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different connectin:J relations 'Nhidl were trained). She reported that 
she 5tnlcRled at first, rut then devised mnem:nics (her word) to help 
renenber. She nane:i each stinulus an:i devised a verbal J_i1rase 'Nhidl 
sunrnarized the relations, for exanple, "Arby's 10 to 6". ''R" was her 
name for Xl, "B" was her name for Ml, "10" for B2 an:i "6" for Cl (hence 
R-B-10-6). '!his J_i1rase accurately describes the 1.JWer left connectin:J 
relation in Rlase 3 of Figure 13. She reported that sin::e she knew the 
three-member classes always went together, she oc:w.d exten::i the rule to 
all stinuli 'Nhich were related to the stinuli in her rule. 
Discussion 
'lhree subjects learned to groop b,.lelve stinuli into four groops 
of three. '!hey were then taught to relate stinuli fran one three-
member class to another three-member class in the presence of a 
contextual stimulus. 'IWo of the three subjects did not derronstrate the 
fonnation of six-member classes upon testin:J. One subject, S22, 
perfo:rmed each task at criterion in the mininum :p::,ssible time with the 
exception of the initial trainin:]. She derronstrated the fonnation of 
six-member classes contin:Jent upon the contextual stinuli. She also 
denonstrated sixth-term control of the six-meni::>er classes after 
trainin:J on a six-tenn task. 
'lhe three subjects had nuch less difficulty with the task in 
Rlase 1 than did the subjects in Experiment 3A. 'lhe earlier 
difficulties were prooably due to imividual differences between the 
subjects an:i fewer difficulties with the programs an:i equipnent, rather 
than an inherent weakness with stinulus equivalerre procedures. 
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'Ihe failure of S20 ard S21 to form cart:extually controlled six-
nenber classes inilcates that overlawin1 rather than rnnnber of 
contextual stinuli or other sa.irces of "infonnatian overload" is the 
source of interfererx::e in Experiment 3A. Both subjects resparrled 
primarily to familiarity. sti.nuli fran Groop 1 were dlosen JOOSt often, 
ard they were the IOOSt frequently shown in ~. In Trainirg 2, 
Group 1 stinuli were sanples or oorrect c::x:,rp;u-isais in 100% of the 
trials. Group 2 ard Groop 3 stinuli were sanples or oorrect 
carparisons on 50% of the trials, ard Groop 4 sti.nuli were never 
samples or correct carparisons. on Test A, S20 ai:peared to relate 
Groups 1 an:i 2 inieperrlent of context, ard his performan:e was rarrlan 
when Group 3 sezved as samples. 'Ihe connection of Groups 1 ard 2 
seemed to pre-errpt any connection of Groop 1 to Groop 3. S21 however, 
iniicated very little prefererx::e for Groop 2 or Groop 3 sti.nuli, as 
expected if control was by familiarity. Both subjects d'lose Groop 4 
stinuli IllUcil less often than sti.nuli fran other gra.1ps. 
on Tra~ 3, Group 1 ard Group 2 sti.nuli were sanples or 
cx:,r.rect carrparisons on 50% of the trials, Groop 4 stinuli an 100% of 
trials, an:i Group 3 sti.nuli were never sanples or oorrect a:mparisons. 
Both subjects exhibited a marked prefererx::e for sti.nuli fran Group 1, 
whid1 was the IOOSt cx:mnon across both trainirg situations. 'Ihe degree 
of prefererx::e for Groups 3 ard 4 switdled. Group 3 sti.nuli were rarely 
d'losen, an:i Group 4 irore often, partia.tl.arly when Group 1 stinuli were 
samples. When baseline trials were added to testin1, responses to 
Group 3 nearly dj~, pemap:; because of the abserx:e of Group 3 
stinuli as part of a oorrect relation. S20 switdled back to connectin;J 
Groups 1 an:i 2 when Group 1 stinuli were sarrples. Why this c:x:x:,.irred is 
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Groups 1 arrl 2 when Group 1 stinuli were sanples. Why this occurred is 
unknown. 
S22 succeeded in dem::instrati.rq all the relations arrl did so in 
very nearly the minimum possible number of sessions. She said several 
tines throughout the debrief.in;J that she call.d not have possibly 
performed the task without the names arrl rules. ~tly, S22 was 
able to perfonn a confus.in;J task because of the use of a self-generated 
rule. 
Experiments 3A, 3B, arrl 3C resolve a methodological difficulty of 
Experiments lA, lB, arrl 2. In those experiments, only three-member 
classes were divided. Since there was an odd number in each class, two 
stimuli were always related regardless of the higher-order stimuli. 
Even though 6 of 7 subjects in Experiments 1B arrl 2 did not take 
advantage of the consistent :pairi.rq, the potential remained. In 
Experiments 3A, 3B, arrl 3C, stimulus Groups were intentionally left 
separate, arrl the interactions between Groups were noted. In 
Experiments 3A, 3B, arrl 3C, the two irx::orrect cx:nparisons were always 
fram different three-member classes, arrl so exclusion of :paired 
relations call.ct not occur. 
cata from Experiments 3A, 3B, arrl 3C do in:li.cate that subjects 
ten:ied to learn the relations for each level over again, arrl did not 
keep the three-member classes together without specific trainin::J. An 
exanple is the need to train the relations of the three-member classes 
alorq with the relations that connected the classes. S22 of Experiment 
3C was the sole exception, arrl she used verbal rules to maintain the 
three-member classes as integral. 
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A related problem of the prior experiments was that all three 
members of the incorrect stinulus class ccw.d seJ:Ve as incorrect 
comparisons. Since one nernber (Al or A2) always seJ:Ved as the sanple 
stimulus, it never served as a correct comparison, am therefore ccw.d 
be excluded as a IX>S5ibility when it awe,ared as an incorrect 
comparion. '!he same problem occurred durin;J Experiments 3A, 3B, am 
3C. 'lhe difference between these experiments am the prior experiments 
is that Experiments 3A, 3B, an:i 3C utilized fa.ir three-member classes 
rather than two. No evidence of exclusion of Al, A2, A3, or A4 can be 
fourd in frequency of choices of each stimulus when a c:arparison (see 
AfperrlixD). 
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EXPERIMENl' 4A 
Experiments lA, IB, arrl 2 derronstrata:i that contextual stimuli 
can control fonnation of stimulus classes. Experiments 3A, 3B, am JC 
derronstrata:i that other contextual factors such as incorrect 
comparisons arrl the other learned relations can affect how subjects 
classify sets of stimuli. In Experiment 4A, the purpose was to 
establish contextual control over the type of matdti..n;J task, whether 
identity, oddity, or amitrary. 'Ihe kirxl of task to which a subject 
has been exposed may effect the way in which the subject may treat the 
corrlitional relations. Identity am oddity matdti..n;J to sample may 
produce a bias of respordin;J towards or away fran a particular 
stimulus, while amitrary matchin;J to sample may produce a bias of 
grouping topograpu.cally dissimilar stimuli into groups. In this 
experiment, contextual control over different types of matdti..n;J tasks 
is established to derronstrate that the responses characteristic to the 
particular tasks can be turned on am off with contextual stimuli. 
'!hen subjects will be exposed to groups of novel trial types in which 
the stimulus configurations are identical except for the contextual 
stimulus. If the subjects choose the canparisons based on the 
contextual stirrulus, evidence will be provided that the type of task 
can serve as a context for detennining whether am how :people classify 
stimuli. 
Method 
SUbjects 
One subject was recruita:i fran the un:lergraduate introductory 
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psychology class, an::l one fran the urrlergraduate behavior m:xtification 
class at utah state University. Both subjects were female. '!hey were 
given class points for participatinq in the research, an::l bonus points 
were given for carpletinq the experinent. Ages were not ootained fran 
these subjects, but likely fell in the 18-24 year old ran;1e. 
Apparatus 
Apparatus was the same as in prior experinents. 
Prccedure 
General Procedures. 'Ihe same general procedures as in prior 
experinents were used with the followinq exceptions. Traininq sessions 
lasted for 60 trials an::l testinq sessions lasted for 48 trials. Two to 
seven sessions for a total of 40-50 minutes eadl day were comucted two 
days a week. 'Ihe three-canparison five-term task was used throughout 
the experinent. 
Tra;inim. Traininq was carprised of three types of rnatchin;J: 
identity rnatchin;J, oddity mat.chin;l, arxi stimulus equivalence via 
arbitrary matchin;J (See Figure 15). A unique contextual stimulus was 
present durinq each type of matchin;J. On Task 1, identity an::l oddity 
trials were mixed 50/50. Trial types for Task 1 are depicted in Table 
34. Sessions continued until the subject perfo:rnm at 95% (57/60) for 
two consecutive sessions. Upon completion of Task 1, each subject was 
presented with Task 2, which was an arbitrary-matchin;J stimulus 
equivalence procedure. F.ach subject WclS taught four carxlitional 
relations: Al-Bl, Al-Cl, A2-B2, A2--c:2. Irrlividual trial types are 
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EX PER I MENT 4A arid 4B 
Identity 
II - l] 
( A 1 ) ( A 1) 
n-n 
(B 1) (B 1) 
( A 1) ( A 1 ) 
(B 1) (B 1) 
(A1) II 
·'/ ~-n ...... 5 
(B 1) (C 1) 
If l 
Then 
v1- v1 
( A2) ( A2) 
0-0 
(B2) (B2) 
Oddity 
If w 
Then 
v1-+-v1 
( A2) (A2) 
(B2) (B2) 
Arbitrary 
If I 
Then 
Key 
Treined --
Derived -----
6 -------6 
(Cl) (C 1) 
JO -------JO 
(C2) (C2) 
(C 1) (C 1) 
(C2) (C2) 
v1 ( A2) 
• • 
·;/ \;-0 ...... JO 
(B2) (C2) 
Figure 15. Control of mtchirq performnces by contextual stimuli in 
Experilnents 4A arrl 4B. 
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Table 34 
Trial 'fypes for Experiment 4A Task 1 
Identity 
1. X 2. X 3. X 4. X 5. X 6. X 
Al Al Al Al Al Al 
I I I I I I 
Al Bl A2 Al Bl B2 Al Bl C2 Al Cl A2 Al Cl B2 Al Cl C2 
7. X 8. X 9. X 10. X 11. X 12. X 
Bl Bl Bl Bl Bl Bl 
I I I I I I 
Bl Al A2 Bl Al B2 Bl Al C2 Bl Cl A2 Bl Cl B2 Bl Cl C2 
13. X 14. X 15. X 16. X 17. X 18. X 
A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 
I I I I I I 
A2 B2 Al A2 B2 Bl A2. B2 Cl A2 C2 Al A2 C2 Bl A2. C2 Cl 
19. X 20. X 21. X 22. X 23. X 24. X 
B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 
I I I I I I 
B2 A2 Al B2 A2 Bl B2 A2 Cl B2 C2 Al B2 C2 Bl B2 C2 Cl 
Cdd.ity 
1. y 2. y 3. Y 4. Y 5. y 6. y 
Al Al Al Al Al Al 
: \ : \ : \ : \ : \ : \ 
Al Bl A2 Al Bl B2 Al Bl C2 Al Cl A2 Al Cl B2 Al Cl C2 
7. y 8. y 9. y 10. y 11. y 12. y 
Bl Bl Bl Bl Bl Bl 
: \ : \ : \ : \ : \ : \ 
Bl Al A2 Bl Al B2 Bl Al C2 Bl Cl A2 Bl Cl B2 Bl Cl C2 
13. y 14. y 15. y 16. y 17. y 18. y 
A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 
: \ : \ : \ : \ : \ : \ 
A2 B2 Al A2 B2 Bl A2. B2 Cl A2 C2 Al A2 C2 Bl A2 C2 Cl 
19. y 20. y 21. y 22. y 23. y 24. y 
B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 
: \ : \ : \ : \ l \ : \ 
B2 A2 Al B2 A2 Bl B2 A2 Cl B2 C2 Al B2 C2 Bl B2 C2 Cl 
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equivalence procedure. F.adl subject was taujlt frur cxn:li.tional 
relations: Al-Bl, Al-cl, A2-B2, A2-c2. Irx:lividual trial types are 
depicted in Table 35. When the subject scx,red at least 57/60 for two 
consecutive sessions, testirg began. 
Table 35 
Trial 'fypeS for Experinert 4A Task 2 
1. z 2. Z 3. Z 4. Z 5. Z 6. Z 
Al Al Al Al Al Al 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
Al Bl A2 Al Bl B2 Al Bl C2 Al Cl A2 Al Cl B2 Al Cl C2 
7. z 8. z 9. z 10. z 11. z 12. z 
A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
A2 B2 Al A2 B2 Bl A2 B2 Cl A2 C2 Al A2 C2 Bl A2 C2 Cl 
Testirg. Trial types are depicted in Table 36. On eadl trial, 
one carparison was identical to the sanple, one was in the same 
experimenter-defined class as the sanple, am one was a member of the 
other experi.Ioonter-defined class. No previoosly trained trial types 
were presented. 
'Ihe contextual stilmllus which signalled identity-mat.c:nirg (X) was 
present durirg 25% of the trials. Dlrirg those trials, the sanple was 
either Cl or C2, an:l responses were considered correct if the subject 
d1ose the identical carparison (generalized identity-mat.c:nirg). 
'Ihe contextual stinulus whidl signalled oddity-mat:dtln;; (Y) was 
present durirg arx>ther" 25% of the trials. Again, the sanple was either 
Cl or C2, but the responses were considered correct if the subject 
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Table 36 
Testim Trial 'fypes for Experine1t 4A 
Identity 
1. X 2. X 3. X 4. X 5. X 6. X 
Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl 
I I I I I I 
Cl Al A2 Cl Al B2 Cl Al C2 Cl Bl A2 Cl Bl B2 Cl Bl C2 
7. X 8. X 9. X 10. X 11. X 12. X 
C2 C2 C2 C2 C2 C2 
I I I I I I 
C2 A2 Al C2 A2 Bl C2 A2 Cl C2 B2 Al C2 B2 Bl C2 B2 Cl 
Cxklity 
13. y 14. y 15. y 16. y 17. y 18. y 
Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl 
l \ l \ l \ l \ l \ : \ 
Cl Al A2 Cl Al B2 Cl Al C2 Cl Bl A2 Cl Bl B2 Cl Bl C2 
19. y 20. y 21. y 22. y 23. y 24. y 
C2 C2 C2 C2 C2 C2 
: \ : \ : \ : \ : \ : \ 
C2 A2 Al C2 A2 Bl C2 A2 Cl C2 B2 Al C2 B2 Bl C2 B2 Cl 
syn,iretry Transitivity 
25. z 26. z 27. z 28. z 29. z 30. z 
Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl 
I I I I I I 
I I I i I I 
Cl Al A2 Cl Al B2 Cl Al C2 Cl Bl A2 Cl Bl B2 Cl Bl C2 
31. z 32. z 33. z 34. z 35. z 36. z 
C2 C2 C2 C2 C2 C2 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
C2 A2 Al C2 A2 Bl C2 A2 Cl C2 B2 Al C2 B2 Bl C2 B2 Cl 
37. z 38. z 39. z 40. z 41. z 42. z 
Bl Bl Bl Bl Bl Bl 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
C2 A2 Al C2 A2 Bl C2 A2 Cl C2 B2 Al C2 B2 Bl C2 B2 Cl 
43. z 44. z 45. z 46. z 47. z 48. z 
B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
C2 A2 Al C2 A2 Bl C2 A2 Cl C2 B2 Al C2 B2 Bl C2 B2 Cl 
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'Ihe contextual stinrulus which signalled art>itrary mat:ch.in3' (Z) 
was present durirq the rernainirq 50% of the trials. Responses which 
derronstrated syzniretcy or transitivity were considered correct. Note 
that in 75% of the trial types, each configuration was identical except 
for the contextual stinrulus, which was the only cue the subject had to 
irrlicate which kirrl of response to the san-ple (oddity, identity, or 
art>itrary) was required, and that generalization to new cases was 
required. Generalized identity-matchirg (reflexivity) was required 
when X was present, generalized oddity-matchirg when Y was present, and 
transitivity when Z was present. 'Ihe rernainirq 25% of the trials 
tested for syzniretcy of the relations trained when z was present. 
Testirq was enied when the subject scored at least 46/48 for two 
consecutive sessions, or if perfonnance did not c.harqe nore than 2/48 
over two sessions. 
Results 
Trainirg 
overall perfonnance on each session for both subjects is depicted 
in Figure 16. S23 perfonred at criterion on Task 1 in 12 sessions. On 
Task 2, identity perfonnance fell to 70.8% and came to 100% in three 
sessions. Her perfonnance on oddity fluctated greatly between 33.3% 
and 66.7%, while perfonnance on art>itrary mat:ch.in3' ranged fran 50% to 
75%. Perfonnance on both oddity and art>itrary matchirq peaked between 
sessions 17 and 19, but then fell sharply. 'lwo sessions of art>itrary 
matchirq alone increased perfonnance to 86. 7% and 95%. When returned 
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Figure 16. Percentage of correct reponses for each session arrl phase 
of Experiment 4A. 
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to Task 2, the perfonnance of S23 on identity remained at 100%, while 
perfonnance on arbitrary rna:tch.inJ rapidly fell fran 100% to 75%. 
Perfonnance on oddity fluctuated between 33.3% an:i 58.3%. Two rrore 
sessions of arbitrary rnatchirq only produced scores of 88.3% an:i 98.3%. 
On a final session of Task 2, S23 perfonned at 100% on both identity 
an:i arbitrary rnatchirq an:i perfonned at 58. 3% on oddity. Test.inJ was 
begun before the perfonnance on arbitrary rnatchin:;J COll.d fall again. 
S24 perfonned at criterion on Task 1 in 9 sessions. Her identity 
perfonnance remained at 100%, while oddity perfonnance declined fran 
58.3% to 41. 7%. Perfonnance on arbitrary rnatchin:;J varied between 50% 
an:i 66. 7%. One session of arbitrary rnatchin:;J alone was presented an:i 
S2 scored 98.3%. When returned to Task 2, identity perfonnance again 
remained at 100% while perfonnance on oddity an:i arbitracy rnatchin:;J 
dropped sharply. Another session of arbitrary rnatchirq alone resulted 
in a score of 96. 7%. On the return to Task 2 for two sessions, 
perfonnance on both identity an:i arbitrary rnatchin:;J was at 100%, an:i 
perfonna."1Ce on oddity was at 91. 7%. Since the behavior seemed to be 
stable, testin;J was begun. 
Testing 
S23 scored 37. 5% an:i 31. 3% on the first two sessions of test.inJ, 
an:i her scores then increased to between 58. 3% an:i 62. 5%. A closer 
look at the data reveals that perfonnance on the first two test.inJ 
sessions was largely rarrlam {See Table 37). '!he only consistent 
pattern seered to be a bias towards respomin;J towards identity 
regardless of the context present. Start.inJ with Session 34, S23 
consistently chose the identical c:arparison when the contextual 
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Table 37 
Results on Generalization Test for S23* 
11/15/88 - Session 32 11/15/88 - Session 33 
Contextual Stimulus Contextual stimulus 
X y z X y z 
Sanple stimulus Sanple stimulus 
Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 
Co: Co: 
Al 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 Al 2 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 
A2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 A2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Bl 1 2 3 2 0 2 3 0 Bl 2 1 1 1 0 2 0 2 
B2 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 3 B2 1 2 1 2 1 0 1 0 
Cl 2 1 0 2 3 1 0 1 Cl 0 2 0 2 2 1 0 1 
C2 2 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 C2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 
11/ 15/88 - Session 34 11/ 16/88 - Session 35 
Contextual Stimulus Contextual Stimulus 
X y z X y z 
Sanple Stimulus Sarrple stimulus 
Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 
Co: Co: 
Al 0 0 3 1 0 1 2 0 Al 0 0 3 1 1 2 3 1 
A2 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 A2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Bl 0 0 3 2 0 1 3 2 Bl 0 0 3 2 0 1 3 2 
B2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 B2 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 
Cl 6 0 0 0 4 2 0 1 Cl 6 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 
C2 0 6 0 0 1 1 1 0 C2 0 6 0 0 2 1 0 0 
11/16/88 - Session 35 Ideal Perfonrance 
Contextual stimulus Contextual stimulus 
X y z X y z 
Sarrple stimulus Sarrple stimulus 
Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 
Co: Co: 
Al 0 0 3 1 2 2 3 1 Al 0 0 0 2 3 0 3 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 A2 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 3 
Bl 0 0 3 1 0 2 2 2 Bl 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 
B2 0 0 0 2 2 0 1 0 B2 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 
Cl 6 0 0 2 1 2 0 2 Cl 6 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 
C2 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 1 C2 0 6 2 0 0 0 0 3 
* Number of t.i.rres each carparison chosen in the presence of each sample 
stimulus an:1 each.contextual stinu.llus. 
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stimulus for identity (X) was present. S23 cxm.sistently denonstrated 
an equivalence class of Al-Bl-Cl when the cx:>ntextual stimulus (Y) for 
oddity was present am the sarrple was Cl. However, when the sarrple was 
C2, she chose rarrlc:anly anorq the nonidentical camparisons. S23 never 
chose an identical camparison when Y was present. When the cx:>ntextual 
stimulus for arbitracy matchirq was present (Z) am the sarrple was Bl, 
S23 16/18 tirres chose Al or Bl. Responses seemed to be nostly rarrlan 
when any other sample was present until the last session, when S23 
cx:>nsistently chose acx::o:rd.in;J to oddity given Z as cx:>ntext am C2 as 
sample. 
S24 scored 62. 5% am 64.6% on two sessions of testirq. She 
resporrled acx::o:rd.in::J to identity when X was present, am acx::o:rd.in;J to 
oddity when Y was present, although she did have sane trouble when Y 
am Cl were present on the first session (See Table 38). When z was 
present, S24 nearly always chose cx:>rrectly on symrretry trials, am 
nearly always chose the identical comparison on transitivity trials. 
She respo:rxied this way on 49 / 60 cases over the two sessions . 'Ihe 
prilnacy exception which acx:::ounts for 5 of the 11 deviations was that S2 
chose the odd canparison when Bl was the sample on transitivity trials. 
Follc::Mirq canpletion of the experi.m:mt, each subject was 
debriefed. Both subjects stated that they were to pick "the saire" 
stimulus when X was present. Both subjects said that when Y was 
present, they were not to pick the comparison identical to the sample, 
but they were not sure on what basis to choose the cx:>rrect camparison. 
Neither subject could describe the relations cx:>ntrolled by z. 
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Table 38 
Results on Generalization Test for S24* 
10/19/89 - session 20 10/19/89 - session 21 
Contextual sti.nulus Contextual sti.nulus 
X y z X y z 
Sanple sti.nulus Sanple sti.nulus 
Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 
Co: Co: 
Al 0 0 2 2 3 1 3 1 Al 0 0 0 2 3 0 3 1 
'A2. 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 3 'A2. 0 0 2 0 0 3 1 3 
Bl 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 Bl 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
B2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 B2 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 2 
Cl 6 0 0 2 3 1 0 0 Cl 6 0 0 2 2 1 0 0 
C2 0 6 0 0 0 2 1 0 C2 0 6 2 0 0 2 1 0 
*Number of times eadl ccrrparison chosen in the presence of eadl 
sanple sti.rrulus am eadl contextual sti.nulus. 
Discussion 
An attempt was made to train ONO subjects to perform three 
different types of ma:tchinJ tasks based upon the presence of a 
contextual stinulus. Both subjects learned to perform identity 
matchinJ, am one subject learned to perform cddity mat:dlin:J. While 
both subjects learned to perform amitrary matdrin;J, neither 
denonstrated sti.rrulus equivalerce. On the portion of the test whidl 
examined equivalerce, one subject (S24) respon:ied correctly to syimetry 
trials rut not transitivity trials, am one subject (S23) respon:ied 
rrostly rarrlanly. 
'Ihe lack of control may be traced to the ~ procedure. 'lbe 
traini_nJ procedure was a t:hree-catprrison mat:dlin:J task. I).Jri_nJ cddity 
trials, ONO of the ccrrparisons were correct am one was incx:>rrect. 'Ihe 
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subjects reported bein;J CXll1fusej am un.sure of 'What they \vere Slgx:,sed 
to do on oddity trials. D.Jrin;J the debriefin;J followin;J the 
experiment, both subjects \vere surprised to hear that either stinulus 
was cx:>rrect. '!hey reported bein;J distressed that they could not firrl 
the cx:>rrect an.s\over. 
Both also had diffiallty leazn:in;J the arbitrazy matdlin:J task, 
am required separate train.in;. An examination of Figure 16 imicates 
that rorrect resporrlmJ to oddity am arbitrazy matdlin:J seemed to 
cx:>rrespooo in direction, t:halgh oddity perfo:nnarx::e was lower in all but 
one point. stimulus equivalence may have been disrupted because the 
subjects \vere unsure of the role of in:::orrect a:::rcparison.s, or because 
the confusion with oddity carried C111er into a confusion with excludin:J 
stinul.i fran a class. '!hat is, Bl am Cl may go with Al, but that does 
not mean B2 am C2 do not. similarly, if they \vere unsure about what 
constitutes a cx:>rrect response besides identity, then they would have 
no reason to generalize any relations beyon:l the directly trained ones. 
Speculation aside, the results indicate that~ learned, 
identity is quite stable, am that oddity am arbitrazy matdlin:J may 
interact. However, in order to dem:lnstrate the desired results, the 
role of oddity trainin;J needs to be established before testin;J, am 
pemaps before equivalence trainin;J. 
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EXPERIMENI' 4B 
In Experiment 4A a nuni:)er of diffia.llties were foon::l. First, the 
subjects had diffia.llty leamirg the oddity task with three 
c:atparisons. '!here was oo partia.llar correct stinulus, althc:Algh there 
was a partia.llar in::orrect stinulus. Either of the oonidentical 
stinuli were considered correct, am the subjects foon::l the task 
confusin;J. Secarrl, ad:litioo of the art>itrazy matdtirg disrupted oddity 
perfo:rmanoe for both subjects. 'Ihird, the confusion between oddity am 
art>itrazy matdtirg prooably led to the poor perfo:rmanoe on the test 
sessions. In Experinent 4B, the subjects were taught ea.en type of 
matdtirg separately, in hopes of reducin;J confusioo. Also, a two-
c:atparison procedure was used with the oddity am the initial identity 
trainin;J in order to make the nature of the oddity task nore clear. 
Method 
SUbjects 
~ subjects were recruited fran the un:lergraduate statistics 
psychology class at utah state University. One was a male aged 24 am 
one was a female aged 21. 'Ihey were given class points for 
participatin;J in the researdl, am bonus points were given for 
carpletin;J the experiment. 
Apparatus 
'lbe saire ~tus as in Experiment 4A was used. 
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Procedure 
General Procedures. 'Ille same general procedures as in Experiment 
4A were used with the followi.rxJ exceptions. 'Ille experimental tasks 
were presented in either two-cx:rnparison or three-canparison formats 
(See Figure 17). Tasks with tlNO O"IIp'lrisans lasted for 40 trials, an:i 
tasks with three a::xrparisans lasted for 48 trials. 'l\vo to seven 
sessions for a total of 40-50 mirrutes each day were con:iucted 2 days a 
week. 
Training. Trainin;J involved the same types of procedures as in 
Experiment 4A. '!he primary differen:::e was that the train.i.rg was broken 
down into IOC>re tasks in Experiment 4B. Trial types for the first three 
tasks are depicted in Table 39. Task 1 was a two-cx:rnparison identity-
matchin;J task, in which the relations Al-Al, Bl-Bl, A2.-A2., arrl B2-B2 
were trained. Task 2 was a two-cx:rnparison oddity-matchin;J task , in 
which the subject was trained to respord away fI:an the a::xrparison 
identical to the sanple. 
on Task 3, identity an:i oddity trials were mixed 50/50. A two-
a::xrparison task was used because of the difficulty inherent in train.in:J 
oddity usin:J three-canparisons: tlNO different arrl therefore correct 
answers are present. nie to the sinplicity of the tasks, each task was 
presented until the subject was correct on at least 38/40 trials for 
one session. 
Upon carpletion of the third task, each subject was presented 
with Task 4, which was a three-canparison identity-matchin;J task. '!his 
step was taken so the subjects wa.ud rx,t relate the identity-matchin;J 
task to only two-cx:rnparison tasks. Tables 34 arrl 35 (Experiment 4A) 
Screen Formats 
Three-Comparison 
Matching-to-Sample 
Format 
D Contextuel Semple 
20 mm~ D Semple 
15 mm-i D1DrD Comperisons 
30 mm 
Two-Comparison 
Matching-to-Sample 
Format 
D Contextuel Semple 
20 mm~ D Semple 
15mm~ o-~-o Comperisons 
55 mm 
Figure 17. On-screen fonnats for the ma.tchin;J-to-sample tasks in 
Experiment 4B. 
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Table 39 
Trial 'fypes for 'IWo--Cqrrparison Tasks on Experiment 4B 
Identity 
l.X 2. X 3. X 4. X 5. X 
Al Al Al Al Al 
I I I I I 
Al Bl Al Cl Al A2 Al B2 Al C2 
6. X 7. X 8. X 9. X 10. X 
Bl Bl Bl Bl Bl 
I I I I I 
Bl Al Bl Cl Bl A2 Bl B2 Bl C2 
11. X 12. X 13. X 14. X 15. X 
A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 
I I I I I 
A2 Al A2 Bl A2 Cl A2 B2 A2 C2 
16. X 17. X 18. X 19. X 20. X 
B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 
I I I I I 
B2 Al B2 Bl B2 Cl B2 A2 B2 C2 
Q:klity 
1. y 2. y 3. y 4. y 5. y 
Al Al Al Al Al 
\ \ \ \ \ 
Al Bl Al Cl Al A2 Al B2 Al C2 
6. y 7. y 8. y 9. y 10. y 
Bl Bl Bl Bl Bl 
\ \ \ \ \ 
Bl Al Bl Cl Bl A2 Bl B2 Bl C2 
11. y 12. y 13. y 14. Y 15. Y 
A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 
\ \ \ \ \ 
A2 Al A2 Bl A2 Cl A2 B2 A2 C2 
16. y 17. y 18. y 19. y 20. y 
B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 
\ \ \ \ \ 
B2 Al B2 Bl B2 Cl B2 A2 B2 C2 
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present irrlividual trial types for Tasks 4, 5, arrl 6. When the subject 
cx::11'pleted two consecutive sessions of 46/48 oorrect, Task 5 was 
presented which was a three-carparisan art:>itrary matcnin;J procedure. 
F.ach subject was taught foor cx:n:litiCX'lal relations: Al-Bl, Al-Cl, A2-
B2, A2-C2. 
When the subject scored at least 46/48 for two sessions, the last 
trainin;J task (Task 6) began. '1he subjects were presented with a 50/ 50 
mix of identity arrl art:>itrary matdlin;J trials. Up::)11 cx::11'pletion of two 
consecutive sessions of at least 46/48 oorrect, test~ began. 
Test;irn. '!be test was identical to that used in Experinent 4A. 
Test~ was errled when the subject scored at least 46/48 for two 
consecutive sessions . Separate test~ for synmetry arrl transitivity 
also occurrerl. Tests were cx::11'prised of 50% trained (Z) relations arrl 
50% symmetrical or transitive relations. Trial types are sha,m in 
Table 40. Sessions were 48 trials lorg, arrl were repeated until at 
least two oonsecutive sessions of 46/48 oorrect ocx::urred. 
Results 
Identity/Nonidentity Trainim 
Perfonnarx::es across sessions for each subject are sha,m in Figure 
18. Both subjects scored perfectly an the first session of identity 
(Task 1). 'Ibey scored 39/40 an the first session of cd:lity (Task 2), 
both hav~ missed the first trial in the session. S26 was presented 
one additional session each of Tasks 1 arrl 2 s.inJe she had not 
participated for five days. She scored at least 39/40 an both sessions 
arrl perfonned at criterion for the canbined task in three sessions. 
Table 40 
Trial Types for the Separate Syrrmetry an:l Transitivity Tests on 
Experiment 4B 
synmetry 
1. Z 2. Z 3. Z 4. Z 5. Z 6. Z 
a a a C2 C2 C2 
I I I I I I 
A1C1A2 A10B2 A10C2 A2C2Al A2C2B1 A2C2Cl 
7. Z 8. Z 9. Z 10. Z 11. Z 12. Z 
Bl Bl Bl B2 B2 B2 
I I I I I I 
C1B1A2 C1B1B2 C1B1C2 C2B2Al C2B2Bl C2B2Cl 
Transitivity 
1. z 2. Z 3. Z 4. Z 5. Z 6. Z 
Cl Cl Cl C2 C2 C2 
I I I I I I 
BlC1A2 B1082 B1C1C2 B2C2Al B2C2Bl B2C2Cl 
7. Z 8. Z 9. Z 10. Z 11. Z 12. Z 
Bl Bl Bl B2 B2 B2 
I I I I I I 
Al Bl A2 Al Bl B2 Al Bl C2 A2 B2 Al A2 B2 Bl A2 B2 Cl 
Trai.nin:J Baseline 
1. z 2. Z 3. Z 4. Z 5. Z 6. Z 
Al Al Al Al Al Al 
I I I I I I 
B1A1A2 B1A1B2 B1A1C2 OA1A2 ClAlB2 OA1C2 
7. Z 8. Z 9. Z 10. Z 11. Z 12. Z 
A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 
I I I I I I 
B2 A2 Al B2 A2 Bl B2 A2 Cl C2 A2 Al C2 A2 Bl C2 A2 Cl 
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Figure 18. Percentage of correct responses for each session aro. phase 
of Experirrent 4B. 
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She sa:>red perfectly on UNO sessions of the three-ccnparison identity 
task (Task 3). 
S25 perfo:rmed poorly on the c:x:ui:>ined identity/oddity task (Task 
3) with sa:>res of 15/40 am 17/40. He was returned to Tasks 1 am 2, 
am dem:>n.strated good perfo:anarx::e on eadl. Fair sessions of the 
canbined task were presented, am he sa:>red between 17/40 am 21/40, 
well within the dlan:::e levels of a b.10-n 111arison procedure of 50/50. 
On Session 13 a verbal prarpt was used. He was questioned by the 
experilllenter why his choice was cx,rrect or in::orrect for the first 
three trials. On Trial 1 (Y-in::orrect) he responjed that he did not 
kocM. 
On Trial 2 (X-cx,rrect) he responjed that the correct a:inparison 
was the sarre as the sairple. On Trial 3 (Y-in::orrect) he did not 
resporrl, but immediately started the next trial. On Trial 4 (Y-
cx,rrect) he resporrled that the cx,rrect carparison was different fran 
the sanple. He sa:>red 37/40 on that session, am UNO of the errors 
were made on the first three trials. He missed 0#0 on the next 
session, am then sa:>red perfectly on the last session of Task 3 am on 
UNO sessions of Task 4. 
Art>itracy Matchirg Trainirn 
S25 perfo:rmed at criterion (46/48) on arbitrary matchln:J (Task 5) 
in foor sessions, am sa:>red at criterion in UNO sessions on the 
canbined identity-arbitrary matchln:J (Task 6). S26 sa:>red between 
27/48 am 29/48 for foor sessions of Task 5. On the next day she came, 
the trial types were presented in blocks (all foor of trial type 1, 
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then all foor of trial type 2, etc.) in the hq)e that doin;J so wcw.d 
make the tasks easier (Saunders & Spradlin, 1989). '!he location of the 
c:x::rrparisons on the screen was still varied at ran::ian. Her score 
irx::reased fran 34/48 to 46/48 on the next foor sessions. '!he order was 
then presented ran::lanly, am she perfonned at criterion in three 
sessions. She scored 46/48 on two sessions of Task 6. She was given 
an additional session of Task 6 sin:::e she missed l:xJth i.nstan::es of a 
trial type, am again scored 46/48. 
Testim 
Detailed results on the tests are depicted in Table 41 for S25 
am Table 42 for S26. Both subjects ~ierred difficulty on the 
test. s2s scored 15/48 am 36/48, am s26 scored 12/48 am 22/48 . s2s 
scored perfectly on identity trials, but did poorly on crltity am 
arbitracy matchi.rg trials. She was presented another session of Task 6 
am scored perfect.ly. 
S26 respon.:ied entirely to identity regardless of context. She 
was presented a session of the canbined identity-odilty task am a 
session of the canbined identity-arbitracy matchi.rg task. She 
perfonned at 38/40 on the first am 46/48 on the secord. Another 
session of the test was presented, am she again scored perfect.ly on 
identity trials, but nearly rarrlanly on the other trials. 
'!he annmt of generalization required was assumed to be too 
great, so the symmetry am transitivity trials -were presented 
separately. S25 perfonned at criterioo in three sessions an symmetry 
trials, am in two sessions on transitivity trials. S26 again 
responied entirely to identity when presented the synmetry trials. A 
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Table 41 
Results on Generalization Test for S25 
10/19/89 - Session 24 10/19/89 - Session 25 
Contextual stillulus Contextual stillulus 
X y z X y z 
5anple stinul.us Semple stillulus 
Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 
Co: Co: 
Al 0 0 1 0 3 2 3 2 Al 0 0 2 1 3 0 3 0 
A2 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 A2 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 2 
Bl 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 2 Bl 0 0 2 2 3 1 2 1 
B2 0 0 1 3 0 1 0 0 B2 0 0 1 2 0 3 0 1 
Cl 6 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 Cl 6 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
C2 0 6 2 0 0 0 0 1 C2 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 2 
10/26/89 - Session 32 10/26/89 - Session 33 
Contextual stinul.us Contextual stinulus 
X y z X y z 
Sarrple stinul.us Sanple stinul.us 
Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 
Co: Co: 
Al 0 0 0 1 3 0 3 0 Al 0 0 0 2 3 0 3 0 
A2 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 3 A2 . 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 3 
Bl 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 Bl 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 
B2 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 B2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 
Cl 6 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 Cl 6 0 0 2 0 1 3 0 
C2 0 6 2 1 0 0 0 3 C2 0 6 2 0 0 0 0 3 
* Number of ti.mes each cx:Jtparison chosen in the presen:::e of each 
sanple stinul.us arrl each cx:>ntextual. stillulus. 
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Table 42 
Results on Generalization Test for S26 
10/19/89 - Session 24 10/19/89 - Session 27 
contextual stirrnllus contextual stimulus 
X y z X y z 
Sample Stirrnllus Sample stimulus 
Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 
CO: Co: 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Al 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
A2. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A2. 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Bl 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 Bl 0 0 1 2 2 1 2 1 
B2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 5 B2 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 2 
Cl 6 0 5 0 6 0 0 0 Cl 6 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
C2 0 6 0 6 0 6 0 1 C2 0 6 2 0 1 2 1 1 
10/ 26/89 - Session 36 10/26/89 - Session 37 
contextual stirrnllus contextual stimulus 
X y z X y z 
Sample Stirrn.tl.us Sample stimulus 
Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 
Co: Co: 
Al 1 0 1 0 3 0 2 0 Al 0 0 0 2 3 0 3 0 
A2. 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 3 A2. 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 3 
Bl 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 Bl 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 
B2 0 0 2 2 0 3 0 0 B2 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 
Cl 5 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 Cl 6 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 
C2 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 3 C2 0 6 2 0 0 0 0 3 
10/26/89 - Session 38 
contextual stirrnllus 
X y z 
Sample Stimulus 
Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Bl B2 
Co: 
Al 0 0 0 2 3 0 3 0 
A2. 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 3 
Bl 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 1 
B2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 
Cl 6 0 0 2 0 1 3 0 
C2 0 6 2 0 0 0 0 2 
*Number of tin-es each cauparison chosen in the presence of each sample 
stimulus an::l each contextual stimulus. 
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session of Task 6 was presented, am then symneb:y was retested. S26 
sa::>red at 45/48 on the trairun:J am came to criterion on synmetry in 
four sessions. She sa::>red perfectly on two sessions of transitivity. 
'll1e ccrrplete test was then readministered to both subjects. S25 made 
only one i.rx:on.sistent response in the t\te10 sessions. S26 made a 
i.rx:on.sisterx::ies on the first session, ncne oo the seoan::l, am two on 
the last. 
r:urin:J the del:>riefin:J, both subjects ca.lld state that X in:licated 
that they were to pick the same stinulus as the sanple. Ha,,,tever, both 
had diffia.ilty describin:J the relations umer the control of Yam z. 
When S25 was given the list of stinuli, he was able to shcM how they 
went together. S26 was also able to in:licate what the contin:Je.rx::ies 
were with the stinulus list, rut was very slow am hesitant. 
Discussion 
'l\vo subjects were trained to perform different types of matdlinJ 
tasks based on the preserx:,a of contextual stinuli. Identity am cxliity 
matchirq generalized to novel stinuli, am arbitrary matdlinJ trairun:J 
resulted in the establishment of two three-member stinulus classes. 
'll1e results provide SlJl:P)rt for the notion that contextual sti.nul.i can 
control whether peq,le will 9rcx.JP stinuli into classes or not. 
'll1e subjects again had diffia.ilty with the cxliity task. S26 
required an aatitional session of XY train.irg after the first test, am 
reported that she had forgotten what the contextual stinulus Y 
signalled. S25 had diffia.ilty when identity am cxliity were canbi.ned 
in the same session. He was ai:parently not atterw.nJ to the contextual 
stinulus, am was respan::li.nJ based on the feedback given for the last 
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trial. If he was correct, then he respcnied in the same way on the 
next trial. If he was irxx>rrect, he respcnjed in the ~ite way on 
the next trial. 
S26 had difficulty with the arbitrary matdrir:g. '!he prior 
exposure to cx:klity arx:l identity matdrir:g biased her to respcn:l 
accordirg to :Eilysical characteristics, which does not work on arbitrary 
matdrir:g. When the task was broken down into the irxlividual trial 
types, arx:l presented in blocks so that she received a rn.nnber of 
corrections on the same trial type, she was able to learn the task. 
On the test, the subjects were again un:lear as to ~t to do. 
S26 deloc>nstrated a response of dloosinJ based on identity if unsure. 
On the premise that too nuch generalization was required, the test was 
broken dc1.m so that equival~ co.ild be tested first. Both subjects 
deJronstrated synmetcy arx:l transitivity. Upon return to the test, 
oddity perfo:rmarx::e in'proved when perfo:rmarx::e on synmetcy arx:l 
transitivity in'proved. 
One difficulty with the trai.ni.n;J p~ is that Cl arxi C2 were 
used as canparisons in the identity arx:l oddity trai.nin;J. Si.roe neither 
Cl or C2 served as sanples, trial types with Cl or C2 as c:::arprrisons 
were not corxlitional discriminations. What this neans is that because 
Cl arxi C2 were never related to a st.iitulus, they were never correct 
ccrrparisons, arxi subjects co.ild have leanied sinply to choose away fran 
them. 
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GENERAL DisaJSSION 
Experiments 1A arrl 1B derronstrated that fifth-tenn control can be 
established, provided systematic replication of prior research on 
contextual control (e.g., Bush et al., 1989; Fucini, 1982; Hayes et al., 
in press; Kennedy & Laitinen, 1988; Lazar & Kotl.archyk, 1986; Serna 
1987; WUlfert & Hayes, 1988), arrl dem:>nstrated that the f'urction of a 
contextual stinul.us can be transferred to neutral stinul.i via stinul.us 
equivalence paradigm procedures (Hayes et al. , in press; Lazar & 
Kotl.arychk, 1986; WUlfert & Hayes, 1988) • 'lhese e:>q:>eriments set the 
stage for further analysis of fifth-tenn control (Sidman, 1986) arrl its 
usefulness in predict.inJ arrl controllin;J developnent of cnrplex stimulus 
classes such as those fow'rl in language. 
Classes of words used in natural settin3s are not usually sbnple, 
mutually exclusive groups of stinul.i, but terx:i to overlap or "intersect" 
as in the metal/liquid ex.arrple. 'Ille element ''mercury" is a member of 
both the classes of liquids arrl of metals, but not all liquids are 
synonyirnJS with all metals. Rarely are there sirgle stinul.i controll.inJ 
natural language classes. For exanple, a child may have learried to 
differentiate between plants am animals arrl then leam.s that the words 
"beast" arrl "creature" are synonyno.is with the word, "animal". Greater 
efficiency results if the new words also control the stimuli in the 
subordinate class in the same manner as does the word, "animal". 'Ihese 
results irxticate the potential rcb.lstness of stinulus equivalence 
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procedures for the description of the developnent of ccnplex stimulus 
classes. 
Transfer of Furction 
Transfer of varirus stinulus functions has been aoc:x::rrplished at 
least three times previrusly (i.e., Hayes et al., in press; Iazar & 
Kotlacydlk, 1986; Sigurdardottir, Green, & saurrlers, 1990; WUlfert & 
Hayes, 1988) . In the I.azar arrl Kotlarc:hyk ( 1986) arrl WUlfert arrl Hayes 
(1988) studies, novel stinuli ~ made equivalent to a class of 
equivalent stinw.i whose function was to detennine the o:rderim of 
responses. 'lhe novel stirruli thereafter also controlled the o:rderim of 
responses. Sigurdardottir et al. (1990) exterrled the results of I.azar 
am Kotlarchyk ( 1986) by usim a lOn:Jer ~, addin;J distractor 
st.inuli, arrl carefully testim for equivalence base:l on order. In the 
Hayes et al. (in press) stu:iy, novel stinuli ~ made equivalent to 
stimuli that functioned as con:litioned reinforce.rs or as discriminative 
stimuli. '!hereafter, the novel stinul.i also functioned as con:litioned 
reinforce.rs or as discriminative stinuli. 
In the present stu:iy, novel stimuli made equivalent to contextual 
stimuli thereafter controlled the con:litional relations controlled by 
the contextual stinuli. In eadl of these e.><periments, stinuli that 
previrusly had no function~ made functional via procedures that led 
to stimulus equivalence. 'lhe potential generality of transfer of 
function should only be limited by the nurri:ier of different functions 
that stirruli might possibly sei:ve (e.g., elicitim, reinforcim, 
discriminative, etc.), am suggests another inp:,rtant utility of 
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stinulus equi valen=e procedures. Transfer of function via stinulus 
equivalence can be used for generalization of a leaD'led stinulus 
function to novel situations (stinuli) wit.ha.It retrainin:] in each 
situation. Also, the control of behaviors by certain stinuli can be 
transferred to T"ell stinuli, which 1NO.lld provide an effective method for 
generalization of behavior to T"ell situations. 
Sixth.J!'enn Control 
Experi.Ioont 2 dem::>nstrated that Sidman's (1986) hierarchical 
analysis can be exterxied to at least six tenn.s. '1he questions that 
arise fran the derronstration are (1) whether the effect is real or due 
to stinulus carpc::,.lI'Xii; am (2) whether the effect is relevant to 
everyday life or is merely a laborato:ry ~- Both issues are 
critical to the hierarchical awroach. Sidman has expressed concern 
over the :EX>S5ibility of stinulus carp::,un:lin;J (Sidman et al., 1989) am 
others have suggested that a hierarchical analysis is mt necessary am 
is explainable by stinulus carp::mxtirg (Delprato, 1987; 'Iharas & 
Schmidt, 1989) . 'Ihe transfer of function derronstrated by Experi.Ioonts 
lA, IB, am 2 lerns ~rt to the mtion that the sanple stinuli are 
mt c:x::ITl)OUOOed, sirx:e the function tranferred to the novel stinuli was 
strictly that of the stinuli to which they were related. '1he fact that 
the function was manifested imnediately upon testirg withalt any prior 
e>cperience also~ the stinulus ~ position. 
Hierarchical control essentially describes a cc:atplex logical if-
then relation. To the extent that such logical relations exist in the 
everyday world, hierarchical control does also. Farly catpiter 
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progranmin;J laD:JUages were based on the use of the If~ statement to 
make decisions, for exanple, if X is the case, then do Y. 'Ihe 
limitations of the statement quickly became awarent when a rnnnber of 
con:litions ~ to be examined at arx::e or in a~- 'Ihe "If-
'Ihen-Else, If anj/or If 'Ihen, am If 'Ihen If 'Ihen Else" statements were 
created to Sl.lti)lify programnin;J am cut down on the explosion of program 
size due to the rn.nnber of "If 'Ihen" statements. 'Ihese m::>re cc:rrplex 
statements are identical to higher-order continJen:::ies; for exarrple, the 
Bi\SIC laD:JUage statement "If X1 'Ihen If Al 'Ihen If Bl 'Ihen Bl Else Cl" 
describes the le:ftloost fifth-tenn contin]ency illustrated in Figure 1. 
'lllat sudl statements are coom:>nly used in programmin;J can be used as 
evidence that hierarchical situations do exist in the real world, or at 
least can be conceptualized as sud1. 
An eve:cyday exanple of a six-tenn contin:Jercy is that of 
linJuigtics: Consider a listener hearin] the words "knot" or "rx,t" who 
l1UlSt then write dc:7t¥Jl the correct 'INOrd. In written laD:JUage, an 
acxlitional cue in the form of the preserre or abserx::le of the letter "k" 
makes the discrimination easier. However, the listener is deperdent 
upon the context of the 'INOrd usage. An acxlitional level can carpound 
matters by considerinJ the listener bi-1.irgual German/ED;Jlish. If 
Gennan is spoken, am the context is "tyirg", the 'INOrd is "Knot", but if 
the context is ''poverty'', the 'INOrd is ''Not". If ErxJlish is spoken, am 
the context is "tyin]", the 'INOrd is "knot", but if the context is 
''absence'' or ''negation'', the word is ''rx,t''. 
Experiment 2 dem::>nstrated that transfer of furci:ion can take place 
via equivalence at the sixth-tenn level. SUd1 a fin:lirg is l.lti)Ortant 
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sin:::e it systematically replicates earlier work whicn used foorth-tenn 
or fifth-tenn contin:Jencies (e.g. , Hayes et al. , in press; Lazar & 
Kotlardlyk, 1986; Wulfert & Hayes, 1988) . Together, all these studies 
imicate that the basic f~ of equivalence awly at a mnnber of 
different levels f:ran sinple matcru.n;J-to-sanple to cattJlex hierarc:hical 
tasks. 
Limits on CClnbinations of Classes 
Experiments 3A, 3B arrl 3C point out a critical limit with 
equivalence procedures. If a class is related to two different classes, 
arrl a subject is forced to choose between the two different classes, 
even a contextual stimulus will not prevent arrbiguity (cf. Bush et al., 
1989; FUcini, 1982). S3 of Experiment 3C dertonstrated that the 
difficulty can be su:rm:::,unted via the use of vez:bal behavior in the fonn 
of self-generated rules (Hayes, 1989), but she was the only one of six 
subjects in Experiments 3A arrl 3C to actually do so. What vez:bal 
behavior the other eight subjects in Experiment 3A, 3B, arrl 3C might 
have used is unknown. None reported the use of rules; havever, the 
subjects' vez:bal report may not accurately describe their covert vez:bal 
behavior. 
'll1e firoin;r.; of these three experinents may have inportant 
in'plications for teacnin:J. Sane canbinations of stinuli awaz-ently 
cannot be tau;Jht, or can be tau;Jht only with great difficulty. Hc:Jwever, 
a slight d1an;Je in procedures can greatly facilitate le.anrin:;J. If 
Experiment 3B was altered so that Ml arrl M3 arrl the associated relations 
were taught at the same tune, arrl M2 arrl M4 ~ taught at the same 
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time, the subjects likely wcw.d rot lean1 the relations. Merely the 
order of trainirg is altered, am the difficulty of the task increases 
dramatically. 
other possibilities exist whidl ca.ll.d conceivably charqe the 
difficulty of the training as dramatically. Error less procedures ca.ll.d 
be attarpted that wcw.d reduce the difficulty of training by ensurin;J 
that eadl set of con:titional discriminations \tJere mastera:l before 
introducin;J Il'Ore relations. Perhaps subjects ca.ll.d have learned the 
relations in Experiment 3A if eadl logical step was carefully taught in 
such a way that equivalence was aware,nt. What those procedures might 
be requires further study. 
Fields am Verhave (1987) suggest two t:asic sets of parameters for 
training that may also affect ease of acquisition. Directionality of 
trainirg, or which stimuli save as samples am cx:nparisons may be 
inportant. 'Ihey suggested that generalization of new relations may be 
easier depen:tin;J on the manner of presentation of the stimuli durin;J 
training. For exanple, if two relations are trained: A-B, B-C am the 
potential derived relations A-C., c-A are tested, the relation A-C. might 
be easier to lean1 than the relation C-A because in the fonner both 
stimuli had saved in the sarre roles as sample am c:::a:rparison. 'Ihat is, 
A had been the sample am Ca c:::a:rparison in prior training, while in the 
case of C-A, both stimuli are savin;J in an unfamiliar role. Even 
though subjects had never seen A-C. together before, their familiarity 
with the trained roles ca.ll.d conceivably make the test task m.ich easier 
than c-A, in whidl the pairin;J is novel, am the stinuli aR)ear in roles 
they have never been in before. 
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In tenn.s of larger classes, Fields arrl Verhave (1987) sugJest that 
nodality, or to how many stinuli a sanple is related durirg trainirg, 
may also be imp:)rtant. For exanple, with a six-member class, one 
stinulus may se:rve as the sanple ~a.rt trainirg arrl the other five 
are related to it: A-B, A-C, A-D, A-E, A-F. On the other ham, each of 
the stinuli may be related to only two other stinuli, arrl foor of the 
six will se:rve as oot:h sanple arrl ccnparisal: A-B, B-c, C-D, D-E, E-F. 
'Ihese issues may significantly ilrprove trainirg procedures by irrprovin:J 
test perfonnarx::es arrl reducirg trainirg times, arrl require further 
research. 
Contextual Control of Matchin;J Perfo:nnan=es 
In Experiments 4A arrl 4B, subjects were trained to perform various 
matchin;J tasks based on the presen:e of contextual stinuli. In 
Experiment 4B the subjects were able to deroc,nstrate generalized 
perfonnance of ocxlity, identity (reflexivity), symnetry arrl transitivity 
after awrq:iriate trainirg. 'Ille generalization task was overwheJ.min;J 
arrl needed to be broken da-m, rut was eventually perfonned. 
'lwo major conclusions can be drawn fran these results. Identity 
mat:dtln:;J seems to be very :rd::Just arrl even sanetimes preferred because it 
is easy arrl perhaps nnst familiar to adult humans. steele arrl Hayes 
(1988) foum that subjects trained on a series of arbitrary-matching 
tasks failed to perform on an identity-matchin;J task. 'Iheir results are 
likely due to a contextually controlled bias of resporxlin:J based on 
arbitrary matching for two reasons. First, Experiment 4B denx:mstrated 
that a context based on type of procedure can control the kirrl of 
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matchirg perfonned. Secom, Experbnent 4A am 4B also deIIDnstrated. that 
arbitrary matchirq ~tly is partially based on dloosin:J away fran 
identity, am thus bec:x:mes an irx:x:ltpati.ble :response (cf. , straner & 
Osborrie, 1982) . 'lherefore, no corx::lusi ve results have in:licated. that 
reflexivity is not necessacy for equivalence to develop. 
Another ronclusion whidl can be drawn fran the results of 
Exper.inents 4A am 4B is that cxliity am equivalence are linked sata1C1.>1, 
perhaps with reference of what to do with in::orrect stinuli. In 
trainin;J, the rorrect response durin;J cxliity was any nonidentical 
stinulus. However, on the test, the rorrect resp:>nSe to oddity was a 
nonclass member , not any nonidentical stinulus . Before the separate 
equivalence testin;J, the subjects both chose any nonidentical stimulus. 
After the subjects denonstrated. equivalence, they chose only nonclass 
members (cf. Dixon et al., 1983). Perhaps the prior oddity trainin;J 
interfered with the fo:rmation of equivalence on the first test, since 
the behavior of dloosin;J stinul.i which later were to becane class 
members had been reinforced. In esserre, what the subjects were 
learnin;J durin;J oddity was that these bJo stinuli are not the same. S2 
may have had diffia.ilty durin;J equivalence trainin;J because she was then 
told to ?,It stinuli ta:Jether which she had learned did not go together. 
Maybe the fonnation of equivalence coo.ld have been facilitated. if oddity 
trainin;J did not use future class members as rorrect cnrparisons. 
'!he problem of overlap in Experiments 3A, 3B, am 3C may be 
related in sane way to the problems that arose with the use of three 
canparisons with the cxliity task in Experiment 4A. In both cases there 
was a situation in which there was no sin;Jle right ans\lJer. In the case 
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of Exper.i.roont 4A, the confusion occurred within the in:lividual trial, 
arrl in Experiments 3A, 3B, arrl 3C, the confusion occurred between 
contexts (e.g. , Gra.Jp 1 -went with Gra.Jp 2 am Gra.lp 1 also -went with 
Gra.Jp 3). 'Ihe JX)SSibility still exists that the ambiguity of the lack 
of a si.n;Jle correct answer may have led to confusion in both cases. In 
Experiments 3A, 3B, am 3C, the use of a cx:>ntextual stinulus was still 
not ena.igh to clarify the relations, althoogh separati.n;J the con:iitions 
over time was. 
Methodological Issues 
Acquisition 
Sate of the experiments, particularly 3A am 4A revealed 
difficulties with the traini.n;J am testi.n:J tasks. SUbsequent 
experiments or subjects who participated later typically had an easier 
time. 'Ihese difficulties \oJere inferred to be largely furctions of the 
procedures. In many cases, the difficulties seemed due to the 
programming errors experienced by the earlier subjects. Shortenin;J 
session times am loweri.n;J criteria for perfonnance between Experiment 
1A arrl Experiment 1B did not cause difficulties, am seemed to decrease 
the aversiveness of the tasks. Given the difficulties of establishirq 
fifth-term control reported in the literature (Bush et al., 1989; 
Kennedy & Iaitinen, 1988; Serna, 1987), the dem:mstration that fifth-
term control can be readily established enharx::es the usefulness of 
fifth-term control as both an explanatory device arrl as a teach.inJ 
rrethod. 
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~ down tasks into smaller, no:re manageable sizes helped in 
both trainin;J arrl testirq. 'Ihe tactic was used in both Experiments 3A 
arrl 4B with trainirq with sucx::ess, arrl in Experiment 4B with testirq. 
saumers arrl Spradlin (1989) also used the methcx:i with sucx::ess, arrl 
fourrl that doirq so was the only effective way of trainirq with subjects 
who had difficulty learni.rxJ the :relations. A llUIIi:>er of other 
methodological adjusbnents ccw.d possibly make the fonration of stimulus 
classes easier arrl less time COl1SUll\l.I'q. Fin:li.rg sudl shortcuts ccw.d 
make the prcx:mu:res much no:re :relevant arrl useful for classroan 
awlications. '!he use of errorless techniques arrl verbal prarptirq 
ccw.d .irrprove performance. 
Class structure 
Experiments lA, lB, arrl 2 utilized :mininum sized classes in order 
to examine the s.irrplest cases of higher-order control. Given the small 
size of the classes, two groups of two stimuli always were related, 
regardless of con:litional stimuli. No matter how the stimuli were 
grouped, two groups of two stinuli wculd always remain together. Also, 
because of the small pool of stinuli, the sarrples durin;J trainin;J were 
also used as incorrect cacparisons, even tha.igh they ccw.d be excluded 
since they were never correct. '!his again was \.ll'lavoidable. 
'Ihese procedures led to a possible oonfourrl in terns of exclusion. 
SUbjects may have lean'lE!d to respom away fran certain :relations rather 
than to respom based on the experimenter-defined cantirqeocies. 
Harrison arrl Green (in press) fa.mi that subjects cxw.d leant to perform 
on test trials strictly by notirg whidl canbinations of stimuli oa:::ur 
no:re often. A sanple stimulus may oa:::ur no:re often with the correct 
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carparison than with incorrect carparisons programrood to awear 
rarrlanly, arrl subjects learn to relate the stinuli which awear together 
consistently. 'Ihe followirq section will ack:iress the role of exclusion 
in this dissertation. 
Exclusion 
Exclusion of Al arrl A2. durirq foor-tenn traini.rg only occurred 
when two three-neooer classes were trained, rut not when four three-
member classes were trained. Why this should be the case is not clear. 
Pemap; learnirg the comitional :relations is easier t.han learnirg a 
rnnnber of unrelated rules about the stinuli. Also, the later 
experiments were very cx:rrplex, arrl an exclusion strate:y 'WOUld have 
required merrorizirq far m::>re :relations t.han that involverl in sinply 
learnirg the experimenter-defined contirqen:::ies . 
'Ihe exclusion of Al arrl A2. durirq Experiments lA, lB, am 2 
probably made the acquisition of the trainin;J ~ easier, rut did not 
likely have nuch effect on class fonnation given subject responses 
durirq testirq. SUbjects ccw.d not exclude Al am A2. durirq symmetry 
testirq because both stircw.i were usErl as correct carparisons on 
symmetry p:rcbe trials. SUbjects did dlcx:lse Al am A2. durirq testirq, 
am did so on trained relations as -well. '!he subjects did not exclude 
Al or A2. durirq transitivity testirq. Alth.cu:Jtl Al an:i A2. ccw.d be 
excluded durirq trainirq, they ccw.d not be excluded durirq testirq, arrl 
subjects did not do so. Harrison am Green (in press) foum that 
subjects learned to resporrl based on extranea.Js cues in those cases in 
which deriverl perfonnaooes develc:p3d gradually. 'lhe subjects in this 
dissertation perfonned with little difficulty in 100St testirq tasks, 
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which in:licates that exclusion of Al arxi 'A2. played little role in the 
acquisition of stimulus classes. 
'Ihe pennanent canbination of Bl-Cl arxi B2-c2 durinJ Experiments 
lA, lB, arxi 2 was prc:bably not significant. Only one subject of seven 
was fa.Il'Xi to exclooe the pairs durinJ train:in;;J arxi rxme durinJ testirq. 
Results fran Experiments 3A, 3B, arxi 3C .irxlicate that subjects terxl to 
learn a grcq> of in:lividual relations durirq training arxi sort them out 
into classes durirq testirq. '!he subjects generally did not learn any 
:rrore c:::arplex rules than the exclusion of sirqle stinuli. Trials in 
which Al or 'A2. were incorrect carparisons or Bl-cl or B2-c2 were both 
incorrect carparisons were not perfonned :rrore sua:,essfully durirq 
testinJ than any other trial configurations. Exclusion ~tly did 
not play a significant role in the acquisition of stimulus classes. 
However, the subject requires further research to clarify the role of 
exclusion in class fo:nnation. 
Verbal reports 
'!he subjects' verbal reports provide aatitional insight into the 
role of verbal mediation on the fonnation of stimulus classes. 'Ibey 
generally could not describe the relations involved without aid of a 
prq:,; that is, the stinulus list. '!he major exception was when subjects 
learned three member classes without contextual cx:>ntrol. One subject 
could, (S3 in Experiment 3C) rut used self-generated verbal behavior 
considerably t:hrcu3ha.rt: experiment, whidl may have been the only way to 
c:::arplete it suroessfully. Sane of the other subjects reported usirq 
various verbal aids such as names, rhymes, etc. None of the others did 
so consistently; that is, had names for all the stimuli. '!he conclusion 
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can be drawn on the basis of these experiments that verbal behavior is 
not necessary for the fonnation of stinulus classes, rut can be very 
helpful. Verbal rules, names, etc. are not necessary, arxi several 
subjects reported not usin:J sudl. Hc::,.,.iever, when the tasks became nore 
arxi nore carplex, subjects became nore likely to resort to verbal 
tactics acco:rcti.rg to their self-report. 
Perhaps a reason hmnans develq;:>ed verbal behavior was to make the 
task of organizin:J large annmts of stinuli easier. In fact, a major 
role of contextual stinuli in l~e may be to serve as labels for 
classes. 'lhe follc:,.,{in:J argument might be made, whidl provides a 
behavioral account similar to sane of Piaget's views on larguage 
(Piaget, 1932, 1980) . When first learning larguage, dlildren learn that 
'WOrds are equivalent with oojects arrl action. 'lhey learn a large mnnber 
of four-tern relations. At sane point, erx:u;il relations are learned 
that equivalence can occur, arxi classes are fonned. Orildren learn to 
group stinuli differently depen:tin;J on the context, arxi five-tenn 
relations are learned. A great leap in larguage developnent canes when 
the fifth-tern bec:cm:!s verbal (i.e., a 'WOrd is used to describe a class) 
because 1~ is then no lon;Jer just a groop of symbols associated 
with variaJS oojects, rut can be used to control the stinulus classes. 
At this point, a dlild can rx,t only use larguage as a referent, rut can 
use larguage to describe larguage, arxi can fo:rm his/her own rules. 
Verbal instructions were kept to a mininum durin:] the experirrental 
situation, rut hC1,ti they interact with stinulus class fonnation is of 
importance, since so nudl everyday learning is instructional. 'lhere is 
Il'D.ldl supersti tiaJS lab lore corx:::e.rninJ Irethcxlology. In these 
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experiments, subjects performed well on sessions cx:nprised of 50% to 
100% test prd:::>es. Fad.i.n:J feedback was not fCA.ITd to be necessary. On 
the other ham, why Experiment 3A should have failed is not oovious a 
priori. M.ldl methcx:lological work is necessary, am. dem::>nstration 
research is still valuable for fin:tin;J the limits. 
Corx::lusion.s 
'Ihe experiments cx:rrprising this dissertation provide an analysis 
of the developnent of higher-order stinulus control in hrnnans. SUbjects 
were able to arrarXJe stinuli into classes based upon hierarchical levels 
of contextual stimuli. Experiments lA, lB, am. 2 were dem:::>nstrations of 
the viability of higher-order stimulus control. Experiments 3A, 3B, am. 
3C examined sane of the factors whidl affect class fonnation am. 
hierarchical control, particularly in tenns of order of train.irg. 
Whether higher-order control is established level-by-level or all at 
once does not seem to make nud1 differen:::e in contrast to the f in:tin;Js 
of Kennedy am. Iaitinen (1988). However, certain groupi.rqs of stimuli 
can be easily learned, as in Experiment 3B, while other groupings can be 
very difficult, as in Experiments 3A am. 3C. Experiments 4A am. 4B 
dem:::>nstrated that context is a factor in class fonnation, am. examined 
sane of the factors that affect the role of context on how stimuli are 
related. 
'Ihe results of these experiments are of theoretical value, as they 
dem:::>nstrate that higher-order control can be established, am. provide 
evidence suwcrting hierarchical control rather than stimulus 
carp:,urrling. 'Ibey are also of theoretical value sir¥:::e they provide 
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evidence that context plays a role in class fonnation. A rn.nnber of 
empirical issues are raised as \vell. 'Ihe roles of exclusion arrl oddity 
on class fonnation are related issues that need to be ack1ressed in 
further researdl. 'Ihe precise nature of higher-order relations needs to 
examined rcore closely, arrl the role of verbal behavior in class 
fonnation (arrl iroeed all q,erant behavior) needs to be investigated. 
In addition, the results have sane ai:pliErl .inplications. Sare 
arrarqements of stinuli are inpossible, or at least very diffia.ilt to 
learn. At the present, how to recognize p::,tential diffia.ilties is not 
possible, beyorrl the general notion of overlap of stinulus classes. 
What variables control ease of learn.in] is inportant for teach.:irg 
concepts at any level. 
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Consent Fenn am Human SUbjects Aroroval 
Expansion of Contextual o:ntrol of sti:aulus Classes 
'1his experiment involves leamirg relations between varia.is 
amitracy sti:auli. Yoo will be asked to leani to match correctly 
varia.is grrups of sti:auli shown on a carp.rt:er :natl.tor. Each session 
will consist of 48-64 trials, arrl. will last for cq:proax:ilnately 15 
minutes. Yoo will be asked to participate at least t'INO to three times 
a week for aba.It an hour each time. 'lhe experiment will take 3-8 weeks 
to carplete, depeniirg on regularity of atterrlanoe, arrl. what co:rxtitions 
you are in. Yoo may recieve up to 40 PSY 101 class points for 
atterrlanoe arrl. sucx:,essful perfonnarx:e, arrl. 10 lx>l1us points are 
available for cc:rcpletirg the experiment. 
'lhe above named treatment is the OOLY experimental manip.ilation 
that will be made. If, for the clarity of sane point raised by the 
a.rt:a:Jne data, the experimenter wishes to chan;Je or add a treat:Ioont 
con:iition, this will be discussed with yoo before sud1 a chan;Je or 
addition is made. Participation is solely on a volunteer basis, arrl. if 
at any time you wish to tenninate your participation, you are fully at 
liberty to do so. Yoo will receive whatever class points you have 
eanm up to that point. 
1he data on your perfonnarx:e will be kept in coded fo:rm arrl. will 
be available only to the experimenter. 'lbese data may be written up 
for p..lblication in professional jrurnals any may be presented at 
professional meetin_;Js, or for educational ?Jl:'POS0S. After the data 
have been analyzed arrl. the results written as a research report, a copy 
of the report will be made available to you upon your request. 
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AWemixB 
Instructions Given to SUbjects 
At the first session, subjects \¥ere seated in front of the 
carp.rt:er lOOJli.tor. 'Ihe experimenter turned the IIDl'litor on, requested 
the subject to pick up the joystick, am said, ''To begin the session, 
press the ruttan on the joystick nearest the awle." When the first 
(contextual) sti.nulus aweared on the II¥:)llj_tor, the subject was told, 
"To in::licate that yru 've seen the sti.nulus, press the button." '!he 
sanple then aweared, am the subject was told to again press the 
button if they asked. '!he carparisons then aweared- '!he subject was 
then told, "Choose the sti.nulus on the bottan that goes with the two 
sti.nuli above. 1-bve the joystick left or right to :EXJ5ition the cursor 
umer the stiITiulus yru think is oorrect. If yru are oorrect, the 
carp.rter will say 'correct' am will give yru a point. If yru are not 
oorrect, the screen will go blank, am then it will show the same trial 
again. It will do this lD1til yru get the trial right. When yru do, 
the carp.rter will say •correct•, but yru will not get a point. Yru 
I1llSt get it right the first time to get points. 'Ihere are 80 trials 
eadl session. " 
If the subject asked questions about hCM the stinuli went 
tcqether, the experimenter replied to the effect that there was a 
oonsistent order, but that sjhe nust firrl rut for h.i.nVherself. '!he 
experimenter remained in the same roan on the cg:>osite side of a 
partition. Several subjects asked questions about the nature of the 
experiment am the relation bebNeen the sti.nuli durin:J the crurse of 
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the experiment. 'lhe experimenter respcn:led that he ca.lld rx:,t discuss 
the questions at that time, because that might spoil the experiment rut 
wculd ~lain ev~ when the experiment was cx:l!l)leted. 
When errl-of-trial feedback was reduced, the subjects were told 
before they began, "I'm goi.rq to make t:hir)3S a little harder. I'm rx:,t 
goi.rq to give yoo feedback on whether yoo. were CX>rrect on every trial, 
OK?" 
When testi.rq began, the subjects were told, ''Today I'm goi.rq to 
test yoo. to see what yoo. 've learned. I'm goi.rq to show yoo sane new 
t:hin:Js, arrl because it's a test, I can't give yoo any feedback." 
At the start of Rlase 2, the subjects were told that they were 
goi.rq to start sanethi.rq new. If the subjects asked whether they were 
stJR)C)S0d to press the rutton as before, the experimenter resporrled, 
"Yes". No other instnictions were given. D.lri.rq en::l-of-trial feedback 
reduction, arrl syrrmetry arrl transitivity testi.rq, the sane instnictions 
as used for Rlase 1 were given. 
When the subjects were ready for the contextual class test, they 
were told, "OK, \1Je 1re goi.rq to do sanethi.rq new J'lOW'. '!here will be 
three levels on the screen again." No other instnictions were given. 
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~riefim Prcx::edures 
When the subjects cx::rrpleted the experiment, they were shown line 
drawin;Js of the stinuli arrarged ramanl.y in a sin;le ex>ltnm arrl asked 
how they went together. If the subject had difficulty, or did not 
describe all the relations, they were praipted. If the subjects did 
not volunteer names for the stinuli, they were asked if they had their 
own names for the stinuli. 
'!he subjects were then shown the figure illustratin; the 
experiment design for their experiment (e.g. , Figure 1 for Experiment 
lA), arrl the experimental procedures were explained. For those 
subjects who did not sucx:essfully carplete the procedures (such as 
those in Experiment 3A) , they were told that their failures in::licated 
faulty procedures whidl required revision rather than personal 
inadequacy on their part. 
Followin; the explanation of the procedures, they were told how 
many points they had earned in the experiment, arrl remin:led that they 
a::w.d if they desired, cbtain a write-up of the results by contactin; 
the experimenter. 
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AWerrlixD 
Exclusion Evidence for Experiments 3A. 3B. arrl 3C 
Table 43 
Nt.nnber of Times F.adl sti1lul.us Is Olosen As An I.ooorrect Cgnparison for 
F.ach SUbject F.adl Session in Experi.nsrt: 3A 
S14 I.ooorrect carparisons 
Session Al Bl Cl K2 B2 C2 A3 B3 C3 A4 B4 C4 
1 0 1 2 2 2 3 0 4 2 3 0 2 
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 2 1 0 2 0 
5 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 3 0 1 0 1 
6 2 0 1 0 1 2 4 5 2 0 1 1 
7 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 0 
8 3 0 0 0 2 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
10 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 
11 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 0 
12 2 1 2 0 1 2 1 3 0 0 1 0 
13 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 3 1 1 0 1 
14 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 3 4 0 3 3 0 3 4 2 4 1 7 
23 2 0 0 1 4 1 3 4 4 3 2 5 
24 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28 3 3 0 1 1 2 3 3 3 4 5 2 
29 4 4 0 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30 2 6 0 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
31 4 6 0 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 
32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(table continues) 
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Table 43 ( oontinued) 
S15 Irxx:>rrect carpariscns 
Session Al Bl Cl A2 B2 C2 A3 B3 C3 A4 B4 C4 
1 1 2 4 1 3 4 4 3 0 4 1 0 
2 0 0 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 1 0 2 
3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 
4 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
6 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 mDIVIIlJAL '!RIAL D,\TA IOOI' 
8 1 0 5 0 3 3 0 0 1 4 0 1 
9 0 1 2 2 2 1 0 1 0 5 0 1 
10 2 0 5 0 1 1 2 4 1 2 0 2 
11 1 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
13 0 0 1 1 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 
14 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 
17 0 1 0 0 0 7 2 0 0 1 1 0 
18 1 0 0 0 0 6 1 0 0 1 0 0 
19 0 1 1 1 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 5 6 0 1 3 2 1 0 4 3 1 0 
27 4 7 0 0 2 4 0 2 2 2 1 0 
28 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
29 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
31 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32 4 5 0 3 2 5 0 2 1 2 5 0 
33 4 7 0 2 4 5 1 0 0 3 0 0 
34 3 7 0 2 2 5 0 2 0 2 2 0 
35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(table continues) 
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Table 43 ( continued) 
S16 Incorrect CCnparisals 
Session Al Bl Cl A2 B2 C2 A3 B3 C3 A4 B4 C4 
1 2 3 5 1 3 8 1 5 4 0 4 2 
2 4 1 0 3 5 5 1 1 4 4 2 2 
3 2 0 2 1 4 3 1 1 8 2 4 2 
4 0 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 6 0 0 
5 0 5 1 1 4 2 0 1 4 4 1 3 
6 1 3 3 1 3 1 1 0 1 4 0 1 
7 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
8 3 1 1 0 5 0 1 1 2 1 0 0 
9 2 0 2 0 1 3 0 1 0 3 0 0 
10 0 1 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 
11 1 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 1 3 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
14 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 0 2 1 0 3 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 
17 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
21 1 0 2 0 2 1 0 4 5 0 0 0 
22 1 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
24 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
25 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
26 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28 3 7 0 3 5 3 1 2 5 4 1 1 
29 2 7 0 2 3 4 1 3 5 5 2 1 
30 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
31 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
33 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
34 3 5 0 2 3 2 1 3 3 8 6 0 
35 3 3 0 2 2 1 5 2 1 2 5 7 
36 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 4 
37 0 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 3 4 
38 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 4 
39 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
40 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
41 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
42 4 7 0 4 5 2 0 5 3 1 0 3 
43 3 6 0 4 2 3 3 3 3 1 2 3 
44 0 3 0 2 1 2 1 0 1 3 3 4 
45 0 1 0 4 0 2 1 0 1 0 2 4 
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Table 44 
Number of Tboos F.adl stimulus Is Olosen As An Irxx>rrect Corrparison for 
F.adl SUbiect F.adl Session in Experiment 3B 
S17 Irxx>rrect CClrparisons 
Session Al Bl Cl A2 B2 C2 A3 B3 C3 A4 B4 C4 
1 0 2 3 1 1 5 6 3 5 1 3 5 
2 0 5 2 0 2 0 3 0 0 3 2 0 
3 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
4 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
5 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 1 0 1 0 0 0 9 8 10 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 8 9 0 0 0 
17 2 0 0 0 0 0 6 9 8 0 0 0 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 12 7 0 0 0 
19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 3 0 1 3 0 1 0 4 1 2 3 1 
22 3 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 4 1 1 2 
23 1 0 2 2 0 1 0 2 2 3 2 0 
24 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 0 
25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 6 4 6 4 6 5 2 3 2 5 2 2 
28 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 
31 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32 5 4 4 1 4 5 1 1 0 5 3 4 
33 4 4 3 3 4 2 3 3 3 3 2 4 
34 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 3 1 0 1 1 
35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
36 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 
37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
38 2 2 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
39 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
40 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
(table continues) 
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Table 44 (continued) 
S17 Incorrect canparison.s 
Session Al Bl Cl 'A2 B2 C2 A3 B3 C3 A4 B4 C4 
41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
43 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 3 
44 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
45 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 
46 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
S18 Incorrect canparison.s 
Session Al Bl Cl 'A2 B2 C2 A3 B3 C3 A4 B4 C4 
1 3 2 6 1 4 7 6 4 3 4 0 3 
2 2 3 4 3 2 3 6 5 3 3 2 4 
3 4 2 4 7 2 6 0 6 4 3 2 3 
4 6 1 2 3 8 4 3 5 5 4 2 2 
5 5 3 5 1 10 2 1 4 4 3 1 1 
6 0 3 2 3 3 0 2 5 2 3 1 1 
7 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 
8 1 3 1 1 1 1 0 5 0 4 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 0 0 4 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
16 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
18 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 6 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
22 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 
23 3 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28 0 3 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 
29 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
31 0 1 0 2 5 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 
32 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
33 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
34 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
35 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 0 1 2 
(table continues) 
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Table 44 ( continued) 
S18 Incorrect carparison.s 
Session Al Bl Cl A2 B2 C2 A3 B3 C3 A4 B4 C4 
36 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 
37 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 
38 0 0 1 2 0 5 1 1 3 0 0 1 
39 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 
40 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 
41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
42 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
43 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
44 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 
45 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
46 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
47 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S19 Incorrect CClrparisons 
Session Al Bl Cl A2 B2 C2 A3 B3 C3 A4 B4 C4 
1 1 1 1 1 6 5 2 2 7 4 5 0 
2 0 2 2 2 1 2 0 7 1 1 0 1 
3 0 0 3 0 0 5 0 5 2 4 2 3 
4 0 2 3 0 3 4 0 3 3 1 3 6 
5 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 3 
6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
7 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
18 0 2 1 1 2 1 1 3 0 1 2 1 
19 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 1 0 2 1 
20 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 5 5 6 3 8 4 6 6 5 8 1 8 
23 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 5 3 6 6 3 4 1 5 2 4 3 4 
26 4 4 6 6 2 4 6 3 6 4 6 4 
27 3 2 2 4 2 2 2 3 4 2 3 3 
28 3 3 4 2 5 2 3 4 3 2 1 4 
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Table 45 
Number of Tilnes Fadl Stimulus Is OlOSen As An Irx:x:>rrect Cgrparison for 
Fadl SUbject Fadl Session in Experiment 3C. 
S20 Irx:x:>rrect Ccll'parisan.s 
Session Al Bl Cl A2. B2 C2 A3 B3 C3 A4 B4 C4 
1 3 3 1 4 6 3 4 2 6 3 3 2 
2 1 1 3 2 2 3 1 2 4 9 2 6 
3 2 1 3 0 3 2 5 3 3 3 2 1 
4 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 6 1 2 1 2 
5 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 
6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
12 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
14 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
15 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
16 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19 0 0 0 4 5 5 3 3 3 0 0 2 
20 0 0 0 8 6 5 1 4 0 2 3 6 
21 0 0 0 9 11 8 0 2 2 5 1 4 
22 0 0 0 5 9 5 2 5 2 2 2 6 
23 5 0 4 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
24 2 0 1 2 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 
25 3 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28 7 7 11 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
29 9 11 10 2 2 1 9 1 1 6 2 3 
30 10 8 8 2 3 5 3 5 4 7 3 3 
31 12 12 7 5 5 3 3 4 3 2 1 2 
32 0 0 1 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
33 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
34 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
35 5 12 11 1 2 3 2 4 4 4 3 1 
36 9 11 7 4 2 4 4 2 4 5 3 2 
37 13 8 9 4 1 2 3 5 2 2 4 2 
38 15 9 8 4 2 2 1 3 6 5 2 2 
(table continues) 
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Table 45 ( continued) 
S21 Incorrect catparisans 
Session Al Bl Cl A2 B2 C2 A3 BJ C3 A4 B4 C4 
1 4 0 3 1 3 3 4 4 5 5 1 0 
2 1 2 4 0 3 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 
3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
5 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
6 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
7 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 6 1 
11 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 3 6 6 4 6 4 0 0 0 
17 0 0 0 4 5 4 0 4 7 11 5 5 
18 0 0 0 4 3 7 3 5 6 5 3 5 
19 0 0 0 7 4 2 3 6 3 10 3 9 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
21 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 7 19 5 2 2 1 3 5 3 2 5 4 
23 10 13 10 2 3 3 2 6 2 2 2 2 
24 14 9 6 3 2 3 5 3 2 3 3 3 
25 11 10 6 3 4 3 4 2 5 2 1 5 
26 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 10 7 8 3 2 3 5 5 1 3 5 3 
28 6 14 9 2 3 2 6 2 2 6 3 1 
29 11 10 8 0 2 2 7 2 1 4 4 4 
30 6 10 10 0 1 1 4 2 5 3 7 4 
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S22 Incorrect carparison.s 
session Al Bl Cl A2. B2 C2 A3 BJ C3 A4 B4 C4 
1 0 3 2 0 0 4 2 0 4 0 2 0 
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
14 11 6 10 2 2 1 8 1 1 6 2 3 
15 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 
18 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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